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MUNICIPAL LAW ENFORCEMENT REPORT

MLE-034-1 7

TO: Mayor George Cornell and Members of Council

FROM: Steven Harvey, Chief Municipal Law Enforcement Officer

DATE: November27, 2017

RE: 2017 Open Parking Conversion to Permit Parking and
Consistent Parking at the Five Major Beach Parks - UPDATE

Recommendation:

That Municipal Law Enforcement Report MLE-034-17 dated November 27, 2017, from
Steven Harvey, Chief Municipal Law Enforcement Officer, regarding the 2017 Open
Parking Conversion to Permit Parking and Consistent Parking at the Five Major Beach
Parks — Update be received for information and considered by Council.

Background/Analysis:

As was done in 2016, for ease of reference, the following report contains the originally
proposed plan outlined in Clerk’s Report CR-005-17 dated March 2, 2017, (Appendix 1
to MLE-034-17) noted in Blue Font below and which became the Approved Plan
through Resolution #079/17 (Appendix 2 to MLE-034-17). The corresponding Update for
each section is in Black Font.

2017 Open Parking conversion to Permit Parking:

In 2016, Council implemented a Pilot Parking Program - Open Parking Conversion to
Permit Parking (between Concessions B — 12) as outlined in Clerk’s Report CR00616,
dated March 30, 2016.

At the November 1, 2016 Committee of the Whole meeting Council reviewed Clerk’s
Department Report CR-048-16 regarding the 2016 Pilot Parking Strategy Update
concerning the implementation and public feedback on the program. Subsequently,
Council passed Recommendation #132/16 which recommended that the Pilot Parking
Program be expanded to the entire Township in 2017 with staff to report back on the
implications including signage, staffing, communication strategy and expansion area.

Based on Councils discussions and directions at these meetings as well as the public
feedback received, staff have modelled the 2017 Open Parking Conversion to Permit
Parking Program after the 2016 Pilot Program, whereby all open parking should be
eliminated and replaced with permit parking to provide a consistent and comprehensive
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parking strategy. Like the 2016 program, staff have not inspected each road for proper
width for the parking of vehicles on the sides of the road.

The 2016 Pilot Program was established between Concession 8 to 12 (West of the
Nippissing Ridge). Part of the review of the pilot program was the boundaries and
discussions focused on expanding the area for 2017. It was proposed by Council
members that the focus of the expansion could be from Archer Road at our southerly
boundary up to Concession 20 West in the north end of the Township and extending to
the Easterly limit from Nippissing Ridge to near County Road 6 in some situations.
This expansion was not to affect the communities of Perkinsfield and Wyevale.
Staff have drafted the 2017 boundaries based on those conversations which are
outlined in the attached.

Like the 2016 Pilot Program, each road used as an entry and exit point to the area
would have signs posted to indicate that parking on streets currently used as open
parking is now converted to permit parking.

This proposal, will limit all visitors and residents in the expansion area to permit parking
and or pay parking areas. Township residents are currently entitled to 2 parking permits
per year at a fee of $15/permit. Residents as well as visitors without permits would be
required to find alternatives to on street parking. This may impact on extended family
members, guests/visitors, and contractors.

Issues raised in 2016 and the 2017 proposed changes to address those concerns:

The below five concerns were raised in 2016 and staff is proposing the following actions
to address each issue:

1. 2016 entrance signs on Concession Roads were too small to be read while driving:
To address this concern staff propose that the entrance signs be increased in size to
6’ X 6’ as indicated to address westerly traffic entering the area. Additionally staff
propose 2’ X 3’ signs be posted along Tiny Beaches Road as a secondary notice to
address North/South traffic within the expansion area. 2016 Pilot Parking signage
would be removed for the 2017 expansion in order to have one consistent open
permit parking signage system.

Based on Council discussion, signs were ordered and installed according to the
speed limit in effect on the particular road. On 80km/hr zones signs would be 4’X4’,
on 60km/hr & 50km/hr zones signs would be 3’X3’ and on 40km/hr zones signs
would be 30”X30”. As outlined in the report, 2’X3’ signs were posted along Tiny
Beaches Road as a secondary notice. The 2016 Pilot Parking signage were
removed as outlined above.
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2. 2016 Confusion/conflicting signage - Prohibiting parking to the corner:
Throughout 2016, a number of individuals parked their vehicle adjacent to a No
Parking sign having one arrow in the opposite direction (Appendix #6 to CR-005-17).
The consistent opinion of the people affected was that parking was allowed based
on the absence of a sign indicating a parking permit was required. Staff explained
that there was a sign posted up the Concession Road that applied and that vehicle
operators were required to display a Parking Permit. Several streets within the Pilot
Parking Program area experienced the same problem.

During the November 1st, 2016 COWOC meeting, the consensus seemed to agree
that this issue should be addressed to avoid repeating the same issue in 2017 and
to clearly indicate the expectation in these circumstances.

Staff propose that a single yellow Permit Parking sign 30cm x 45cm be bolted on the
existing post under these No Parking Signs having a single arrow (Appendix #7 to
CR-005-1 7). This will substantially improve the ambiguity that most individuals
encountered in 2016 at a relatively low cost as the post have already been installed.

Based on Council discussion and direction, yellow permit parking signs were
ordered and installed as per the above. This change eliminated any confusion in
2017 and no parking tickets were issued forthis type of problem. A good example of
this was on a street like Jean-Ann Drive where our number of Parking Tickets
dramatically dropped from 82 tickets in 2016 to 9 tickets in 2017.

3. No Signs posted on Pilot Parking Area streets:
One option to address this concern is to post signs as per the Ontario Traffic Manual
(OTM). As previously discussed, the necessary work and expense makes it cost
prohibitive to implement. Staff propose that by implementing the changes as outlined
in items 1 & 2 above, these concerns should be significantly improved or reduced in
2017.

By-law front counter staff again reports this was still the biggest issue for 2017. Most
people were upset about the placement of the signs and lack of signs on every
street.

4. Visitors to the area not aware of local parking rules or where to go to find public
parking:
In 2006, Township Parking Information signs (Appendix #8 to CR-005-17) were
installed at all Permit Parking areas. The majority of these signs are now faded and
require replacing. Staff proposes these signs be replaced and;

• be slightly modified to display our current logo; and
• to clearly indicate the location of public parking areas by moving the

parking information up the sign to increase the profile of that information.
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Staff proposes that the Township Parking Information signs (Appendix #9 to CR-
005-17) be installed where existing faded signs are located and strategically placed
at open permit parking areas where concerns have been prevalent in highly ticketed
areas (ie. Jean-Ann Drive and Woodward Drive). The installation of the signs will
assist travellers to the area that may be unfamiliar with the permit parking system
and will help direct them to the intended destination for public parking. Additionally,
the communication plan outlined in this report should provide greater public
awareness of the 2017 Open Parking Conversion to Permit Parking to help address
this concern.

As per the above, new Township Parking Information signs were ordered and
installed. This action eliminated all fading signs and ensured that the correct
information was being displayed for those wishing to read the message and be
informed on the parking system.

5. Inconsistency for signing Permit Parking zones:
Currently our Concession Road ends have yellow signs consistently spaced in
accordance with the OTM indicating Permit Parking is in effect and staff does not
recommend any changes or removal. As mentioned in item 3 above, posting signs
on the remaining streets is cost prohibitive. Staff suggests the implementation of the
proposed recommendations outlined in items 1-4 above should assist in addressing
this specific issue. This concern should be monitored in 2017 and re-evaluated in
2018 should this problem persist.

This concern still exists but the only solution is to post signs on every street which
has already been determined to be cost prohibitive.

Another inconsistency that exists within the Permit Parking System is the time period
when Parking Permits must be displayed. Through the original Permit Parking
system, signs have been posted at our Concession Road ends requiring permits to
be displayed from 8AM to 10PM. Through the 2016 Pilot Permit Parking program all
affected streets required a Parking Permit (24 hours a day). This impacted cottagers
and residents having overnight guests or visitors. Staff propose that aN Permit
Parking (Concession Road ends and Open Parking) have the same hours of 8AM to
10PM to address this concern and have one consistent standard that is easier to
educate, monitor and enforce.

This solution worked effectively to solve the 2016 problem with overnight guests.

However, with the 2017 expansion of the Open Parking Conversion, the problem
most residents and cottagers encountered was with daytime visitors. At the same
time changes were made to the Townships Special Occasion Parking Permit
Program for 2017.
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Increased Parking Ticket Trials at Court in 2017

Staff is again expecting 2017 to have a much larger number of people attend the office
regarding the open parking conversion to permit parking program. Staff will attempt to
resolve the issues at the front counter but expectation is that a substantial number of
them will Request a Trial in their parking violation matters. This will increase court costs
and associated paperwork necessary for court purposes. In 2016, 340 Parking Tickets
were issued for Parking on a Highway without a Parking Permit” and by the end of the
season, 18 individuals completed the necessary paperwork to Request a Trial. In 2017,
staff are anticipating these numbers to substantially increase.

Once again in 2017, the By-law Department received numerous phone calls and in
person public inquiries about the 2017 expanded program. This summer 509 Parking
Tickets were issued for “Parking on a Highway without a Parking Permit”. There were
20 individuals that completed the necessary paperwork to Request a Trial. At the
November 2nd Court Date 15 matters were scheduled for Trial and below is their
dispositions:

• 9 individuals Plead Guilty and received a $20.00 Fine.
• 4 individuals did not attend and were deemed Guilty and received a $60.00 Fine.
• 4 individuals had their charge withdrawn as the officer was unavailable.

Consistent Parking at the Five Major Beach Parks:

At the February 8th, 2016 Committee of the Whole Meeting Council reviewed Clerk’s
Report CR-003-1 6 dated February 8, 2016 regarding the Five Major Beach Park
Parking Space Allocations. Following the discussions, Council passed Resolution
#081/16 that the report be received as information.

At the July 2016 Committee of the Whole meeting Council further reviewed Clerk’s
Report CR-003-1 6 and continued the discussion on the Five Major Beach Parks.
At that meeting, a Councillor indicated that he has received several phone calls from
Bluewater residents regarding the parking strategy for this area. Subsequently, Council
passed Recommendation #002)16 recommending that a site visit to the Five Major
Beach Parks be arranged to review encroachment and parking issues, with the
long-term goal to create a comprehensive and consistent encroachment and parking
strategy.

On September 14, 2016 Council and staff completed an in-camera Council Training
Session and attended the Five Major Beach Parks. At the following Committee of the
Whole meeting on September 26” Council decided to have an in-depth discussion on
the Major Beach Parks slated for the November 1St, 2016 meeting.
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At the Committee of the Whole meeting held on November 1st and November 28th,
2016 Council discussed the subject of the Township’s Five Major Beach Parks and
passed Recommendation #182/16 directing staff to review the paid/permit parking at the
Townships Five Major Beach Parks with a report back at a future Committee of the
Whole meeting (Appendix #12 to CR-005-17).

Additionally, through the various 2017 Budget meetings, discussions took place
regarding the Five Major Beach Parks and the priorities list attached as Appendix #13 to
CR-005-17 was created which also highlighted the need to implement a consistent
approach to the Townships Major Beach Parks

Lafontaine Beach Park and Bluewater Beach Park
The most significant change in implementing a consistent pay)permit system for our
Five Major Beach Parks is the introduction of pay parking at Bluewater Beach and
Lafontaine Beach Parks. In order to stay consistent, the following may be considered.

At Lafontaine Beach Park the existing open parking spaces within the off-street parking
lot and the Permit Parking spaces along the road could be converted to pay parking
(Appendix #14 to CR-005-17). At Bluewater Beach the existing Permit Parking Spaces
along Concession 5 West (Appendix #15 to CR-005-17) and Trew Avenue could be
converted to Pay Parking (Appendix #16 to CR-005-1 7).

As per direction, these spaces were converted to Pay Parking at the above locations as
outlined in the report.

All Resident Parking Permit holders will be allowed to park in the pay parking areas
without additional charge. Current parking rates would be applied at $0.25/7.5 minutes
with a minimum charge of $4.00 and with a maximum of $15.00/day. This rate is the
same as the other Township Pay Parking areas.

A consistent parking rate was established at all five Major Beach Parks as outline
above. The parking rate for vehicles and trailer spots at Jackson Park was increase to
reflect the use of 2 parking spaces.

Pay Parking would be enforced from 8:00 am - 10:00 p.m. with all parking prohibited
between 10:00 pm — 8:00am. Pay parking will be in effect from May 15- Sept 15 the
same as other pay parking areas. All parking receipts would be transferable between
the Townships pay parking system at Balm Beach, Woodland Beach and Jackson
Beach Parks.

The parking hours and time of year was also consistently implemented.
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Accessible Parking Spaces and ‘Unload and Go” spaces would be provided in key
locations. Sufficient Accessible Parking spaces will be provided at each location in
accordance with established legislation and will be free of charge consistent with the
other Major Beach Parks.

Accessible Parking Spaces and “Unload and Go” spaces were provided at these
locations in accordance with established legislation.

The changes outlined within this report are intended to ensure that our Five Major
Beach Park remain accessible to all residents and visitors on a permit or pay parking
basis. Parking at Major Beach Parks should be managed and controlled to minimize
negative impacts on surrounding residential areas.

Woodland Beach Park - MerQe the two parking systems currently in place
At various Committee of the Whole meetings in 2016, Council has briefly discussed the
two separated parking systems currently in place at Woodland Beach (at the end of
Lawson Road) and has requested staff to provide the relevant background reports on
this subject with the intent to merge the systems in 2017. Previous Councils have
discussed this subject and reviewed staff reports CR-049-09, CR-014-1O, CR-007-1 1
and CR-013-1 1 attached (Appendix #17 to CR-005-17).

Currently, the on-street parking spaces are pay parking and are reserved for only
visitors, while the off-street spaces within the parking lot are permit parking and are
reserved for residents only. Although signage is posted, every year the municipality
ends up receiving complaints from residents and visitors that have parked in the wrong
location and received a $60 Parking Ticket. All other parking locations within the
Township allow residents or visitors to utilize the spaces available on a first come, first
serve basis.

The parking at this location was merged as outlined above. This significantly improved
the historical challenges encountered in previous years. This year, the By-law
Department did not have any complaints from residents/visitors on the pay/permit
parking expectations at this location. As a result, the number of Parking Tickets dropped
from 102 tickets in 2016 to 38 tickets in 2017.

Balm Beach
At the Committee of the Whole meeting on November 1st, 2016 Council received the
attached correspondence from the Business Association of Balm Beach (BABB) dated
October 2016 and discussed the suggestions provided (Appendix #18 to CR-005-1 7).
Subsequently, a meeting was scheduled with Councillor Hinton, Staff and
representatives of BABB to discuss these suggestions and receive greater clarification
on the intended changes.
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One of BABB comments was changing the parking on Balm Beach Road West to pay
parking was a good decision. Also, it was suggested that there should be a parking
machine installed between Parent Road and the Beach to avoid people receiving
parking tickets while they have gone to pay for parking. Staff supports this suggestion
as previously discussed at various meetings and has allotted for an additional parking
machine within this report.

As per Council direction, a new Parking Machine and signs were installed on Balm
Beach Road West (near Roc Road) to address this concern. By-law staff is of the
opinion that this was a positive improvement both for parking users and enforcement
officers.

Another BABB suggestion was that the parking spaces on Parkside Drive should
become Pay Parking to clear up any confusion. On a number of occasions residents
and visitors received Parking Tickets at this location for not displaying the Resident
Parking Permit. Staff also supports this suggestion and can simply make this
adjustment by posting signs similar to the ones used on Balm Beach Road West in
2016 (Appendix #19 to CR-005-17).

Staff ordered and installed the necessary signs. Again, staff believes this was a positive
change for the parking users and enforcement staff.

BABB made additional suggestions which were discussed at the meeting which are
being followed up on by the Public Works Department and BABB.

Jackson Park
At this point no changes are being proposed to the parking system at Jackson Park for
2017.

Through the March 2nd meeting discussions, the parking rate for vehicles with trailers
was doubled to reflect the use of 2 parking spaces. Staff was able to switch the Parking
Machines around to allow for two of our new machines to be installed at this location to
accommodate this new rate structure.

COMMUNICATION PLAN:

Public consultation has been previously received in the form of Town Hall meetings,
Pilot Parking feedback and other communications received by Council and staff.
The detailed changes outlined within this report have not been released or reported to
the residents or public and maybe be considered as new information (for the first time)
by some individuals. Council may wish to consider if additional public consultation is
necessary and how that may be best achieved.
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Staff proposes that a communication plan, similar to the one used in 2016 for the Pilot
Program be considered for the 2017 parking changes. This will consist of mailing a
letter to every Township of Tiny property owner (approximately 13,000 tax bills) that will
be affected by these changes.

A letter was prepared and sent to every Township of Tiny property owner (Appendix 3 to
MLE-034-1 7)

This letter will provide notification of the Open Parking conversion to Permit Parking
program details and the expansion area and the Pay/Permit parking changes at the 5
Major Beach Parks. Staff recommends that the Township Website be updated with the
detailed intormation on the 2017 Open Parking conversion to Permit Parking program
and the Pay/Permit parking changes at the 5 Major Beach Parks.

The municipal website was utilized and continues to be updated with the details of the
2017 Parking Strategy at:

hllp://www.tiny.c&Pagesrrownship-Wide-Parking-Strategy.aspx

Additionally, the Municipal Newsletter, Community Page and Press Release systems
could also be used to provide greater awareness of the parking changes. Staff
recommends that as part of this program the Township implement a “grace period” or
warning period at the beginning of the season. Cars illegally parked would have a Press
Release/Public Notice placed on their windshield advising them of the changes to the
parking system.

All three communication systems were used to provide public awareness of the
changes. Like 2016, a 2 week warning period was imposed from May 15 to June 1st.

Notwithstanding these efforts, staff again fully anticipate that complaints will increase
substantially in 2017 as changes to long standing parking arrangements are
implemented. Costs associated with the above communication plan and anticipated
complaints have not been fully quantified at this time.

Public Works (Contractor) Staff Resources

The 2017 proposed parking changes are unscheduled projects and the Public Works
Department and staff resources have been planned based on the approved 2017
budget. It may be difficult for Public Works to absorb this amount of work. It may be
necessary for some or all of the work to be outsourced to a local contractor as is done
with other Public Works Department projects. With that said, The Public Works
Department will endeavour to obtain the necessary locates and may install the
proposed signage using existing staff resources where possible if time and resources
permits.
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By-law and Public Works Department was able to assist with the necessary sign post
locates and the installation of the signs that only needed to be bolted/unbolted from
existing posts using existing staff resources. The installation of the larger yellow signs
and posts was contracted out to a local company. All signs were installed as outlined
with the report in advance of the May 15111 Permit Parking implementation timeframe.

By-law Department Increased Staff Resources

Staff has considered the various changes proposed in this report and are
recommending 5 additional Part Time positions be created. Four of these proposed staff
would specifically focus on By-law enforcement and parking related issues in the
expanded parking area on Friday, Saturday & Sunday 9:00am to 5:30pm (which would
be similar to our existing weekend enforcement coverage).

Staff are proposing that the municipality purchase 2 additional bikes for 2 of the
additionally proposed staff to patrol the southern portion of the Township. Staff are
proposing that the department rent a vehicle for the summer months for our permanent
employees exclusive use; which would free up a municipal vehicle for the 2 additionally
proposed summer staff to patrol the northern portion of the Township. The additional
staff will strengthen our existing municipal enforcement team to address the increased
frequent inspections necessary to respond to parking enforcement and beach
enforcement patrols.

As approved, 2 additional bikes were purchased and a truck was rented for the
purposes outlined above. The rental truck was ordered with a trailer hitch with made it
much easier for staff to drop off/pick up weekend staff and deal with the radar trailer.

One of the five proposed positions would be for additional By-law Administrative support
for Friday through Monday. In 2016, the By-law Department front counter staff were
extremely busy each day fielding numerous telephone calls and visits to the Municipal
Office from individuals regarding the 2016 parking changes. This substantially increased
staff workload to handle parking tickets issued (data entry, payment processing and trial
disputes), telephone inquiries and general By-law complaints. Additionally, with the
implementation of 6 additional Parking Machines, staff will need to be able to collect and
count the associated increased coin received. This proposed administrative position will
assist in ensuring our service delivery is maintained during our peak periods.

The implementation of an additional By-law Administrative support as outlined above
was extremely successful to this summer’s By-law Department operations. This change
ensured we had sufficient staff at the counter/phone on peak days. On weekends, the
individuals were able to issue parking tickets during peak periods and complete the
necessary data entry workload before Monday office hours.
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Staff sees these positions as being temporary for the summers of 2017 and 2018 to
assist in the parking changes being implemented. For 2019, staff would reevaluate the
positions and anticipate that they may no longer be necessary as the parking changes
will have been in effect for 2 summer seasons and understood by the public.

Staff have drafted the 2018 By-law Department Budget based on the above comments.
After the draft departmental budget was prepared, there was COWOC meeting
discussions on increased staffing levels after Labour Day weekend and the existing
parking time period of May 15th to September 15 each year.

Parking By-Law Amendment

The changes outlined in this report will require an amendment to our Parking By-law
#09-025. Staff will consolidate all previous amendments into a single amendment by
law for greater ease and reference.

On April 24’ 2017, Council passed By-law #17-034, amending Parking By-law 09-025
which was necessary to recognize the 2017 program. On May 801, 2017, Council passed
By-law #17-040 amending Fee By-law 15-046 to establish rates for the new pay parking
locations and Jackson Park vehicle and trailer parking spaces.

Evaluation of the 2017 Parking Changes

Similar to the 2016 parking changes, staff propose that in 2017 the residents, visitors
and Beach Associations be requested to submit comments regarding the parking
changes in writing via email or letter until September 30, 2017. The comments should
be addressed to the Township of Tiny, attention: “2017 Parking Comments and
Suggestions”. Those individuals will also be encouraged to include their name and
address on their correspondence and permission to release the writers details on a
public agenda so that Council can understand the writers perspective regarding their
comments/suggestions. After the comment period is closed, staff will consolidate
comments received and provide them to Council for review, consideration and direction.

Staff created the necessary email address/inbox to receive comments from the
residents, visitors and associations related to the 2017 Parking Strategies. The
municipality received 58 letters/emails which are attached to this report as Appendix 4
to MLE-034-17.

As was done in 2016, all comments have been “cut and pasted” into the attached chart
as originally written. Only comments that identify the writer’s name or address have
been blocked through the use of “XXXXX” as the writers have not issued permission to
release their identity or personal details on a public agenda.

Comments were received between April 20, 2017 and October 2, 2017 (being the next
business day after the September 30, 2017 deadline).
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Project timelines

The following timelines are anticipated for each phase of the work necessary for
implementation. Some phases are able to be initiated concurrently and have been listed
as such. Staff anticipates that these phases will require 6+ weeks to complete the work
outlined in the actions list.

An example of how the Open Parking Conversion to Permit Parking and Consistency at
the Five Major Beach Parks could move forward: At the March 2, 2017 Committee at
the Whole of Council meeting, Council could issue a Recommendation approving the
projects as outlined in the Staff Report which could be approved at the March it, 2017
Council meeting. Staff would then commence the actions outline requiring
approximately 6+ weeks to complete and have the projects launch at the beginning of
May in time for the normal Permit Parking and pay parking regulations which take effect
on May l5 each year.

Phase Actions
By-Law Staffing (6+ weeks)

1 • Interview, hire & Appointment By-law
2 • Uniforms and Training

Permit Parking Signs 6’ x 6’ (4+ weeks)
la • Order & receive signs —3 weeks
lb • Request and receive locates for posts —3 weeks
2 • Installation of posts and signs — 3+ weeks

Permit Parking Signs 2’ x 3’ (4+ weeks)
1 a • Order & receive signs —2 weeks
lb • Request and receive locates for posts — 3+ weeks
2 • Installation of posts and signs — 3+ weeks

Permit Parking signs 30cm x 45cm (5+ weeks)
1 • Order & receive signs — 2 weeks
2 • Installation on existing posts — 3+ weeks

Parking Information signs 30cm x 45cm (4+ weeks)
1 • Order & receive signs — 2 weeks
2 • Installation on existing posts — 2+ weeks

Pay Parking Machines & signs (4+ weeks)
la • Order & deliver Parking Machines —2 weeks
lb • Order & receive signs — 2 weeks
1 c • Request and receive locates for posts — 2+ weeks
2 • Installation of signs — 2+ weeks
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2 • Installation of Parking Machine base — 1 week
3 • Installation of Parking Machine and programing — 1 week

Communications (3+ weeks)
1 • Draft message — 1 week
2 • Printing and mailing — 2+ weeks

By-law Passage (6 ÷weeks)
1 • Drafting, Council review and passing

All municipal staff involved in this prolect worked hard to ensure all timelines were met
on schedule, as outlined in the report and Council direction.

OPTIONS/ALTERNATIVES:

Option 1 Expand the Open Parking Conversion to Permit Parking and implement the
Pay/Permit parking changes as outlined within the report.

Council selected Option 1.

Option 2 Take no action at this time and all matters remain status quo

Option 3 Provide staff with alternate direction on the matters outlined within the
report.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
The financial implications section has been divided into 3 Sections being Expenses,
Revenue and Payback projections.

EXPENSE SECTION

By-law Department Staff Resources

4 Part Time staff wages (Fri, Sat, Sun) 18 weeks (includes benefits) $28,990.00
1 Administrative Staff support (Fri-Mon) $ 8,453.00
Training $250 X 4 staff $ 1,000.00
Equipment (helmets, shorts, etc.) $ 1,000.00
Vehicle Rental (18 weeks) $ 5,400.00
Purchase 2 Bikes $ 2,300.00
TOTAL $47,143.00
All expenses under By-law Department Staff Resources expense section were as
anticipated above.
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Sign Installation - 2’ X 3’ Open Parking Signs
The projected costs for all materials and labour - per site (20 sites in total):

1. Labour, overhead, vehicle charge (2 workers x 2 hrs per site) $167.00
2. Signs, posts and material (20 signs and 6” x 6” x 12’ posts) $134.00

Total PER SITE: $301.00
X 20 sites
$6,020.00

Estimate for Locates: + $ 200.00
Installation for all sites Total: $6,220.00

Sign Installation - 6’ X 6’ Open Parking Signs

The projected costs for all materials and labour - per site (23 sites in total):
1. Labour, overhead, vehicle charge (2 workers x 3 hrs per site) $280.00
2. Signs, posts and material (23 signs on 6x6’s posts) $425.00

Total PER SITE: $570.00
X 23 sites

$13,110.00
Estimate for Locates: + $ 200.00

Installation for all sites Total: $13,310.00

Install Permit Parking Signs under exisiting NO PARKING signs with one arrow:

The projected costs for all materials and labour - per site (70 sites in total):
1. Labour, overhead, vehicle charge (1 worker x .5 hrs per site) $15.00
2. Signs and material $30.00

Total PER SITE: $45.00
X 70 sites

Installation for all sites Total: $3,150.00

Install or replace exisiting White Parking Information Signs

The projected costs for all materials and labour - per site (40 sites in total):
1. Labour, overhead, vehicle charge (1 workerx .5 hrs per site) $15.00
2. Signs and material $30.00

Total PER SITE: $45.00
X 40 sites

Installation for all sites Total: $1,800.00

The expenses under the Sign Installation sections came in under the above anticipated
costs. Labour was about $2,400 less and signs and material was about $2,000 less.
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Pay parking Machines installation, 4’x4’ overhead signs, adjacent 2’x 2’ and
No overnight parking signs (Appendix #20 to CR-005-17)

1. 6 Parking Machines, overhead signage, electrical, installation
and communication fees (6 machines x $15,000) $90,000

2. 27 Additional Signs and installation — (2’ x 2’ pay parking and
No overnight parking) $4,500

TOTAL $94,500

Cale Systems Inc has provided the Township of Tiny with our existing 8 Parking
Machines, Repair Services, upgrades and financial communications of our Credit Card
data since 2009 and has done so in an excellent manner. Staff recommends that
Council authorize staff to invoke Section 2. xN) of Procurement By-law 04-139 to acquire
services from a particular source, and to approve the procurement of the necessary
parking machines as a sole source purchase. It is in the best interest of the Township to
acquire the goods and services from our existing supplier and as it would be an
extension of an existing agreement which would prove most cost-efficient and beneficial
for the Township of Tiny.

Expenses under this section came in under budget at approximately $63,300 which is
considerably lower than projected. There are two main factors which lead to this
savings. #1 The Parking Machines came in at $9,150/machine versus the anticipated
cost of $1 2,400/machine #.2 Only the Lafontaine location required electrical power for
the parking machines to operate. The other Pay Parking Machines were able to
successfully operate on the available solar power available therefore saving money by
not installing an electrical power supply.

Communication expenses

Mail letter - Approximately 13,000 letters to be mailed out to Township Property Owners
at an estimated cost of $14,000.00.

Staff had the letter printed at a local copier and mailed out 11,500 letters to Township
property owners. The actual cost of this section was very close to the budgeted about of
$14,000.00 mentioned above.

Contingency expense
Staff has researched the necessary costs associated with each part of this project and
are confident in the numbers within this report. But, given the size of this project, staff
proposes a 10% ($18,000.00) contingency amount be established should any costs
change.

Staffs research into the above costs were accurately budgeted, therefore the
$18,000.00 contingency amount was not utilized.
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REVENUE SECTION

Four revenue sources staff considered;
• Parking Tickets issued on Open Parking side streets
• Parking Tickets issued at Major Beach Parks
• Residents Parking Permit Sales increase
• Pay parking coin revenue

Revenue Sources 2017 Projected Revenue

Payments at Parking Machines — Total of 69 Spaces $18,078 - $49,542
(Median 533,810)

1. Lafontaine Parking Lot — 14 spaces
2. Lafontaine Road — 1 1 Spaces $3,359
3. Concession 5 West — 31 Spaces $3,563
4. TrewAve—13 spaces $1,886

Total =$8,806
Parking Tickets ($256 X 69 spaces) $17,664
Parking Tickets issued (51 Issued X $30.00/ticket) $1,530
Additional Parking Permits $15,000
($15 permit X 1,000 increased permit sales)
($15 permit X 852 increased permit sales) $12,780
Parking Tickets issued on Open Parking streets $60,000
(1,000 tickets x $60.00/ticket)
(509 tickets x $60.00/ticket) $30,540
TOTAL $126,474Iyear
TOTAL $53,656 for 2017

Payments at Parking Machines — These projections are based on the current parking
rates and on the actual revenue generated at Woodland Beach $71 8/space and
Jackson Beach Park $262/space

This projection is based on the actual Parking Ticket revenue generated in 2010 at
Jackson Beach Park which translates into $256/parking space.

Additional Parking Permits — It is staffs’ assumption that an additional 1000 Parking
Permits could be sold at $15/permit.

In 2016, 340 parking tickets were issued in the Pilot Parking Area. Given the size of the
area and the changes made, staff anticipates 1,000 parking tickets to be issued on
affected streets under the open parking conversion to permit parking.

In 2017, 509 parking tickets were issued in the 2017 Expansion Area for “Parking on a
Highway without a Parking Permit”.
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PROJECT COSTS

The below chart estimates the potential costs associated with these projects based on
the details listed above.

Item Projected amount
Total Revenue $1 26,474/year
2017 Revenue $53,656
Total Expense $198,123
2017 Expense $129,096

Funding options
As previously proposed by Council, funding could be allocated from Reserves and all
subsequent future revenue be redirected back to reserves until fully paid back then into
normal operating budgets beyond that point as normally allocated.

RELATIONSHIP TO STRATEGIC PLAN:

• Deliver Efficient and Exceptional Municipal Services.
• Community Engagement.
• Build Prosperity
• Healthy Environment and Sustainable Community Planning
• Support Community Health, Safety and Well-Being

CONCLUSION:

Staff seeks Council direction on the parking updates as outlined within this report.

Report Prepared by: Steven Harvey, Chief Municipal Law Enforcement Officer

Report Submitted by:

____________________________

Steven Harvey, hief unicipal Law Enforcement Officer

Financial Implications

_________________________________

Reviewed by: Doug Taylor, Dirc of Administrative Service/Treasurer

Report Approved by:

_____________

DougttIker, tAO
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Attached Appendices to MLE-034-17:

Appendix 1: Clerk’s Report CR-005-1 7 dated March 2, 2017
Appendix 2: Council Resolution #079/17 dated March 13, 2017
Appendix 3: Letter to Residents dated April24, 2017
Appendix 4: Public Comments received regarding 2017 Parking Expansion

(including Appendix A-X)
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APPENDIX 1
-

-

TO MLE034-1T

CLERK’S REPORT CR-005-17

TO: Mayor George Comefi and Members of Council

FROM: Steven Haney, Chief Municipal Law Enforcement Officer

DATE: Mardi 2,2017

RE: 2017 Open Parking Conversion to Penuft Parking and
Consistent Parking at the r.ve Malor Beach Parks

Recommendation:

That Clerk’s Report CR-005-17 dated March 2, 2017,1mm Steven Haney,
Chief Municipal Law Enforcement Officer, regarding the 2017 Open Parithig Conversion
to Permit Parking and Consistent Parking at the Five Major Beach Parks be received for
hufonnalion and considered by CounciL

BackaroundlAnalysis:

2017 Onen Parking conversion to Permit Parking:

In 2016, Council implemented a Pilot Parking Program - Open Parking Conversion to
Permit Parking (between Concessions 8—12) as outlined in Clerk’s Report CR-006-16,
dated Mardi 30,2016.

At the November 1,2016 Committee of the Whole meeting Council reviewed Clerk’s
Department Report CR-048-16 regarding the 2016 Pilot Parking Strategy Update
concerning the implementation and public feedback on the program (Appendix #1).
Subsequenily, Council passed Recommendation #132/16 (Appendix #2) which
recommended that the PiIøt Parking Program be expanded to the entire Township in
2017 with staff to report back on the implications including signage, staffing,
communication strategy and expansion area.

Based on Councils discussions and directions at these meetings as well as the public
feedback received, staff have modelled the 2017 Open Parking Conversion to Permit
Parking Program after the 2016 Pilot Program, whereby all open parking should be
eliminated and replaced with permit parking to provide a consistent and comprehensive
parking strategy. Like the 2016 program, staff have not inspected each road for proper
width for the parking of vehicles on the sides of the road.
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The 2016 Pkt Program was established between ConcessIon Sb 12 (West of the
Njpissing Ridge). Part of the review of the pdot program vms the boundaries and
discussions focused on expancRig the area for 2017. It was proposed by Counc
members that the focus of the expansion could be (mm Archer Road at our southerly
boundary up to Concession 20 West hi the north end of the Township and extending to
the Easterly limit (mm Nippisshig Ridge to near County Road 6 in some situations. This
expansion was not to affect the communities of Pedchisfleld and Wyevale. Staff have
drafted the 2017 boundaries based on those conversations which are outlined in the
attached (Appendix #3).

Ike the 2016 PHot Program, each road used as an entry and exit point to the ama
wojid have signs posted to indicate that parking on sheets currently used as open
parking is now converted to permit parking (Appendix #4).

This proposal, will hmil all visitors and residents in the expansion area to permit parking
and or pay parking areas. Township residents am currently entitled to 2 parking pennits
per year at a fee of $l5Ipermil Residents as well as visitors without permits would be
required to find alternatives to on sheet parking. This may impact on extended family
members, guest&visitors, and contractors.

Issues raised in 2016 and the 2017 proposed chanqes to address those concerns:

The below five concerns were raised in 2016 and staff is proposing the following actions
to address each issue:

1. 2016 entrance simis on Concession Roads were too small to be read while driving:
To address this concern staff propose that the entrance signs be increased in size to
6’ X 6’ as indicated in Appendix #4 to address westerly traffic entering the area.
Additionally staff propose 2’ X 3’ signs (Appendix #5) be posted along Thy Beaches
Road as a secondary notice to address North/South traffic within the expansion
area. 2016 Pilot Parking signage would be removed for the 2017 expansion in order
to have one consistent open permit parking signage system.

2. 2016 Confusion/conflicting signage - Prohibiting parking to the comet
Throughout 2016, a number of individuals parked their vehicle adjacent to a No
Parking sign having one arrow in the opposite direction (Appendix #6). The
consistent opinion of the people affected was that parking was allowed based on the
absence of a sign indicating a parking permit was required. Staff explained that there
was a sign posted up the Concession Road that applied and that vehicle operators
were requIred to display a Parking Permit. Several streets within the Pilot Parking
Program area experienced the same problem.
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During the Novather 1M, 2016 COWOC meeting, the consensus seemed to agree
that Ut issue should be addressed to avoid repeating the same issue in 2017 and
to deafly indicate the expectation ii these circumstances.

Staff propose that a single yelow Permit Parking sigi 30cm x 45cm be bolted on the
existing post under these No Parking Signs having a single arrow (Appendix #7).
This wM substantially improve the ambiguity that most individuals encountered in
2016 at a relatively low cost as the post have already been instaled.

3. No Sicsis posted on Plot Pañ&ro Area streets:
One ophon to address this concern is to post signs as per the Ontario Traffic Manual
(0Th). As previously discussed, the necessary work and expense makes ft cost
prohibitive to implement. Staff propose that by implementing the changes as outlined
in Hems 1 & 2 above, these concerns should be sigidlcantly improved or reduced in
2017.

4. Visitors to the area not aware of local narldna rules or where boo to find Dubhc
pad&g:
In 2006, Township Parking Information signs (Appendix $6) were installed at aU
Permit Parking areas. The majority of these signs am now faded and require
replacing. Staff proposes these signs be replaced and;

• be slightly modified to display our current logo; and
• to clearly indicate the location of public parking areas by moving the

parking information up the sign to increase the profile of that information.
Staff proposes that the Township Parking Information signs (Appendix #9) be
installed where existing faded signs are located and strategically placed at open
permit parking areas where concerns have been prevalent in highly ticketed areas
fie. Jean-Ann Drive and Woodward Drive). The installation of the signs will assist
travellers to the area that may be unfamiliar with the permit parking system and will
helpdirect them to the intended destination for public parking. Additionally, the
communication plan outlined in this report should provide greater public awareness
& the 2017 Open Parking Conversion to Permit Parking to help address this
concern.

5. Inconsistency for signing Permit Parkina zones:
Currently our Concession Road ends have yellow signs consistently spaced in
accordance with the OTM indicating Permit Parking is in effect and staff does not
recommend any changes or removal. As mentioned in item 3 above, posting signs
on the remaining streets is cost prohibitive. Staff suggests the implementation of the
proposed recommendations outlined in items 14 above should assist in addressing
this specific issue. This concern should be monitored in 2017 and re-evaluated in
2018 should this problem persist.
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Another inconsistency that exists within the Permit Paddng System is the lime period
when Parking Permits must be displayed. Through the original Permit Parking
system, signs have been posted at our Concession Road ends requiring permits to
be displayed from SAM to 10PM. Through the 2016 Pilot Permit Parking program aN
affected sheets mqiiied a Parking Pemift (24 hours a day). This kupacted collagers
and residents having overnight guests or visitors. Staff propose that fl Pennit
Pad&ig (Concession Road ends and Open Parking) have the same hours of 8AM to
10PM to address this concern and have one consistent standard that is easier to
educate, monitor and enforce.

Increased Paddng Ticket Trials at Court in 2017

Staff is again expecting 2017 to have a much larger number of people attend the office
regarding the open parking conversion to permit parking program. Staff will attempt to
resolve the issues at the front counter but expectation is that a substantial number of
them will Request a Trial in their parking violation mailers. This will increase court costs
and associated paperwork necessary for court purposes. In 2016,340 Parking Tickets
were issued for Parking on a Highway without a Parking Permr and by the end of the
season, 18 individuals completed the necessary paperwork to Request a Trial. In 2017,
staff am anticipating these numbers to substantially increase.

Consistent Parkina at the Five Major Beach Parks:

At the Febwaiy 8”, 2016 Committee of the Whole Meeting Council reviewed Clerk’s
Report CR-003-16 dated Febmary 8.2016 regarding the Five Major Beach Park
Parking Space Allocations. Following the discussions, Council passed Resolution
#081/16 that the report be received as information (Appendix #10).

At the July 11”, 2016 Committee of the Whole meeting Council further reviewed Clerk’s
Report CR-003-16 and continued the discussion on the Five Major Beach Paths.
At that meeting, a Coundllor indicated that he has received several phone calls from
Bluewater residents regarding the parking strategy for this area. Subsequently, Council
passed Recommendation #002/16 recommending that a site visit to the Five Major
Beach Parks be arranged to review encroachment and parking issues, with the
long-term goal to create a comprehensive and consistent encroachment and parking
strategy (Appendix #11).

On September14, 2016 Council and staff completed an in-camera Council Training
Session and attended the Five Major Beach Parks. At the following Committee of the
Whole meeting on September 26th Council decided to have an in-depth discussion on
the Major Beach Parks slated for the November 1 ¶ 2016 meeting.
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At the Commtee of the Whole meeting held on November i and November 28th.
2016 Coundl discussed the subject of the Township’s Five Major Beach Parts and
passed Recommendation #182/16 directing staff to review the pai&pennl parking at the
Townships Five Major Beach Parks with a report back at a future Comittee of the
Whole meeting (AppendIx #12).

A&Itionafly, through the various 2017 Budget meetings, discussions took place
regarding the Five Major Beach Parks and the pñodfies list attached as Appendix #13
was created vdilch also highlighted the need to implement a consistent approach to the
Townships Major Beach Pats

Lafontaine Beach Park and Bluewater Beach Park
The most signThcant change in inplemenfmg a consistent pay!pennft system for our
Five Major Beach Parks is the introduction of pay pad&ig at Bluewater Beach and
Lafontaine Beach Parks. In order to stay consistent, the following may be considered.

At Lafontaine Beach Park the existing open parking spaces within the off-street parking
lot and the Permit Parking spaces along the mad could be converted to pay parking
(AppendIx #14). At Bluewater Beach the existing Permit Parking Spaces along
Concession 5 West (Appendix #15) and Trew Avenue could be converted to Pay
Parking (Appendix #16).

All Resident Parking Permit holders will be aflowed to park in the pay parking areas
without additional charge. Current parking rates would be applied at $025/7.5 minutes
with a minimum charge of $4.00 and with a maximum of $15.00/thy. This rate is the
same as the other Township Pay Parking areas.

Pay Parking would be enforced from 8:00 am -10:00 p.m. with all parking prohibited
between 10:00 pm — 8:00am. Pay parking will be in effect from May15- Sept 15 the
same as other pay parking areas. All parking receipts would be transferable between
the Townships pay parking system at Balm Beach, Woodland Beach and Jackson
Beach Parks.

Accessible Parking Spaces and Dunicad and Go’ spaces would be provided in key
locations. Sufficient Accessible Parking spaces will be provided at each location in
accordance with established legislation and will be free of charge consistent with the
other Major Beach Parks.

The changes outlined within this report are intended to ensure that our Five Major
Beach Park remain accessible to all residents and visitors on a permit or pay parking
basis. Parking at Major Beach Parks should be managed and controlled to minimize
negative impacts on surrounding residential areas.
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Woodland Beach Park - Merne the two pad&iq systems currently ii place
At various Committee of the whole meetings in 2016, Coimc has briefly discussed the
two separated parking systems currently hi place at Woodland Beach (at the end of
Lawson Road) and has requested staff to provide the relevant background reports on
this subject with the intent to merge the systems in 2017. Previous Coimdls have
discussed this subject and reviewed staff reports CR-049-09, CR01410, CR-007-1 1
and CR013-il attached (Appendix #17).

Currently, the on-street parking spaces axe pay parking and are reserved for only
visitors, while the off-street spaces within the parking lot are permit parking and am
reserved for residents only Although siiage is posted, every year the municipality
ends up receiving complaints from residents and visitors that have parked in the wrong
location and received a $60 Parking Thket AD other pad&ig locations within the
Township allow residents or visitors to utilize the spaces available on a first come, first
serve basis.

Balm Beach
At the Committee of the Whole meeting on November 1st, 2016 Council received the
attached correspondence from the Business Association of Balm Beach (BABB) dated
October 2016 and discussed the suggestions provided (Appendix #18). Subsequently,
a meeting was scheduled with Councillor Hinton, Staff and representatives of BABB to
discuss these suggestions and receive greater darificafmn on the intended changes.

One of BABB comments was changing the parking on Bahn Beach Road West to pay
parking was a good decision. Also, it was suggested that there should be a parking
machine installed between Parent Road and the Beach to avoid people receiving
parking tickets while they have gone to pay for parking. Staff supports this suggestion
as previously discussed at various meetings and has allotted for an additional parking
machine within this report.

Mother BABB suggestion was that the parking spaces on Paikside Drive should
become Pay Parking to clear up any confusion. On a number of occasions residents
and visitors received Parking Tickets at this location for not displaying the Resident
Parking Permit. Staff also supports this suggestion and can simply make this
adjusbrient by posting signs similar to the ones used on Balm Beach Road West in
2016 (Appendix #19).

BABB made additional suggestions which were discussed at the meeting which are
being followed up on by the Public Works Department and BABB.

Jackson Park
At this point no changes are being proposed to the parking system at Jackson Park for
2017.
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COUMUNICAnON PLAN:

Public consultation has been previously received in the ton of Town Hall meetings,
Pilot Pafithig feedback and other commwiicaflons received by Council and staff.
The detailed changes outhned within this report have not been released or reported to
the residents or public and maybe be considered as new intonation (for the first time)
by some individuals. Council may with to consider it additional public consultation is
necessary and how that may be best achieved.

Staff proposes that a connimicafion plan. similar to the one used in 2016 for the Pilot
Program be considered for the 2017 parking changes. This will consist of mating a
letter to every Township of Thy property owner (approdmately 13.000 tax bills) that will
be affected by these changes.

This letter will provide notification of the Open Parking conversion to Pennft Parking
program details and the expansion area and the PaylPemiil parking changes at the 5
Major Beach Parks. Staff recommends that the Township Website be updated with the
detailed intonation on the 2017 Open Parking conversion to Penft Parking program
and the PaylPermft parking changes at the S Major Beach Parks.

Addffionally the Municipal Newsletter. Community Page and Press Release systems
could also be used to provide greater awareness of the parking changes. Staff
recommends that as part of this program the Township implement a “grace period” or
warning period at the beginning of the season. Cars illegally parked would have a Press
Release/Public Notice placed on their windshield advising them of the changes to the
parking system.

Notwithstanding these efforts, stall again hilly anticipate that complaints will increase
substantially in 2017 as changes to long standing parking arrangements are
implemented. Costs associated with the above communication plan and anticipated
complaints have not been fully quantified at this time.

Public Works (Contractor) Staff Resources

The 2017 proposed parking changes are unscheduled projects and the Public Works
Department and staff resources have been planned based on the approved 2017
budget. It may be difficult for Public Works to absorb this amount of work. It may be
necessary for some or all of the work to be outsoumed to a local contractor as is done
with other Public Works Department projects. With that said, The Public Works
Department will endeavour to obtain the necessary locates and may install the
proposed signage using existing staff resources where possible if time and resources
permits.
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Bv4aw Depaitnent Incitased SM? Res’mwces

Staff has considered the various changes proposed in Vt report and are recommending 5
additional Pad Tune positions be created. Four of these proposed staff would
specdlcally focus on By4aw enforcement and parking related issues in the expanded
parking area on Friday, Saturday & Sunday 9:00am to 5:30pm (ilith would be similar
to our existing weekend enforcement coverage).

Staff am proposing that the municipality purchase 2 additional b&es for 2 of the
additionally proposed staff to patrol the southern portion of the Township. Staff am
proposing that the department rent a vehicle for the summer months for our permanent
employees exclusive use; with would free up a murEipal vehicle for the 2 additionally
proposed summer staff to patrol the northern portion of the Township. The additional
staff will strengthen our existing municipal enforcement team to address the increased
frequent inspections necessary to respond to parking enforcement and beach
enforcement patrols.

One of the five proposed positions would be for additional By-law Administrative support
for Friday through Monday. In 2016. the By-law Deparknent front counter staff were
extremely busy each day fielding numerous telephone calls and visits to the Municipal
Office from individuals regarding the 2016 parking changes. This substantially increased
staff workload to handle parking tickets issued (data entry, payment processing and trial
disputes), telephone inquiries and general By-law complaints. Additionally, with the
implementation of 6 additional Parking Machines, staff will need to be able to collect and
count the associated increased coin received. This proposed administrative position will
assist in ensuring our service delivery is maintained during our peak periods.

Staff sees these positions as being temporary for the summers of 2017 and 2018 to
assist in the parking changes being implemented. For 2019. staff would reevaluate the
positions and anticipate that they may no longer be necessary as the parking changes
will have been in effect for 2 summer seasons and understood by the public.

Parldng By-Law Amendment

The changes outlined in this report will require an amendment to our Parking By-law
#09-025. Staff will consolidate all previous amendments into a single amendment by
law for greater ease and reference.

Evaluation of the 2017 Parking Changes

Similar to the 2016 parking changes, staff propose that in 2017 the residents, visitors
and Beach Associations be requested to submit comments regarding the parking
changes in writing via email or letter until September 30, 2017. The comments should
be addressed to the Township of Tiny, attention: “2017 Parking Comments and
Suggestions”. Those individuals will also be encouraged to include their name and
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address on their correspondence and permission to release the wreis details on a
public agenda so that Council can understand the wrfters perspective regarding their
convnentslsuggeslions. After the comment period is dosed, staff will consolidate
comments received and provide them to Council for review, consideration and direction.

Pralect thudhies

The following timetines are anticipated for each phase of the work necessary for
implementation. Some phases are able to be initiated concurrently and have been listed
as such. Staff anbcates that these phases will require 6÷ weeks to complete the work
outlined in the actions list

An example of how the Open Parking Conversion to Permit Parking and Consistency at
the Five Major Beach Parks could move forward: At the March 2. 2017 Coanniftee of
the Whole of Council meeting, Council could issue a Recommendation arovmjthe
projects as outlined in the Staff Report which could be approved at the March 13 • 2017
Council meeting. Staff would then commence the actions outline requiring
approximately 6÷ weeks to complete and have the projects bwich at the beginning of
May in time for the normal Pemift Parking and pay parking regulations which take effect
on May 15th each year.

Phase Actions
By-Law Staffing (6+ weeks)

1 • Interview, hire & Appoinbnent By-law
2 • Uniforms and Training

Permit Parking Signs 6’ x 6’ (4÷ weeks)
Ia • Order&receivesigns—3weeks
lb • Request and receive locates for posts —3 weeks
2 • Installation of posts and signs —3+ weeks

Permit Parking Signs 2’ x Y (4+ weeks)
1 a • Order & receive signs —2 weeks
lb • Request and receive locates for posts — 3÷ weeks
2 • Installation of posts and signs —3+ weeks

Permit Parking signs 30cm x 45cm (5÷ weeks)
1 • Order & receive signs —2 weeks
2 • Installation on existing posts —3÷ weeks

Parking Information signs 30cm x 45cm (4+ weeks)
1 • Order & receive signs —2 weeks
2 • Installation on existing posts —2+ weeks
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Pay Paddng Machines & sIgns (4÷ weeks)
1 a • Order & deliver Partdng Mactines -2 weeks
lb • Oxder&receivesigns-2weeks
10 • Request and receive locates for posts — 2+ weeks
2 • Installafionofsigns—2÷weeks
2 • Installation of Parking Machine base —1 week

• Installation of Parking Machine and programing —1 week

Communications (3÷ weeks)
1 • Draft message —1 week
2 • Pflntingandmaihng—2+weeks

By4aw Passage (6 i-weeks)
1 • Drafting, Council review and passing

OPTIONSIALTERNATIVES:

Option 1 Expand the Open Parking Conversion to Perrnft Parking and Inpiement the
PaylPennft parking changes as outlined within the report.

Option 2 Take no action at this time and aD mailers remain status qua

Option 3 Provide staff with aftemate direction on the matters outlined within the
report.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
The financial iTiplications section has been divided into 3 Sections being Expenses,
Revenue and Payback projections.

EXPENSE SECTION

By-law Department Staff Resources

4 Pail Time staff wages (Fri. Sat, Sun) 18 weeks (includes benefits) $28,990.00
I Administrative Staff support (Fri-Man) $ 8,453.00
Training $250 X 4 staff $ 1,000.00
Equipment (helmets, shorts, etc.) $ 1,000.00
Vehicle Rental (18 weeks) $ 5,400.00
Purchase 2 Bikes $ 2,300.00
TOTAL $47,143.00
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Sks’ bsbllafion -2’ X 3’ Open Pañchiq Signs
The projected costs for all materials and labour - per site (20 sites in total):

1. Labour, overhead, veNde charge (2 workers x 2 his per site) $167.00
aSigns,postsandmatedal(2osignsandrxrxl2’posts) $134.00

Total PER SITE: $301.00
X2Osltes
$6,020.00

Estimate for Locates: + $ 200.00
Installation for all sites Total: $6,220.00

Sirs’i bstdlaflon -6’ Xe’ Open Padckig Signs

The projected costs for all materials and labour - per sIte (23 sites in total):
1. Labour, overhead, vehicle charge (2 workers x 3 his per site) $280.00
2. Signs, posts and material (23 signs on 6x6’s posts) $425.00

Total PER SITE: $570.00
X 23 sites

$13,110.00
Estimate for Locates: + t22%PQ

Installation for all sites Total: $1 3.31 0.00

InstaH Permit Partdnu Signs under exisihng NO PARKING signs with one arrow:

The projected costs for all materials and labour - per site (70 sites in total):
1. Labour, overhead, vehicle charge (1 worker x .5 hm per site) $15.00
2. Signs and material $30.00

Total PER SITE: $45.00
X 70 sites

Installation for all sites Total: $3,150.00

Install or replace exisifing White Parking Information Signs

The projected costs for all materials and labour - per site (40 sites in total):
1. Labour, overhead, vehicle charge (1 worker x .5 hrs per site) $15.00
2. Signs and material $30.00

Total PER SITE: $45.00
X 40 sites

Installation for all sites Total: $1,800.00
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Pay parking Machines installation, 4’x4’ overhead signs, adjacent Tx 2’ and
No owniqht paddnq signs (Appendix 420)

1. 6 Parking Machines, overhead sigiage, electrical, instaHalion
and convnimicalion fees (6 machines x $15,000) $90,000

2. 27 Mdltional Signs and installation — (2’ x 2’pay pad&ig and
No overnight parking) $4500

TOTAL

Gale Systems Inc has provided the Tovmsh4 of Thy with our existing 8 Parking
Machines, Repair Services, upgrades and financial communications of our Credit Card
data since 2009 and has done so ii an excellent manner. Staff recommends that
Council authorize staff to invoke Section 2.. xii) of Procurement By-law 04-139 to acquire
services from a particular source, and to approve the procurement of the necessary
parking machines as a sole source purchase. It is in the best interest of the Township to
acquire the goods and services from our existing supplier and as It would be an
extension of an existing agreement which would prove most cost-efficient and beneficial
for the Township of Tiny.

Communication expenses

Mail letter - Approximately 13,000 letters to be mailed out to Township Property Owners
at an esthiiated cost of $14,000.00.

Contingency expense
Staff has researched the necessary costs associated with each part of this project and
are confident in the numbers within this report. But, given the size of this project, staff
proposes a 10% ($18,000.00) contingency amount be established should any costs
change.

REVENUE SEC11ON

Four revenue sources staff considered:
• Parking Tickets issued on Open Parking side streets
• Parking Tickets issued at Major Beach Parks
• Residents Parking Permit Sates increase
• Pay parking coin revenue

Revenue Sources 2017 Projected Revenue

Payments at Parking Machines — Total of 69 Spaces $18,078 - $49,542
1. Lafontaine Parking Lot — 14 spaces (Median $33,810)
2. Lafontaine Road — 11 Spaces
3. Concession 5 West —31 Spaces
4. Trew Ave — 13 spaces
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Parking Tickets ($256 X 69 spaces)

Addilional Parking Permits $15,000
($15 penil X 1,000 increased permft sales)
Parking Tickets issued on Open Parking sheets $60,000
(1.000 tickets x $60.00/ticket)
TOTAL $126,474*ar

$17,664 I

Payments at Parking Machines —These projections am based on the current parking
rates and on the actual revenue generated at Woodand Beach $71 8/space and
Jackson Beach Park $262kpace

This projection is based on the actual Parking Ticket revenue generated in 2010 at
Jadcson Beach Park which translates frito $25Wpadcing space.

Additional Parking Permits — it is staffs’ assumption that an additional 1000 Parking
Permits could be sold at $15/peunt

In 2016,340 parking tickets were issued in the Pilot Parking Ama. Given the size of the
area and the changes made, staff anticipates 1.000 parking tickets to be issued on
affected streets under the open parking conversion to permit parking.

PROJECT COSTS

As previously proposed by Council, funding could be allocated from Reserves and all
subsequent future revenue be redirected back to reserves until fully paid back then into
normal operating budgets beyond that point as normally allocated.

RELATIONSHIP TO STRATEGIC PLAN:

• Deliver Efficient and Exceptional Municipal Services.
• Community Engagement.
• Build Prosperity
• Healthy Environment and Sustainable Community Planning
• Support Community Health, Safety and Well-Being

The below chart estimates the potential costs associated with these projects based on
the details listed above.

Funding options
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Re: 2017 Open Paddng Conversion to Pennit Parking and Consistent Parking at the

Five Major Beach Pailts

CONCLUSION:

The above proposed parking changes and programs attempts to address the majority of
concerns and featadc received from the community, implement Cotmci directions on

these mailers and establish a consistent parking strategy br the Township of Thy.

Staff seeks Council direction on the parking changes as outlined within His report.

Report Prepared by: Steven Harvey, Chief Municipal Law Enforcement Officer

Report Submitted by:

flnaiclal Implications
Reviewed by:

Report Approved by:

_____________________________

Attached Appendices:

Clerk’s Report CR-048-16 dated November 1,2016
Council Recommendation #132/16 dated November 1,2016

Map Dehneaflng Area and Proposed Signage locations
Proposed Entrance and exit signage 6’ x 6’
Proposed secondary signage for North/South traffic 2’ x 3’
image of vehicle parked beside No Parking Sign with one arrow
Proposed Permit Parking sign to be placed under No Parking sign
White Parking Information sign
Proposed White Parking Information sign

Appendix 10: Clerk’s Report CR-aDa-i 6 dated February 8,2016 & Resolution #081/16
Appendix 11: Council Recommendation #002/16 dated July 11 • 2016
Appendix 12:Council Recommendation #182/16 dated November 28, 2016
Appendix 13: Five Major Beach Park Priorities List
Appendix 14: Proposed Pay Parking — Lafontaine Beach Park
Appendix 15: Proposed Pay Parking — Concession 5 West, Bluewater Beach Park
Appendix 16: Proposed Pay Parking — Trew Avenue, Bluewater Beach Park
Appendix 17: Clerk’s Reports CR-049-09, CR-01 4-10, CR-007-l 1 and CR-Ui 3-11
Appendix 18: Letter 1mm Business Association of Balm Beach dated October, 2016
Appendix 19: Pay Parking signage for Parkside Drive, Balm Beach Park
Appendix 20: Parking Machine 4’x4’ & 2’x2 signs

Officer

Doug Luker,C

Appendix 1:

Appendix 2:

Appendix 3:
Appendix 4:
Appendix 5:
Appendix 6:
Appendix 7:
Appendix 8:
Appendix 9:

2017
2017
2017
2016
2017
2006
2017
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CLERICS REPORT CR-048-16 WY 01 at

TO: Mayor George Cornell and Members of Council
TO COMM[ritE

FROM: Steven Haney, Chef Fhmicipal Law Enfcxcement Officer LQF ThE WHOLE

DATt November 1, 2016 APPENDIX 1
TO CR-005-17

Rt 2016 Pilot Parting Strategy Update
Open Parking Conversion to Pernit Padthig between Concessions 8—12

RECOMMENDATION:

That CleriCs Department Report CR-048-16 dated November 1, 2016, from Steven Harvey.
Chief MUTIIc4aI Law Enforcement Offlcer regwdng the 2016 Pilot Patting Strategy Update -

Open Patting Conversion to PennW Parking, be received for hdonnalion and considered by
Council.

BACKGROUNDJANALYSIS:

For ease of reference, the following report contains the originally proposed plan outlined hi
Clerk’s Report CR-006-16 dated March 30. 2016, (Appendix l.a. - L) noted in Blue font below
and which became the Approved Plan through Resolution #184/16 (Appendix 2).
The corresponding Update for each section of the report is in black font

Approved Plan:

The recently approved Strategic Plan 20 15-2020 calls for the development of a Beach
Enjoyment Strategy Tiny (BEST Program). As part of the BEST program staff has been
directed to develop a parking strategy to belier control and manage access to shoreline
areas - both public and privata Historically, the Township has not taken a
comprehensive or consistent approach to managing parking. Ad hoc parking restrictions
have been used over the years as a key tool In controlling access to shoreline areas
where issues or problems arise.

This Council has committed, through the strategic planning process, to developing and
implementing a parking strategy that can achieve a workable balance between beach
park capacity and resident/visItor usage to publically owned lands while at the same
timer addressing the concerns of private land owners.

It should be noted that gjjjy the Township’s major beach parks have adequate facilities
(La washroomsfgarbage cans) to service visitors. On an annual basis, the Township
receives complaints from residents regarding visitors to beaches. These complaints
usually include liquor related violations, trespassing, dog related issues, garbage,
abusive behavior and parking. Beach associations that represent both shoreline and
back lot owners within the Township have requested stricter By Law enforcement and
more restrictive parking policies.
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That being said, the majority of visitors to the beaches of the Township abide by the
rules, regulations and By Laws of the Township.

Based on recent discussions at Council and Committee of the Whale Meetings as well as
public feedback received at Town Hall meetings staff understand that following guiding
principles are to be used to guide the development and implementation of a consistent
and comprehensive parking strategy:

Major beach parks should be made accessible to all residents and visitors on a permit or
pay parking basis.

Parking at major beach parks should be managed and controlled to minimize negative
impacts on surrounding residential areas.

Other smaller public beach areas must be made accessible to all residents of the
Township and to a limited number of residents (ISO permits available) from surrounding
municipalities on a permit parking basis only.

All “open parking” which provides access to shoreline areas should be eliminated and
replaced with permit parking.

Parking Permits are to be limited to 2 per municipal property.

Based on the foregoing Council has directed staff to develop a “Parking Strategy —

Pilot Program” for implementation this summer - adhering to the above principles.

Council Resolution 1 IVI Gfropy attached Appendix 1.b.)

“to report on the feasibility and impacts of piloting permit parking vs. open parking on
Concessions 4, 9, 11 and 13 including staff requirements, signage and communication
strategy’

Staff identified a number of challenges with having an infrequent or a random permit
parking system at various concessions along the shoreline. It was determined that any
proposed pilot program should be confined to one continuous area. This approach will
minimize cost, improve and assist in communications efforts and community
understanding, and be easier to enforce and evaluate.

Council requested staff to look at the feasibility of convening all open parking to permit
parking in a pilot area. The pilot parking strategy area as proposed would be between
Concession 8 to 12 and west of the Nippissing Ridge (pilot parking area attached as
Appendix 1.a). Each road used as an entry and exit point to the area would have signs
posted to indicate that open parking is now convened to permit parking. (Proposed
signage - Sample signs - Appendix 1%). It should be noted that the proposed placement
of these signs is not consistent with the Ontario Traffic Manual and therefore do not meet
sign standards/guidelines of 0Th! Book 5 (Appendix 1..j

The conversion of all open parking to permit in these areas may also necessitate the
removal of some existing signs (i.e. existing permit signs). This may be deemed
necessary to avoid enforcement and communication challenges as there may be
confusion over what may appear to be conflicting parking systems.
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This proposal while thnWng all visitors to the Township to permit parking and or pay
parking areas will also restrict resident parking on streets which will be convested to
permit only. Township residents are currently entitled to 2 parking permits per year.
Residents as well as visitors without permits would be required to find alternatives to on
street parking. This may impact on extended family members, guestsivisitors, and
contractors.

Public Works Staff fles.,inn

Approved Plan:

The Public Works Department will endeavour to install the proposed signage using
existing staff resources (8 entry, 8 exist signs) as noted in the attached map
(Appendix la) within 3-4 weeks of Council approval (depending on timing of locates).

Uothte:

The Public Works Department was able to thtaii the necessaiy locates and install the approved
enby and e,dt signs on Apnl 22, 2016, in the noted locations on the attached map (Appendix
1.c.) which was 3 weeks before the Permit Pad&ig Program went into effect on May15. 2016.

Public Works Proiect Cost fcc Siqn Installation

Approved Plan:

The projected costs for all materials and labour - per site (8 sites in total):
1. Labour, overhead, vehicle charge (2 workers x 2 hrs per site) $115.67
2. Signs, posts and material (16 signs in total, 8 Large, 8 smaller)

(8 posts — 4x4’s, 8 posts — sign posts) $ 132-70
Total PER SITE: $248.37

X 8 sites
$1,986.96

Estimate for Locates: ÷ $ 125.00
Installation for all sites Total: $2,111.96

Additional signage may be required based on the ongoing evaluation of the program.

Update:

The Public Works Department was able to install the signs within the anticipated costs outlined
above.

Communication Plan

Approved Plan:

Staff propose that a communication plan, similar to the one used for the installation of
the Emergency No Parking signage in the fall of 2015 be considered for this pIlot project.
This would consist of mailing a letter to each resident within the pilot parking sfrategy
area and to each resident on the next concession north and south of the pilot area that
may be affected by this pilot parking strategy. This letter to affected residents will
provide notification of the pilot program and an explanation of Council’s direction on this
matter.
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Dothie:

Staff implemented the approved commwdcabon plan by mailing out a letter to each resident
within the Not Parking Strategy Area and to each resident on the next concession north and
south of the pilot area that may be affected by Ut pilot parking strategy (Appendix 3).
Appmánately 2,223 letters were ma4ed out to the afteded area at an esthuated cost of
$2223.00. Mdilionafly. aD residents were nollied of the parking changes through the Township
Newsletter - SpilnglSunmier 2016 edilion (Appendix 4).

Approved Plan:

Staff recommends that a new webpage be created far the pilot parking strategy to
provide details on the subjecL The Community Page and Press Release systems would
also be used to provide greater awareness of the changes. Staff recommends that as pad
of this program the Township impiement a “grace period” or warning period at the
beginning of the pilot. Cars illegally parked would have a “flyer” place on their
windshield advising them of the changes to the parking system.

Update:

Staff created a new webpage dedicated to the Not Parking Progran and posted the pertinent
details, reports and information. A Press Release was issued on April 18, 2016 (Appendix 5)
and the Community Page (Appendix 6) was used to provide pithc awareness of the parking
changes. As outlined in the initial report, staff implemented a 2 week “Grace PerioC and issued
a Pubhc Notice & Warning Tdcet to iflegally parked vehicles advising of the changes to the
parking system.

Approved Plan:

Staff further recommend that a letter be sent to all residents that have already obtained a
2016 parking permit (outlining changes to the parking system).

Notwithstanding these efforts it Is fully anticipated that complaints will increase
substantially as changes to long standing parking arrangements are implemented.
Costs associated with the above communication plan and anticipated complaints have
not been quantified at this time.

Update:

ThmughDut the summer the municipality received numerous inquiries regarding the parking
changes as wall as various opinions in support and against the changes. By-law front counter
staffs were extremely busy each day fielding calls and speaking to the public at the front
counter. All individuals were encouraged to share their feedback through the established email
address for comments.

Pilot Paddnp Strateqv Evaluation

Approved Plan:

Staff proposes that the residents, visitors and Beach Associations be requested to
submit comments regarding the pilot parking strategy in writing via email or letter until
September 30, 2016 addressed to the Township of Tiny, attention: “Pilot Parking
Strategy” After the comment period is closed, staff will consolidate comments received
and provide them to Council for review, consideration and direction. Staff will also
investigate the use of an on line survey.
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Uothte:

Staff created the necessaiy email addresslkibox to receive comments 1mm the redents,
vi&toxs and associations related to the P’ot Parking Strategy. The mtmii*ahty received
82 Iette&emails which are attached to fit report as Appenáx 7.

M comments have been a* and pasted’ into the attached chart as ohgiialy wdta
Only comments that identify the wriffli’s name a address have been biociced fluwgh the use ci
100001’ as the writers have not issued permission to release their identity a personal debt
on a pitllc agenda.

Comments were received between ApI 21,2016 and October 3,2016 (being the next buness
day after the September30, 2016 deadlhie).

Increased Weekend Bv4n Erdorcement Stdfina

Approved Plan:

Staff are recommending at a minimum 2 additional Pan Time positions be created for
Friday, Saturday & Sunday 9:00am to 5:30pm (which would be similar our existing bike
program coverage). This proposal would also add one additional day (Friday’s) to our
existing pan time bike staff which is currently funded for Saturdays and Sundays.
These staff would specifically focus on By-law enforcement and parking related issues in
the pilot parking area between the Concession 8 and Concession 12 and roads adjacent
to the pilot area.

The cost to purchase the same two (2) bikes with the equipment is $2,300 and has been
Included In the costs outlined below.

By-law Enforcement Costs
Pan Time staff wages (Fri. Sat Sun) 18 wks (includes benefits) $23,990.00
Training $250 X 2 staff $ 500.00
Equipment (helmets, shorts, eta) $ 500.00
Purchase 2 Bikes $Z300.00
TOTAL $27,290.00

Update:

Staff was able to purchase the necessary bikes and hire 2 additional students to provide the
enforcement coverage as outfined In the above plan. More specific details on their activities are
outlined in the By-law Depathnent 3Id Quarter Report CR-0047-16 under separate cover.

Special Occasion Parking Permit Program Impact

Approved Plan:

Permit Parking areas under the pilot, would then be excluded from the Special Occasion
Parking Permit program as per existing policy (see Appendix 1.f3.
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As Council is aware, throughout the summer Cmmdl received several requests fm residents,
organizations and assodabons seeking adrional Special Occasion Parking Pemits both within
and outside the Pilot Paddag Program Area Staff anticipates these requests wi become more
frequent in 2017 as in&wirhnk becoms aware at these optiona

Psldng By-la Amen&nenft

Approved Plan:

Staff is recommending That the Parking By4aw be amended by inserting an offence
section and provision for this pilot parking strategy. This offence would have the same
fine structure as Permit Parking offences which are $50 Early Payment and Set Fine of
$60-

UDthte

On April 11, 2016, Coindl passed By-law #16-026, amending Parking By-law 09-025 which
was necessary to recognize the new Pilot Parking System and signage.

Provincial Shod Form Wording & Set fine Aparoval for Parking Tickets

Approved Plan:

Subsequently, the municipality will need to apply to the Ministry of the Attorney General
and Regional Senior Justice for Short Form Wording and Set Fine approvals.
This process usually takes a minimum of 3 weeks but can be much longer.

Once approval is received, the Township will be able to issue Parking Tickets for
violations of this new provision. As the Township already has sufficient Parking Tickets
for 2016 season and to avoid the costs of reprinting new tickets, staff will hand write the
information into the blank box of each Parking Ticket

UDdate:

Immediately following the passage of the amendment By-law, staff filed the necessary
Short Form Wording and Set Fine Application for the neiy created offences. On Api) 27,2016.
the Regional Senior Justice issued the approval Order Which legalized the wording and fines for
use on the Parking Tickets.

Increased Parking Ticket mats at Court

Approved Plan:

Staff is expecting to have a much larger number of people attend the office regarding this
pilot parking program. Staff will attempt to resolve their issues at the front counter but
expectation Is that a substantial number of them will Request a Trial in their parking
violation matters. This may Increase court costs and associated paperwork necessary for
court purposes.
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The By-law Departnent received numerous phone caPs and visits to the tkmflal Office fm
individuals that were hate thout receiving a parking ticket related to the Pilot Parking Pmgram.
W*hin the designated Ama, 340 Parking Tickets were issued tow Tad&ig on a Fbghway without
a Parking Pennr as required by the sign posted at the enbance to the Pdot Part&ig Area
By the end of the season. 18 individuals completed the necessary papeswwk to Request a TriaL
On the next Court Date of November 3. 2016, Trials wili be conducted ii 15 ci the matters.
The remaking 3 Trials wil be held on the February 16.2017 Cowl Date, due to lining.

Generafly speaking. inthflials raised various concerns such as:
1. Entrance signs on the Concession Roads were too snaIl to be mad while driving;
2. No Signs posted on Piot Pad&ig Area streets;
3. COnIUSiO&Contthig sigiage - Prohñting parking to the comer
4. Double standard for signing Permit Parking zones;
5. Visitors to the area not aware of local parking aries or where to go to find parking.

OP1JONS!ALTERNATIVES:

Option I Discontinue the Pilot Parking Program for 2017 and return to the 2015 Parking
System in place before the pilot was implemented.

Option 2 In 2017 continue on with the current Pilot Parking Program Area on a pennanent
basis. Coundl may wish to consider addibonalflarger signs to enhance pubhc
awareness.

Option 3 In 2017 expand the Pilot Parking Program to include other areas as directed by
Council through a future staff to report

Option 4 Sign all streets in accordance with the Ontario Traffic Manual Book 5
standardslguidefines.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATiONS:

Option 1 Costs associated with the sign removal, weekend parking staff reductions,
By-Jaw changes and public communications to be determined.

Option 2 Add no costs for current signage as signs are already in place. Ongoing costs for
weekend staffing to maintain the established level of service for parking
enforcement staff as outline above costing.

Option 3 Additional costs to be determined through a future staff report if requested.

Option 4 Additional costs as outlined in Option #2 of Public Works Report PWR-027-14 dated
September 8, 2014 (Appendix 8).

RELATIONSHIP TO STRATEGIC PLAN:

• Deliver Efficient and Exceptional Municipal Services.
• Community Engagement.
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CONCLUSION:

Staff seas Coimc direction on the plot parking staiegy as ouUhied widin this repot

Report Prepared hr

Report Subnitted hr

Anandal implications
Reviewed hr

Report Approved br

Steven Harvey. CMef kêxicai Law Enforcement Officer

Steven Haivey%enicl Law Edoicement Officer

Attathed Appendices: Appendix 1 .a4.:
Appendix lix
Appendix l.c
Appendix 14.:
Appendix i.e.:
Appendix ii.:
Appendix 2:
Appendix 3:
Appendix 4:
AppendIx 5:
Appendix 6:
Appendix 7:
Appendix 8:

Original OerWs Report CR006-16 dd Mardi 30.2016
Coundi Resolution 112h6
Map Odneating Area Subject to Proposed Signage
Proposed Signage
Ontario Traffic Manual Book 5: Regulatory Signs
Edsting Spedal Occasion Parking Permit System
Council Resolution 184116
Letter to Residents dated April 18,2016
TownsNp Newsletter — Spring!Summer 2016
Press Release dated April 18,2016
Township Community Page - Apnl 2016
Public Comments received regarding Pilot Parking
Public Works Report PWR-027-14

Doug



Special Note #1

The following background historical reports are relevant to this subject and

have not been included because of their length.

These reports are available to the public on the municipal website at

www.tiny.ca.

1. Clerk’s Department Report CR-006-16

Dated: March 30, 2016

RE: 2016 Pilot Parking Strategy — Open Parking Conversion to Permit Parking

2. Appendix’s #2 through #8 of

Clerk’s Department Report CR-04846

Dated: November 1, 2016

RE: 2016 Pilot Parking Update, Open Parking Conversion to Permit Parking

between Concessions 8-12
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EFIII APPENDIX rmis ITEM
TO CR-005-17

THE CORPORATION OF ThE TOWNSHIP OF TTh V tmv 14 P11

COMMIt 1 tE OF ThE WHOLE RECOMMENDATIC ‘N
GOUNcILAPPROVS)

Meeting Date: November 1, 2016

Moved by: 1-{ñ4-c. Carried:

______________

Seconded by: LAX4tfr Signed:

__________________

WHEREAS the Committee of the Whole considered Clerk’s Report CR-048-16,
dated November 1. 2016, from Steve Harvey, Chief Municipal Law Enforcement
Officer, regarding Pilot Parking Program Update;

NOW THEREFORE the Committee recommends that the Pilot Parking Program be
expanded to the entire Township in 2017 with staff to report back on the implications
including signage. staffing, communication strategy and expansion area.
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PARKING REGULATIONS

APPENDIX 8
TO CR-005-17

56000

s/I

TOWNSHIP OF TINY

A TOWNSHIP OF TINY PARKING PERMIT IS REQUIRED
WHERE ThE FOUDWING SIGN IS DISPIAYED

MAY15 5UTh5

EXCEPT flY
PERMIT

100AM - IêOOPN

1 Iicr,
Eca7 Jtwufl —

PERMIT PARKING IS ENFORCED BETWEEN
MAY 15th AM) SEPTEMBER 15th

SET FINES
PARK IN A PERMIT PARKING ZONE (WITHOUT A P9U111)

PARK IN A NO PARKiNG ZONE suaco

PARKING TICKETS MAY BE RE-ISSUED EVERY ThREE HOURS

IN DESIGNATED PERMIT PARKING AREAS,
PARKING IS PROHIBITED BETWEEN 10PM - BAM

NON-RESIDENT PARKING PERMITS LIMITED TO 150,
SOW ON A FIRST COME FIRST SERVE BASIS.

PARKING PERMITS MAY BE PURCHASED AT ThE MUNICIPAL OFFICE
130 DAIS BEACH ROAD WEST

MONDAY - FRIDAY, SAM - 4:30PM
FOR INFORMATION CONTACTThE MUNICIPAL OFFICE

EElWEBI SAM - 4:30PM AT (705)5264136

OPEN PARKING IS AVAIlABLE At
JACKSON PARK (NORTh OF CONCI SW), SAW BEACH (CONC. 10 YQ, AND

LAFONTAINE BEACH (CONC. 16 W)
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To CR-OO5-17
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CLERICS REPORT CR-003-16 TO COUNCIL

TO: Masti Cornell and Members of Cowcil

FROM: Doug Liter, CAOJQerk
AIENDix1 o

DATE Fabnaiy 8,2016

RE: five Major Beach Park Parking Space Allocations
file T02•50840

RECOMMENDATION:

That CleriCs Report CR-003-16 regarding the Five Major Beach Park Parking Space Aflocafions
be received as thionnation and be cons!demd ii the Township Parking Strategy.

BACKGROUND:

As a result of the Januaty 13, 2016 Special Committee of the Whole - Township Parking
Strategy Meeting, Council directed staff to provide information regarding the availability of
parking at the five major beach parks, being Lafantaine Beach Park, Balm Beach Park, Jackson
Beach Park, Bluewater Beach Park, and Woodland Beach Park. Appendix A provides
information regarding the permit, open, pay & display, and accessible parking spaces currently
available at each beach park. Appendix B depicts the estftnated beach area using the Ministry
of Natural Resources guideline that can be used to establish the carrying capacity of each
beach park. The carrying capacity should be considered in the allocation of parking spaces at
each beach park.

OflONSIALTERNATJVES:

Information Report - Na options or alternatives.

FiNANCIAL IMPUCATIONS:

Information Report — No financial implications.

RELATIONSHIP TO STRATEGIC PLAN:

Healthy Environment & Sustainable Community Planning - Improve the quality of municipal
infrastructure and invest in municipal facilities and commitment to a sustainable community
planning throughout the Township.



Report CR-DOS-iS
Five Major Beach Paric Parkiig Space Akcebons 2

CONCLUSION:

This Report should be considered A-i Towniip ParIthg Strategy related chswssions and
decisa

Respectfully Sitmifted,

Report Submitted W- %fP%4 %&u
Doug Wcer cÁo lerk

Report Prepared by: Laura RusseN, Sr. Acknñsfrative Coordinator

Attachments



APPENDIX A
- - To CR-003-16S Major Beach Park parking space allocations

January-27-16

The herow list of parking spaces Lc an estimate based on a field inspection completed during the
winter when aLl the parking spaces are cogered In snow.

Location Parking spaces
1. Lafontaine Beach 14 Permit Parking spaces

14 Open Parking spaces in lot
1 Accessible Parking Space

2. Balm Beach 65 Pay Parking spaces at beachiront
26 Pay Parking spaces Parent Park
16 -30 minutes open parking spaces in front of Grill
4 30 minute open parking spares on Oliver Drive
12-30 minute open parking spaces on Balm Beach Rd W
10-2 hour open parking spaces on Balm Beach Rd W
U Permit Parking spaces on Balm Beach Rd W
2 Loading Zone spaces at end of Balm Beach Rd W
4 Accessible Parking Spaces

3. Jackson Park 33 Pay Parking spaces

20 Pay Parking Spaces for trailers
5 Accessible Parking spaces
6 Permit Parking spaces on Birchdale Ave

4. Bluewater Beach 6 Permit Parking spaces on Nicole Bvd
1 Accessible Parking Spaces onTrew Ave
6 Permit Parking snaces near #54 Trew Ave
4 Permit Parking Spaces near #31 Trew Ave
23 Permit Parking Spaces on Concession S West

S. Woodland Beach 16 Pay Parking Spaces on Concession 2 West
1 Accessible Parking Space on Concession 2 West
14 Permit Parking Spaces in parking lot
15 Perniit Parking Spaces on tawson Road



Lafontaine Beach Park

Beach

Woodland Beach Park

Bluewater Beach Park

iackson Beach Park

Balm Beach Park

Estimated Area

19,980m2

25, 170m2

36, 630ni2

7,140m2

2,910m2

Five Major Beach Parks APPENDIX B
To CR-Ooa-ia
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Motion #: 081 116

WHEREAS Council is in receipt of Clerk’s Report CR-003-1 6 dated February 8,
2016, from Doug Luker. CAOICIerk, regarding the five major beach park parking
space allocations;

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Report be received as

c_,.t TIN?

Moved by:

Seconded by:

THE CORPORATION OF THE
TOWNSHIP OF TINY

Meeting Date: February 8, 2016

Carried:

Defeated:

Signed: ‘WI

information.
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Recommendafiozt 002 116

c!21trr,
c -pp

7 1 111 APPENDIX 11
TO CR-005-17

ThE CORPORATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF

COMMITTEE OF ThE WHOLE RECOMMENDA11%I,W

Meeting Date: July 11,2016

An
c—v.— (

WHEREAS the Committee of the Whole discussed the mailer of parking at the
Township’s five major beach parks at is meeting of July 11, 2016;

NOW THEREFORE the Committee of the Whole recommends that a site visit to the
five major beach parks be arranged to review encroachment and parking issues, with
the long-term goal to create a comprehensive and consistent encroachment and
parking strategy.

IL 2S7E

Moved by:

Seconded by:

qOCarried:

Signed:

‘I



Coiwniuee of the Whole Rrpcd 3
No. 07-11-2016

__________________________________________

S REPORTS OF CONSULTANTS OR TWRD PARTES

1. Draft Audited 2015 Consolidated Financial Report

The Committee considered a presentation from Ma Sue Bragg, Coffins Barrow,
regarding the draft audited 2015 Consolidated Financial Repon.

The purpose of the audit is to assess and test inertial controls, evaluate accounting

policies and management estimates, as well as to scrutinize and evaluate back up

for all material assets and liabilities and investigate all significant variances in
revenue and expense accounts between budget and actual.

FoHowing a review of the presentation, the Committee recommended:

Moved by Hinton, Seconded by Hastings

THAT that the 2015 Consolidated Audited Financial Report, as presented, be

approved and accepted.

Carried 4-0 (001116)
/

G) STAFF REPORTS TO COUNCIL

1 Administration and Finance

I) Discussic.nrrcwnship Parking Strategy - Parking at Municipal Beach Parks

Coundilor Hinton raised the issue of parking at the Township’s five municipal beach

parks. He has received several phone calls from Bluewater residents regarding the

parking strategy for this area. Concerns have also been received regarding

numerous encroachments on the beach.

Following a review of the mater, the Committee recommended:

Moved by Wishart, Seconded by Hastings

That a she visit to the five major beach parks be arranged to review encroachment

and parking issues, with the long-term goal to create a comprehensive and

consistent encroachment and parking strategy.

Carried 4-0 (002116)

U



Recommendation #:
- 1 82 116

rmlsrrEM
APPENDIx 12

TO CR-005-17 DEC 1 Z ‘IS
OF ThE TOWNSHIP OF TINE

WHOLE RECOMMENDATI4ou,aRPPROVW

Meeting Date: November 28, 2016

Moved by: Carried:

Seconded by: 4)A!LAIIq Signed:

WHEREAS the Committee of the Whole discussed the Township’s major beach
parks;

NOW ThEREFORE the Committee recommends That staff be directed to review
paidlpermft parking at the Township’s five major beach parks with a report back at a
future Committee of the Whole Meeting.

a
THE CORPORATION

COMMI I I tE OF ThE

.Tm3



Recommendation #: 116

ThE CORPORA11ON OF ThE TOWNSHIP OF rINY

COMMITTEE OF ThE WHOLE RECOMMENDM

Meeting Date: November 1, 2016

Moved by: G,c

Seconded by: ta.L

Carded:

Signed: 6E’

WHEREAS the Committee of the Whole discussed various issues identified during
the Major Beach Park Tour of September 14, 2016;

NOW ThEREFORE the Committee recommends that staff report back
consistent parking strategy for the Township’s five major beach parks;

AND FURTHER THAT the discussion of the major beach parks be deferred to the
November 14, 2016 Committee of the Whole Meeting.

‘7

133

_.—acTmy This 1mM

imv inn
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Five Major Beach Park Priorities APPENDIX 13
To CR-0O5-17

On Desk Item for Special Conunittee Of The Whole Budget Meeting December 5,2016
Summary of Flip Chart Items from Committee Of The Whole Meeting November28, 2016

The fowing are considerations for each of the five major beach parks:
• Consistent and wñfonn policies, unless the beach has unklue characteristics that need to be

addressed separately.
• Permit/paid parkiig
• Delineation (depLh and width)
• Commercial, time limited parking
• asq Dog and Smoking Policies
• Hours of Operation
• Beach capa&.jjdensity (methods of control and enforcement)
• Encroachments
• Wayfinding/Park Signage
• Enforcement/Patmtling
• Beach Park Master Plan

The following are priorities identified for each beach park:

Bluewater Beach
• NoSmoking
• Wayfinding Signage
• Delineation
• Hours of Operation
• BBQ Policy/Area
• Permit/Paid Parking
• Encroachments
• Educations Signage re: Dune

Preservation/Native Grasses

Jackson Park
• No Smoking
• Wayfinding Signage
• Delineation
• Hours of Operation
• BRU Policy/Area
• Permit/Paid Parking - space allocation

for vehicle and trailer parking
• Sand Restoration at southeast side
• Boat Launch Usage - rules, hours of

operation, etc.
• Public Swimming Area

Lafontalne Beach
• No Smoking
• Wayfinding Signage
• Delineation
• Hours of Operation
• BBQ Policy/Area
• Pennit/Paid Parking

Woodland Beach
• No Smoking
• Wayfinding Signage
• Delineation
• Hours of Operation
• BBQ Policy/Area
• Permit/Paid Parking

Balm Beach
• No Smoking
• Wayfinding Signage
• Delineation
• HoursofOperation

• BBQ Policy/Area (no bbqing)
• Placement of Volleyball Court
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APPENDIX 16
TO CR-005-17
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Special Note #2

The following background historical reports are relevant to this subject and

have not been included because of their length.

These reports are available to the public on the municipal website at

www.tiny.ca.

1. Clerk’s Department Report CR-013-11

Dated: March 14, 2011

RE: Public Input on Clerk’s Report CR007-il & Amendment to Parking By-law

09-025 regarding Permit Parking
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TO CR-005-17
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Mohon#: ?9 117

‘I’iny A

THE CORPORATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF TINY

Meeting Date: March 13, 2017

Moved by:

______________

Carried:

Seconded by: 4/ntn/A

WHEREAS Council hi the Committee of the Whole considered ClaWs Report CR-005-17, dated
March 2, 2017, from Steve Harvey. Chief Municipal Law Enforcement Officer, regarding the 2017
Open Parking Conversion to Permit Parking and Consistent Parking at the Five Major Beach
Parks;

NOW ThEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED ThAT staff be directed to proceed with the 2017 Open
Parking Conveision to Permit Parking and Consistent Parking at the Five Major Beach Parks
strategies as outlined in Clerk’s Report CR-005-17;

AND FURThER ThAT staff be directed to:

1. Order and install the proposed signage at the sign locations, with staff to contact the sign
company regarding the appropriate size based on needs;

2 Remove the existing 2016 Parking Signs;
3 Hire additional By-law Enforcement Staff,
4 Proceed with the evaluation process outlined:
5 Invoke Section 2. xii) of Procurement By-law 04-139 to acquire services from a particular

source, and purchase and install 6 parking machines as a sole source purchase;
6 Implement the Communication Plan including a webpage, press release(s), community

page postings and a letter to all residents;
7 Report back to Council with a draft amendment to the Parking By-law necessary to

recognize the new parking changes;
8 Take all costs associated with the 2017 Parking Strategies from the Roads Department

Capital account titled Pilot Parking Strategy and Reserves with all revenue generated to be
returned to the Reserves until fully paid back.

Defeated:

______________

Signed:

___________



TOWNSFPOF(CANTONOE 130 Balm Beach Road Westr:[liIi,T (Th52939..8469

www.tiny.ca

April 24, 2017
APPENDIX 3

Dear Resident TO MLE-034-17

RE: 2017 Parking Program

Through its community-based Strategic Plan (2015-2020), the Township of Tiny Council is committed
to improving the beach enjoyment experience in Tiny. A key component of this commitment is the
development and implementation of a parking strategy that will achieve a balance between beach
parking and resident/visitor use of municipally owned beaches and parks. Based on the success of
the 2016 Pilot Parking Strategy, the following changes have been approved by Council for the 2017
season:

Parking along the western shoreline of the Township will only be allowed by Permit or at the
Township’s major beach parks through Pay and Display:

1. Permit Parking is now in effect along the Township’s western shoreline (as shown on the
attached map) effective May 15, 2017. This eliminates all previous free/open parking spaces
along the western shoreline of the Township. Seasonal Permits are available at the Township
Office. Residents can purchase a maximum of two seasonal permits per household ($15.00
each, plus HST with proof of residency required) with a limited number of permits (150) being
made available to non-residents living in the municipalities of Tay, Penetanguishene, Midland
and Springwater ($100.00 each, plus HST).

2. Pay Parking is available at the Five Major Beach Parks along the western shoreline
(Woodland Beach, Bluewater Beach, Jackson Park, Balm Beach and Lafontaine Beach). New
Pay and Display parking locations will be installed for the 2017 season at Bluewater Beach
along Trew Avenue, Concession 5 West and Lafontaine Beach.

A limited number of Special Occasion Parking permits are available to residents and Township-
based organizations. Please contact the Township for details. Parking permit holders may park in
Pay & Display parking spaces without charge by displaying their parking permit. Summer Parking
Enforcement will commence May l5’, 2017.

For complete details on these parking changes or information on how you can provide comment, please
visit the Township-Wide Parking Strategies Initiatives webpage at www.tiny.ca.

Council welcomes your feedback or recommendations to improve our Township of Tiny parking systems.
Comments can be sent by letter or email as noted below. Please include your name and address on your
correspondence as well as permission to release your details on the public agenda. All comments will be
consolidated for Council review in the fall of 2017.

Comments to:
By letter: Township of Tiny By email: 201 7øarkingstratepyøtiny.ca

Attention: 2017 Parking Strategy
130 Balm Beach Road West
Tiny, Ontario, LOL2JO

For information contact:
Steven Harvey, Chief Municipal Law Enforcement Officer
705-526-4204
shawey(&tiny.ca



Appendix I
2017 Open Parking conversion to Permit Parking
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APPENDIX 4
U Date Subject 2018 Public Feedback Received TO MLE-034-17

____

Good morning members of Council,
lam writing to you on behalf of myself and my wife who own 20 and 22 Trew Ave respectively,
to express our concerns with respect to the above-noted matter. It has recently come to our
attention, through the Tiny Cottager, that Council is adopting parking changes that will seriously
impact the residents of our cul-de-sac and our surrounding neighbours. Specifically, council,
has recommended the conversion of permit parking to open paid parking on Trew avenue.

We have several concerns with this which are enumerated below:

Lack of local Advisory Process/consultation We are a very small and unique cul-de-sac which is
comprised of less than 30 residences. It seems unfathomable to us that the Township can
implement such a significant change without notifying the residents of Trew Avenue directly
and affording them ample opportunity to inform themselves and provide input with respect to
the proposed changes. We are small in number and the Town has all of our mailing addresses.
Having recently appeared before the Committee of Adjustments in relation to the construction
of a garage on one of our properties, as part of the process taxpayers have to go through,
notice of the proposed change is sent to each owner who may be directly affected by the
proposal and they are given a timeframe within which to comment. It strikes me that our
representatives in council and Town staff, at a minimum, owe us taxpayers this same

oppo.mnw

We recognize that council has business to do all year round however it seems that changes
which directly impact mostly seasonal residents seem to take place at a time of year when
those taxoavers are not residing in Tiny.

April 20
Parking on Tiny Parks should be primarily for Tiny Residents

9:26PM Trew We have always been a friendly, welcoming community on Trew Avenue. The beach in our area
Avenue is a community beach which tends to be frequented by the residents of Tiny. It services the

,subdivision behind the dunes and the Township has done a good job in recognizing the
sensitive and unique nature of the landscape. This was done in partnership with the residents
of Trew Ave and the surrounding subdivision. Tiny parks are for Tiny residents....not tourists.

‘It is hard to imagine what the public policy argument is for such a change. The permit parking
was well used in recent years by Tiny residents. Converting it to paid parking is going to leave
less room for our residents. Tiny residents are our Neighbours, and ariecdotally, in my
experience, tend to have more of a vested interest in keeping the beach clean and quite frankly
are better at it. We have gotten to know a number of the families that use the beach in front of
our street and they are more likely (again in our experience) to pick up garbage etc. because
they are coming back time after time. We invite council to reconsider a policy which will have
the effect of excluding Tiny residents in favour of out of town visitors as We expect that it will
generate more garbage and leave less room for our neighbours to park and enjoy the beach.

Tourists have plenty of other options nearby (I.e.Wasaga, Balm) where they have access to
shops, restaurants, restrooms, ample parking, and they are not potentially impacting the
sensitive environment, nor is their presence effectively excluding Tiny residents. There are no
local businesses nearby so the Out of towners are generating no additional revenue other than
their parking fees.

The same dune system (across #29) is recognized as a Provincially designated ANSI (Area of
Natural and Scientific Interest). Our dune system should be given the same recognition.



It is NOT a tourist area, nor should the Township encourage people who are not residents nor
taxpayers in the township to make use of the beach. Because of the sensitive nature of the
immediate area, many of us believe that the beach is at its maximum usage. Additionally, with
the rise of water levels in recent years, the township owned portion of beach has gotten
significantly smaller, exacerbating the environmental and crowding issues.

Trew avenue cannot realistically nor safely be widened. It is little more than a cottage lane and
was settled as such in the 1940s and 1950s. Widening Trew would not be desirable as it would
radically change the character of the neighbourhood. I have studied this cul-de-sac in some
detail in connection with our committee of adjustments application and I can verify that there
are a number of structures on the cul-de-sac that are too close to the road allowance to allow
this to occur.

April
20

Parking on

9:26PM
Avenue

I would ask that you immediately provide details of the nature and the extent of the proposed
changes to all owners on Trew Avenue and advise what steps have been taken to notify and
consult with our affected neighbours on the backlots in the subdivision. I would also ask that
Council advise of the total cost of this program and estimated revenues.

We look forward to having you address these concerns in a responsible, cooperative, and
timely fashion (the hallmarks of good government). We understand that similar action is being
taken at the bottom of the 5th concession and would ask that the same consideration be given
to our neighbours there as well.

Yours very truly,
James Deep 22 Trew Ave.
Lynn Borysiuk 20 Trew Ave.

Bravo!
Finally, as residents of Tiny, we will have fewer cars parked on the shoulders of some very busy
sections of Tiny Beach roads.
One particular section close to our full time family home has been of concern over the
years..the intersection of Tiny Beaches Road north in the vicinity of the 14th concession..visiting

2017 cars are often parked in a “helter skelter” fashion on the waterside of Tiny Beaches road,

2
April 27

parking allowing only limited space for a car making a right hand turn onto this section of road rather
1:27PM

program tight and possibly also placing any pedestrians at risk as well.
We also welcome the fact that no additional cars etc save for those sporting a seasonal permits
will be permitted along any of the subdivision roads where our home is situated.
1 agree to the details of this note being released on the public agenda. However, I do not agree
to the sharing of our family name to the general public.
Sincerely, Rosemary XXXXXXXXXXX



Hi Steven and Parking Strategy
I have received the letter regarding the Parking Program...please change Concession 8 to NO
PARKING until the township can manage the 66 of available public beach space...that public
beach allowance is a continual mess because of the uncontrolled creek and lam not in the
business of babysitting people that sit on the private beach as a result of 66’ that the township
cannot manage.
The creek takes up a sizeable portion of the 66’ and there is no roam for people.
I have attached some pictures from last summer...the township corrected it slightly but just a
band aid solution to a bigger issue. Also, last spring, the township with no authority rerouted
the stream XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX...please ensure this does not occur again (first 2 pictures
attached) Please call me at your earlier convenience to discuss. (APPENDIX A - E)
My contact info is as follows
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXX Tiny Beaches Road South

Township of Tiny Council Members,
If “eliminating all previous free/open parking spaces along the western shoreline of the
Township” wasn’t terrible enough, preventing non-ticket holders from parking along the
concession nearly to County Road 6 is “beyond the pale”II As a concession 13 west resident, I
am FURIOUS about these new changes. Upon reviewing the outlines provided at the October
26, 2015 meeting in Wyebridge, “A New Strategic Plan for the Township of Tiny”, I see no
mention or even illusion of such ‘plans’. At the very least, a few parking spaces should be
available for non-residents as in previous years. I believe it very unfair that our Penetang,

3
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Parking
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A nI 27
re no How does this promote tourism , just really baffling. I do not support this . I would like to see

‘
33PM

parking in this abolished . thanks XXXXXXXXXXXXX Talon Trail. tiny township, yes I am a resident.
tiny

My husband and I are permanent residents we pay taxes for tiny, I am permanently disabled

April 27
Parking and will have my second service dog, why in gods name would I pay to walk on the beach at the

7:44PM
passes end of the 16th hill. Other then that I do not nor will I use that beach

XX XX XX XX XX XXXX XXXXXXX K

Hello Steve and Tiny Council
Well I received a parking by law rule, and information on howl, as a 65 yr taxpayer can!
cannot park at my beach, without a permit. I will visit the office to understand this more when I
can visit the Office.

I have Purchased one every year. And once again as a seasonal resident I am mystified by the
- dates. MAY 15TH ENFORCEMENT WILL BEGIN For 65 years we have opened our Cottage on the

April 2g A seasonal “MAY24 weekend’. This year May19 Friday- May22 Monday.
6 6:48PM residents We, like you work, so we do not get to the cottage until late Friday and the Township office is

Lament closed for the weekend. How am I to Purchase a Permit? This was not an option on my Tax Bill.1
Please consider us The seasonal residents and taxpayers of Tiny when you make these

decisions in the off season months.. Review...FaII of 2017- Note we close our cottage on
Thanksgiving.
respectfully submitted byXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXX 4th Street Balm Beach

I Re your letter about 2017 Parking Program.I have lived in the area approx. 10 years now and
have at least bought one seasonal permit every year. As a permanent Tiny resident, I was

Seasonal
wondering why one complimentary permit could not be issued per household. Thank-you and I

April 30
P k

give permission for all my comments to be released now or in the future.
7 11:SBA

ar ing
Permits

M Alan Thomas
43 Laurier Blvd.
Tiny, On.



Wyebridge, Midland neighbours, many who, as children themselves, came to the beaches at
the end of the concessions, are no longer able to access the quieter, less frequented beaches

May 1,
MAD

(at the end of the 12th, 13th, 14th...). Without ‘pay to park’ facilities at each of these sites,
1:57PM these beaches become basically private, for use only by the cottage owners or the few card-

holding residents who may be there on any given day. “Ah, perfect, these beaches will now be
basically private...”, I can imagine shoreline cottage owners saying! I think it is mean spirited,
and elitist. I am angry and resent having this huge offensive sign staring at me every day as I
drive home down the 13th concession.
And additional to the limited accessibility of the beaches, now even concession home owners
will be unable to host larger gatherings: family reunions, parties and celebrations, where
parking for their guests on the concession is necessary, without obtaining ‘Special Occasion
Parking’ permits. Ridiculous, offensive, unnecessary, unwarranted. This decision needs to be
rescinded.
JoAnne Connolly, 173 Concession 13 West

Dear township staff, Councillor Hinton, and Steven Harvey,

I received the April 24th letter regarding the 2017 Parking Program and would like to share my
concerns with you all about this parking strategy.
Ma property owner on Beauremi Road and a longtime seasonal resident, I have watched the
‘steady decline of available street parking, especially at the entrances to the beach and am very
concerned with the direction this has gone in.

The main attraction to having a cottage property is to have access to the beach, and this is
greatly impacted by the restrictions that are in place for parking.
There is very limited permit parking at Cawaja Beach (close to the Cawaja Pines general store).
When these spots are taken, it is very difficult for seniors, parents of young children, and
anyone with limited mobility who is a cottage owner in the vicinity to enjoy the beach.
I understand the need to have some parking restrictions, however, I also think the current plan

May07
2017 is far too restrictive. Please reconsider some additional valid parking areas, especially for

8:38PM
parking parking permit holders, on some additional streets,

program Every year, it gets more difficult for tax paying property owners on the back roads to access the
beach by car.
There is access to the beach off Tiny Beaches Road north thru a public pathway off Lefaive Road
(between Pauline Ave. and Shady Road). Would it be possible to have some permit parking on
Lefaive Road on either side of this path so that cottage owners who cant walk very far have the
option of parking here as well? My elderly dad, who has limited mobility and a handicap
parking permit, can only access the beach by parking closer to it (Beauremi road is a long walk
to the beach for an elderly person or someone with limited mobility).
I would welcome the opportunity to speak with you further on this topic, and hope you will
consider some initiatives that will benefit property owners who are located on the back roads
and streets that can be a considerable distance for compromised persons to access the beach.
Sincerely, XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXX Beauremi Road, Cawaja Beach



— Hi. My name is XXXXXXXXXXXX and I live XXXXXXX the 5th concession. I am writing to thank
you and your council for the ridiculous placemen of your parking machines and NUMEROUS
signs of designation. Every day XXXXXX)O(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)O(XXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX)O(X, we see the gaudy orange and red sign imposed on the view of the Bay.
What a lack of consideration If you even considered its placement at all, you could have put it
further up the road in front of a vacant lot. There it would have bothered no one. Then to make

May19 RE: parking things even more ridiculous, you erected another 7 signs XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX as well.
10

12:10PM signs What stupidity. How many signs do you need to tell people to get a ticket. They are redundant
and a waste of money. What a lack of consideration for your constituents. Did you even
consider that it may reflect on our property value. What incompetence. You should be ashamed
of such poor planning. I think at minimum, you should have some signs removed. They are not
necessary. Why didn’t you just leave it as permit parking. It was never a problem in the past. Is
it all about a money grab?
Sincerely, XXXXXXXXXXXX

The parking strategy plan only represents the special interest group The Shoreline Federation
anti beach access.
All the resident within the restricted zone had the right to park in front of your property

June 1 eliminated to suit the special interest group.

11 7:21AM parking Why is council not representing the interest of all the residents and start expropriating the
shoreline and allow access to all. The parking strategy was created to eliminate parking and
should have created more parking not less.
The residents were not treated fairly.
xxxxxxxxx
To whom concerned.

Tiny Township sent out a letter dated April 24th, 2017, outlining their parking program.
•One letter at a cost of .82 cents went to XXXXXXXXXXXX Street, Penetanguishene, Ontario.
xxxxxxx.
It was addressed to XXX)(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXK
Neither have ever lived there but had received mail addressed to them and their sister
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
at that address for property owned jointly XXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

2017 They sold their share of this property to sister XXXXXXXXXXX in 2002. She in turn sold the

June 5
Parking property sometime prior to

12
1052AM

Program 2010. She also sold XXXXXXXXXX Street in 2004 moving to Tiny Township at
Letter April XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX Drive.
24th, 2017 My point being is that it is irresponsible to use a data base from prior to 2002 for your mailing.

It is financially
wasteful plus the new residents such as the one at XXXXXXXXX had to search out the named
people.
I stopped by the Tiny Township office but was not assured that this could not happen again. The
clerk had no interest
in taking names to delete them from the mailing list. No way to run a business.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx



hello,
A few of my neighbours (7 houses in total) were considering to have a garage sale on our street
on Tiny Beach Rd. North near the lath concession.
Will the new parking enforcement - prevent us from doing so.

13
June 13 Garage sale
8:32PM parking Your input is required so we will understand if we can go ahead.

thank you,
. XXxxXxXxxXX

I would like to purchase two of the $1500 parking permits. Can I do this by mail? I live at the
bottom end of Tiny Beaches Road and don’t make it up your way very often. Or perhaps I can
purchase them in Wyevale or at the RP Gas Station as we do for the fire permits.
Thank you,

14
June 19 Parking XXXXXXXXXXXXX,

11:10AM permits. XXXXXX Tiny Beaches Road S.

July 6 Parking
15 3:04PM Strategy See (APPENDIX F)

Complaint

On June 18th, 2017 while visiting friends at Pennorth Drive, I received a parking ticket
‘(#XXXXXXX). As I pulled up to my destination, I double checked that there were no parking
restrictions on that side of the street, which there were none.
There are “no-parking “sings on the opposite side of the street, however.
Upon leaving, I realized I received a parking ticket. To say the least, I was shocked. I contacted

July 7 . the municipal office and explained my circumstance and was told a new parking

16 1:41PM
Parking implementation strategy is implemented effective this year.
ticket error In my humble opinion as well as others I spoke with about this matter, proper signs should be

placed in “no-parking” zones to let people know that there is no parking. During my
conversation with the municipal office clerk, I was also told, that the “NO PARKING” sign I
passed about 1km before turning to Penn north ,on the main street applies to the area.
Really? How would I even know that. Normally, signs are properly posted on the street the bi
law applies to for people’s awareness.



This way, people can make an informed decision, either take a chance of getting a parking
ticket and park in a no-parking area where the sign is visible and properly displayed, or do not
park.

I feel like in my circumstance, as a tax paying citizen, due to the lack of “no-parking” sign at
Pennorth, I was not informed that there was no parking and have been given the ticket in error.

16
ly

Parking I therefore would like to request that the ticket be Voided.

cont
141PM

ticket error
On annual basis, I do purchase the “permit parking” pass, however, as your municipal office is
closed on weekends and I’m not aware that any other facility sells permit parking, I wasn’t able
to purchase it until I time off in July, and made a trip to your office during business hours.

Thank you, XXXXXXXXXXXXX

To whom this may concern,

My name is XXXXXXXXXXXX and I live on XXX Doan Avenue (and have lived there since October
1, 2008).
I have also lived in Tiny for almost 40 years now and lam a volunteer firefighter for Tiny at
Station Sin Woodland Beach.

Last Sunday, July 9th at 10:50am, an electrician stopped by my house (who is also a friend of
mine) to do some electrical work on my inside house lights.

‘My wife was in the process of loading up her car in the driveway to leave for the day, so my
friend parked on the road (since there wasn’t any room in my driveway), for maybe about 5
minutes, while my wife finished packing her car.
Within that time, he was given a $50 parking ticket!

FYI - In my driveway I have a boat, trailer, RV motorhome, snowmobile and two vehicles (which
does not leave much room for other vehicles).

Question 1- Am I not allowed to park in front of my own house (keeping in mind that I don’t
live on Tiny Beaches Road and I don’t live on waterfront property)? Also, nowhere on Doan
Avenue are there any signs indicating that you can’t park on Doan anywhere.

Question 2-I have friends come over for a weekly dart night (which I have been doing every
single week for the last 7 years straight without missing a week). Sometimes there can be up to
3-4 vehicles parked on the side of the road (to which none of my neighbours have ever
complained about). Since my friends live in Springwater, Tay, Wasaga Beach, etc., what options
do I/they have? There is no room in my driveway and I’m not (and they aren’t) willing to pay to
park in front of my own house.



Question 3- have two kids and a paved driveway. Because we don’t let our kids play on the
street (for safety sake) and they like to ride their bicycles, scooters, plasma cars, ripstiks,
skateboards, etc., we pull our vehicles on the road and let our kids play safely in our driveway.
We would rather have our vehicles get hit on the road rather than our kids. So what options
would we have now to continue to allow our kids to play safely on the driveway rather than on
the road without having to pay money to park in front of my own house?

Question 4-What happens when somebody needs to get construction work done on their
houses (like re-paving their driveway or getting their roof re-shingled)? Since the driveway
cant have any vehicles on it until it dries properly, what is the home owners supposed to do
with their vehicles? What happens if the construction company’s vehicle wont fit (or are too
big) for the home owners driveway? Will every construction vehicle parked on the side of the

17
July13 Parking in road get ticketed as well?
2:53PM Tiny

Questions- I have two parents, my wife has her mom, stepdad, dad, stepmom - which all come
over for visits on the weekend to see their grandchildren. Since there is no room in my
driveway, what options do they have now to park in front of my own house without getting
ticketed?

One of the reasons I choose to live in Tiny (as opposed to city’s like Toronto, or even Barrie) is
because of the fact that I didn’t want to have to worry about paying for parking, especially in
front of my own house.
I realize that I can purchase two permits per household, but that doesn’t change the fact that
based on the information I have given above, there will be at several times when more than?
vehicles will be parked in front of my house.

What options do I have as a Tiny resident (and Tiny volunteerfirefighter) to prevent my family,
my parents, my wife’s parents, my friends and any other visitors from getting parking tickets
when they come to visit?

If I lived in Toronto or even Barrie for that matter, I wouldn’t have any issues with paying to
park on the road in front of my own house. But I live in Tiny, which the last time I checked, isa
rural community, not a highly populated city.

Needless to say I’m not very impressed with this new parking policy. The Tiny residents that
actually pay the taxes (and salaries of the Tiny Township employees) now have to pay for
something that has always been free in the past.



FYI - My wife was visiting my 12 year old nephew (who is recovering from a bone marrow
transplant) yesterday in downtown Toronto at the Ronald McDonald House. She was parked on
the side of the road and her parking permit had expired. Her ticket was $50. My friend (the
electrician) who parked on the side of Doan Avenue (in Tiny) last Sunday, his ticket was for $50.
How can the parking ticket price in Tiny be the exact same price as in downtown Toronto for
the exact same infraction?

Having to pay money so people can come visit me and my family at my own home in Tiny, is
absolutely absurd and I’m sure I can’t be the only one who feels this way.

Hoping for a better solution, XXXXXXXXXXXX

I understand that people should require a permit near beach entrance for safety on busy roads
such as Tiny beaches Road South. But I live in Deanlea beach year round my family all live out
of town so when they visit they arrive in several different vehicles. We are not living on the
beach and have quite a walk to get to the water

On this street there has never been a issue of people parking to gain assess to the beach. I
have purchased 2 permits for parking if we want to visit another area but I think this is crazy
that people who visit my house I should worry that they may get a ticket if they park in front of
my house. So two of my family members can come visit so who do I say they can’t visit the
same day as their brother or sister. Yes I could buy additional special occasion passes every

Parking on •time they come for a visit is that fair. I think this is a total cash drive and causes problems to

July18 road people who never had problems in the past. Deanlea Beach doesn’t like people who don t live

11:27AM Deanlea there to use the beach well I hope more people who don’t live in Deanlea beach get passes and

Beach use this beach. Not pleased. XXXXXXXX

Regarding my email I sent you my name is XXXXXXXXXXX XXX Victoria Ave Tiny Ontario LOL2TO
you have my concerns about this all I can further say why create a problem when there never
was a problem before. Our street is about a 7minute walk to the beach we have wide roads
and have never had problem of people parking. To get to the beach most have no idea where
the beach is located so why change something that doesn’t need to be changed. You will have
to spend more money to hire people to patrol all the streets to give tickets.

Hello.
I would like to express my dissatisfaction on the new expanded parking restrictions in
Woodland Beach. For years we have parked just off the road in front of our cottage when
visitor come. Now we are told we will be ticketed on Park Rd.- this is a money grab only and no
way required. There are only a couple of weekends per season where parking near the
township park is a problem.

I understand the Woodland Beach Rate Payers Assocation have requested additional patrols
but they do not speak for all residents of Woodland Beach.

I find the big parking signs entering our friendly beach totally unnecessary but do understand
the need to ensure parked car are not in blocking fire routes.

19
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have been at Woodland Beach for many years and do not need to see these young hi-law
officers patrolling several times per day looking for parked cars and dogs off lease on the beach.
I pay my taxes and want freedom to be able to enjoy my beach and community.

Thank you.

I xxxxxxxxxxxx
XXX Hastings Ave.
Woodland Beach.

Hello,

I suggest the town of Tiny get some signage up on Tiny Beaches Road South to indicate to
I . visitors that parking is not allowed here without a permit as per your new bylaw. It was an

July22
‘Tiny

expensive beach day had by all.
20 Beaches

10:33AM
Road South

Thank you, XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

parking tickets should not be given to tourists stopping to look at lake brieflyfor 5 minutes.
parked in a zone, that said no parking between
10pm -7 am This occurred in the daytime hours. There was not a
permit required sign . This was on July 7th at tiny beach area. We have not vacationed in tiny
for 10 years, and this was a shock to see a ticket on my vehicle after looking at the the lake,
and returning 5 minutes later. What made it more annoying was the parking enforcement guy
laughing at me as he rode away on his bicycle. $50.00 fine for a tourist stopping in what looks
like a parking zone. When I paid $50.00 ticket (trace
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX attendant said I should of had a permit., BUT non residents can not

21
July27 get a permit . THIS IS DISCRIMINATION AT ITS WORST,.

6:03PM

You got to believe that when you treat a tourist like this that ( a) they
will never come back (b) they will tell all theyre friends and family
to avoid Tiny township AND PUT INCIDENT ON FACE BOOK (c) this WILL result
in loss of tourist spending revenue for your locality.
XX XXX XX XXX XXX XXXXX



To whom it may concern,

I’m sure this is not the first message received of this nature, but assuming you have read about
this complaint before I am hoping something can be adjusted asap.
1 have received a “parking in highway without a parking permit” ticket yesterday in front of
1376 tiny beaches road N

[Now I spoke with someone at the township and she insisted that the big blue sign some 100
meters away says something about permits but the sign is sooo ambiguous and eludes to
merely the areas with the parking meters.
There were no signs in sight that said we could not park there. My suggestion is making even a
small little sign with a “permit only” sign to put in this area. It would save you all this trouble of
upsetting many people.

22 Feedback One general sign to distribute for a huge area is misleading and unjust and purely unclear.
Please make a sign to add to the areas that have no indications.
This is only common sense for you are tricking ppl into having to pay and this causes more time
and money wasted on your end

For such a beautiful place your are tainting people’s experiences and enforcements need to be
sharpened and made clear.
I have attached a photo. You have made all efforts to indicate every other offense except the
obvious. This I believe is trickery,

Thank you and I hope adjustments will be made.

XXXXXXXXXX. (APPENDIX G)

As per my conversation with Allison Cameron today I was told to forward this email reguarding
permit parking at the bottom of concession 18th beach.
There needs to be a sign posted at the beach indicating a permit is required for parking. We
have seen many confused tourist. No one sees the sign at the top of the hill. We have told
many but they dont leave. Everytime a bylaw officer has come no tickets were issused, just told
to leave. This beach should be enforced like all other beaches. On one incident I told a tourist

Aug14
18 they need a permit and the were very rude. After the by law came they were told to leave but

23
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Concession before they did they sprayed my nephews brand new truck and trailor with sunblock.
beach We have noticed the by law comes around 11am but not in the afternoon.

Most tourists or residents with no permit come before lunch or after 1pm

Your response reguarding this matter would be appreciated.
Debra and Tony Norcross, 43 Trout lane Tiny

Good afternoon,

lam writing this email to voice my concern about a parking infraction I received for visiting
balm beach yesterday.

My family and I were going to the beach and their were no parking spots available.parking was
sol drove outside of the beach area to find a spot to park without any no parking signs.

Upon return to my vehicle I have a $50 parking infraction on my windshield. I was very
confused at this point as there wasnt a no parking sign where I parked. I had assumed that the
parking officer had made a mistake as there were no parking signs on the previous block. I just
got off the phone with the township and they informed me of a new byelaw they came into
effect this year regarding parking permits



1 drive 60,000 kilometres year throughout the province and I have never received a parking
ticket till now. I’m always cautious and respectful of where lam parking my vehicle. The person
that I spoke with today informed me that there were signs put up to notify the public but I did
not see any. If I was aware of this there was no way that I would’ve parked where I did.

I am hoping that somebody on Council will come to their senses and give me a pass on this
ticket as I feel it was non-deserving. This is a very shortsighted way to create revenue stream. If
I lived in the area I would definitely fight this in court as I am confident that I would win. Having
said that, it would cost me more to fight this with taking time off work and travelling back to
your area.

24
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3:09PM Ticket .

We truly enjoyed going to the beach yesterday and we had an excellent time spending our hard
earned money at your local businesses. This is not intended as a threat rather than my personal
feedback. If something isn’t done about the ticket that I received Tiny Township will never see
another penny of my money ever again. This is not a way to bring tourists back into your
community.

Take a tip from the city of Barrie who also has parking pass permits for local residents. All areas
where a parking pass is needed there are also places to purchase parking passes for people
coming to enjoy the lake from other communities. Or simply put up signage on every street.

As we were walking back to the vehicle we were discussing coming back to that beach again
this summer. You can decide if that happens again.

Regards,
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
Very poorly done. If I seen the signs I would of not parked where I did. FYI, I have no problem
paying for parking and supporting the community but there wasn’t 1 spot available.

I will be sure not to visit your community ever again. Great way to treat your tourists.

Regards, XXXXXXXXXX

Hi,
I received a parking ticket in front of my own cottage this past weekend. I easily have room for
ten vehicles in my parking lot so have not got a parking pass. Unfortunately a truck I borrowed
was having transmission troubles and I had to leave it on the side of the street in front of my
own place, awaiting assistance to get the truck working. I was disappointed to find a ticket on

Parking the windshield when I returned with help.
Aug16

ticket: When I phoned the number on the ticket they told mel had no recourse. That they we’re not
25 8:33AM

Vehicle allowed to do anything to help me. I work in Toronto and can’t take time off work to drive up
breakdown to Tiny to fight a 50 ticket.

While I understand and support the idea of ticketing so as to not having vehicles park illegally to
avoid paying on public beaches, I think there needs to be some leeway for property owners,
especially in times of vehicle breakdown.
Tom DeConkey
Cottage: 34 Rue de lac, Tiny Ontario (No mailing address)



Dear Stephen Harvey,
I would like to comment on the parking strategy in Tiny. I do agree with the pay parking at the
beach parks but I do not agree with the no parking strategies on all the concession roads.
During Prime Minister Trudeau’s speech at the Canada 150 celebrations he spoke of
inclusiveness as being a priority for Canadians. That is a goal that Tiny is also working towards
but having no parking on the many beach accesses to what should be a public resource does
not involve inclusiveness. These beaches are also for the public and have been traditionally
used this way for many decades. To allow the beach front cottage owners to dictate who can
use the beach and where is a mistake. Up to the high water mark should be shared property
and cottagers should not be allowed to apply for boundary changes that allow them to take
over beach front by the water. I have written to the province about this issue but never

26
Aug21 Parking received a reply.

1:33PM Strategy The beaches are generally only crowded a few weekends of the summer and if garbage is
unfortunately left behind then the many bylaw enforcement employees (or other Tiny
employees) could easily help clean up beaches instead of wasting gas by driving up and down
the beach roads handing out tickets. Look to Grand Bend as a good model. The public won the
right to the use of the beach at Grand Bend. Our beaches have long been a public resource and
need to be kept that way. Exclusivity has no place in our Township. Stott Park is an example of a
kind family donating a park for the public but it is rarely used now because of parking
restrictions. We need to turn these policies around and give the beaches back to the public.
Thank you for your time.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Good morning,
I was visiting the beach at the 13th Concession yesterday and parked on a side road (Pennorth).
I returned to my car to find a ticket for $60.00? I have parked in this area for years and have
always followed the parking rules. I drop my family at the beach and ride a bike back to the
beach area. I called your by-law office today and was referred to your web-site and the new
parking strategy. I understand the signs, however it states that there is no parking beyond

Aug28 Parking certain points. On this particular street there are only “No Parking” signs on one side. How is
27

9:52PM Ticket someone to know that parking is prohibited on the opposite side of the road when there is no
signage? I have been a summer resident of this area since 1969 and my family has
continuously contributed to the local economy (gas, groceries, boat mechanics, restaurants
etc...). Why does this township go out of their way to deter visitors? I would love to fight this
ticket, however I can’t afford to lose a day’s wage to attend court. I just want to make sure that
I have at least issued my opinion on this matter.
Thank you, XXXXXXXXXXX

— Hi there, I visited Tiny bluewater beach yesterday afternoon as I frequently did for the past 15
years. Unfortunately between work and the weather this was my first visit this season. I noticed
many other no parking signs are up this season. So I drove until I did not see a sign. I noticed on
Emilio place road there was no signs. I thought ok perfect I can park here. Only to when
returned I had received a parking ticket. I thought “how could this be, there are no signs here’.
Very disappointed as I frequently attend charity events in your town and have always obeyed

Aug30 Parking •parking and traffic laws.
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10:16AM ticket I also work in law enforcement so when attending your office I was polite to the law
enforcement bylaw officer. I’m asking if you could reconsider removing this ticket from my
person or at least reducing the cost. I apologize for parking in this area. I did make effort to find
parking that was allowed. When entering the road a family was walking on the road so I guess
that’s where I missed the sign when I first entered stating I couldn’t park on any road in tiny. My
ticket number is XXXXX my license place is XXXXXX Thank you for the consideration
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx



Can you include under exemptions...auction sales, just like yard sales.

For your consideration.
Special

Sept11
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xxxxxxxxxxxx

Dear Council,
My wife and I own two properties on Trew Ave. by the dunes,
Here is our assessment of the new pay parking pilot project on Trew Ave. that was
implemented this summer.

1. The number of parking spots is satisfactory. Although a major park, the Bluewater Dunes onlyi
has limited capacity and is only partially serviced by the Township. Major Parks are not the
same as tourist public beach areas like Balm or Wasaga. With businesses, restaurants, and the
like.
2. We heard a ton of grumbling from non-waterfront residents looking to park. Their complaint
was that they paid their taxes and got permits but non-Township people took all the parking.
How was that fair? With growth of nearby trailer parks, McMahon Woods, and other local
growth, this complaining is going to turn into a serious issue for council.

3. We had a lot of trespassing on our properties, garbage thrown up our driveway, public
urination and defecation, and assorted littering. Locals do not do this. They take care of their
neighbourhood.

14 Noticed a big increase in bylaw enforcement people. Did parking revenues really pay for
itself?

30
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3:06PM Trew Ave

I know council has been under pressure from non-residents for beach access, but the
geography and difficulty for the Township to service these areas make this problematic.

I would recommend the following...
1. Keep parking spaces as they are on Trew.
2. Make them permit parking only for locals. Can only speak for Trew Ave. But I assume similar
issues at other parks.
3. Expand pay parking in tourist beach areas like Balm that have full facilities and businesses
that benefit from the traffic.

Thank you for your consideration.

Best regards,

Frank Dunnigan
Our cottages are at 58 and 62 Trew Ave. Tiny ON LOL iTO
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Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback to the 2017 parking strategy.

As a taxpayer at 34 Trew Ave and 614th St. South, Tiny, Ontario, I agree with the need for a
Township-wide parking strategy to reduce the negative consequences of non resident/non
taxpayer access to Tiny Beaches. For example, I agree with the “no parking” restrictions in
areas surrounding the beach access points, except in designated areas. In the case of our
property at 614th St South, the new parking strategy has limited parking to our visitors, and to
respond we have purchased a parking permit. For family events, we have applied for Special
Occasion Permits to meet our needs.

However, I strongly disagree with “pay and display” options, which have not improved the
negative impacts of non resident access to, for example, Tiny Dunes Park, and has limited Tiny
taxpayers’ access to beaches that their tax dollars support.

The question I would like to have answered in the parking strategy evaluation process is:

What benefits do the taxpayer and our municipality achieve by providing non resident/non
taxpayer access to Tiny beaches through pay and display parking? Are there efficiencies or cost
reductions? Are there increased revenues to offset costs? Are there other benefits?

My husband, Robert Easto and I have presented our concerns about parking and beach access
to the Tiny Recreation Committee in the recent past, which lead to a change to permit only

Feedback parking in the Sparking spaces adjacent to 32 Trew Ave. Since the change and until 2017, the
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as permit only parking on Trew Ave lead to improvements.
1230PM

Requested However, in 2017, the pay and display parking on Trew Ave has lead to increased traffic to the
Tiny Dunes Park this year. Walking on Trew Ave with our grandchildren and friends is more
dangerous now due to increased number of cars, more of which travel at higher speeds,
seemingly in desperation to find a spot to park. Speed enforcement on Trew Ave is lacking.
Other issues have re-emerged, such as tourist and resident conflicts, trespassing on private
property, increased garbage, unauthorized parking on private property where owners are not
present to report to by-law officers, and trampling the dune vegetation areas beyond the
boardwalks by visitors who have no commitment to local objectives to rejuvenate the dunes in
the park.

Tiny’s number one priority regarding access to Tiny beaches and waterfront parks must be for
residents and taxpayers who live anywhere in the municipality



As residents and taxpayers we are counting you, our municipal officials and staff to continue to
refine and improve parking issues related to Tiny beaches and parks in our Township by
restricting pay and display parking, especially in areas like the Dunes Park, which ecologically
and socially cannot support it.

You have my permission to release the details of my correspondence.

Sincerely,

Kathy Wiele

I am writing in response to Mayor Cornell’s request that I follow up my comments at the Town
Hall meeting of September 14, 2017, regarding the 2017 Parking Program which took effect on
May 15, 2017.

The Township expanded the 2016 Pilot Parking Program, which had been implemented in
response to long-standing problems in the south end of the Township—mainly Woodland,
Bluewater, Jackson and Balm Beach—to the entire shoreline area of Tiny Township. This has
resulted in many parking-related issues in an area where prior to May 15, 2017, there were
none.

I am a member of XXXXXXXXXXXX of LASHA. Mr. Chuck Stradling, President of the Association,
has prepared a position paper concerning the 2017 Parking Program based on the result of a
survey of the membership which he will submit to you. Therefore, I will only address those
issue that are of immediate concern to me as a resident taxpayer.

I live at XXX Rue de Lac, which is the first street south of Concession 16, on the west side of Tiny
Beaches Road North. agree that implementing a REASONABLE, FACT-BASED PARKING
PROGRAM intended to mitigate possible future increased beach area use at Lafontaine Park in
a proactive, rather than reactive way, is a good idea. But simply expanding a program that was
custom-tailored to respond to the needs of the south end of the Township is not a good fit for
the Lafontaine Park shoreline area because the physical and residency aspects of the two areas
are considerably different. lam quite certain that Mayor Cornell and Members of Council are
familiar with the differences between the two areas in terms of building and population
density; type of residency, such as permanent or seasonal; popularity and proximity of the
beach areas to each other; etc. Therefore, for brevity’s sake I will not go into that at length, but
will state with conviction that those FACTS were NOT considered prior to expanding the 2016
Pilot Parking Program to the entire Tiny Township shoreline area.

Hence my statement to Council that the “one-size-fits-all” approach while expedient, does not
serve this area well. It is instead punitive, divisive, and in some instances could be considered
predatory.

Let’s start with parking permit quotas. Only two (2) parking permits per household in the
affected area are available for purchase at a cost of $1500 each, plus HST. This is punitive to
the resident taxpayer in the shoreline area, who is already the greatest contributor to the tax
coffers. This area comprises many permanent residents with adult children who own cars (a
necessity in an area that is not served by public transportation) living at home. Limiting parking.
permits to two for those households exposes them to unwarranted pressure and penalties,
such as the case of the resident who was ticketed because she had moved a non-permit vehicle
onto the roadway while she was moving her permitted car out of the garage. Then there is the
case of the resident whose vehicle was ticketed when it was temporarily parked on the road to I
allow delivery of construction material onto the driveway



THIS HAS TAKEN PLACE IN AN AREA WHERE THERE HAVE BEEN NO PARKING ISSUES RELATING
TO BEACH USE IN THE LAST FIFTEEN YEARS. These are your residents, your constituents, your
supporters through taxation, and they deserve better. They deserve a program that is based on
local conditions, fact gathering and fairness. Please review your records and determine when
was the last time, prior to implementing this program, that you received a parking complaint
due to beach area use in the Lafontaine Park area. Then compare your data against that of the
south end of the Township, and decide if the same program is suitable for both areas. I think
that you will conclude that it is not.

Non-resident permits are available only to residents of nearby communities and Townships,
and are limited to two per household. A limit of 150 total permits per season will be made
available, at a cost of $113.00 plus GST. As a permanent resident and taxpayer, I am not
allowed to purchase non-resident parking permits, and I am limited to two residents’ parking
permits per season. Let me explain how this affects my family. During the summer, my
grandchildren live with me, and have done so for the past eleven years. An invaluable
experience which provides my grandchildren the opportunity to experience life in a natural,
clean and safe environment, and gives us a chance to strengthen those family bonds that are
necessary for healthy growth. Their parents, who live and work in the greater Toronto Metro
Area, visit on week-ends, and when possible, during the week. Under this program their
parents, who are my children, who also used to live here in the summer, must now attend at
the Township offices during regular business hours to buy a parking permit—a tall order for
anyone working full time, living 140 km away and having to battle heavy traffic to get here.

Because they work different schedules, they drive two vehicles; therefore, they must each buy
a daily permit. This forces a considerable additional financial burden in excess of $100.00 per
week on a young family. Worse, should they be able to visit their children on an unscheduled
week-end, they are exposed to the possibility of a $60.00 TICKET EVERY THREE HOURS because
the permits can be bought only during the Township’s regular business hours. Paying at a
parking meter and placing the receipt in the car is not accepted. THIS IS WHERE THE PROGRAM
BECOMES PREDATORY: IT EXPOSES THEM TO MULTIPLE PENALTIES FOR AN INFRACTION TO A
BY-LAW THAT DUE TO YOUR OWN BUSINESS PRACTICES IS IMPOSSIBLE TO COMPLY WITH.
AGAIN, THIS TAKES PLACE IN AN AREA WHERE THERE HAVE BEEN NO PARKING ISSUES
RELATING TO BEACH USE IN THE LAST FIFTEEN YEARS. Council should consider that this may be
an actionable situation, but it is correctable,

Many families in the area in addition to mine feel that the 2017 Parking Program has had
negative social, economic and emotional impact. This parking program effectively disrupts a
tradition of family living in the summer months, when children are out of school, that benefits
not only them, but also this Township through increased contributions to the local economy.
The program imposes an additional financial burden on visiting family members that feels more
like an income stream for the Township than a necessary fee, It can have an isolating effect for
senior residents whose families will choose to stay away rather than cope with the financial
burden of daily parking fees and exposure to multiple penalties for infractions that are
impossible to avoid if they visit during non-business hours.
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The Township purports to support initiatives to improve the senior experience in Tiny. Making
it difficult for children to visit their parents through unreasonably restrictive and financially
punitive parking regulations in no way benefits or improves the senior experience in Tiny. But it
does benefits residents of nearby communities who can purchase non-resident permits.

Let me reiterate that I am in full agreement with a reasonable, fact-based parking program that
respects both the resident taxpayer and the visitor’s interests. Let me also state that I am
confident that the negative impacts of the 2017 Parking Program were unintended, and will be
seriously considered by Council in finalizing the program. In that spirit allow me to suggest
that:

1. Every household affected by the program be issued TWO (2) FREE parking permits per
season, mailed with the property tax bill;
2. Each household be allowed to purchase one parking permit per adult child who verifiably
owns a vehicle, at the current residents’ rate.
3. That the Township install a program making it possible to obtain parking permits on a 24/7
basis. The Cities of Brampton and Mississauga have such programs in place. Consideration
parking is free of charge with limits, and fees charged for other defined classes of parking. Tiny
can design its own program and set its own parameters and parking fee framework.
4. That special event parking fees be reduced to $50.00 for the first ten cars, and $5.00 each car
thereafter, to a maximum of twenty cars. A maximum of twenty cars will avoid excessive
congestion due to a single event.

Thank-you very much for allowing me to express my thoughts regarding this issue. I wish the
Mayor, Council and Staff success in finalizing a parking program that meets residents’ and
visitors’ needs fairly and equitably.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

To Tiny Director of Public Works

We are residents at XX Trew Ave. and are in agreeance with the other residents that have
replied. We are overly concerned with increased
Traffic and congestion on our street. Our grandchildren are using the dead end road for riding
bikes and walks and the young kids racing down the road
To the dunes is causing concern. We do not support the increase volume of daytrippers to the
area. As we are limited with beach front due to high water levels.
This would result in people sitting on our property. There was an incident this summer, when a
family set up a tent for sun shade, lOxlO right in front of

Sept18 READ THIS Our neighbours property, After speaking with them, they were not related to the property
2:24PM PLEASE owner, and were not even aware they were trespassing on private property.

How would any homeowner respond to having a tent put on their front lawn.? The township is
encouraging the parking on the street charging a fee to park, but then
There is no area for people to sit. If this area had been reviewed prior to parking installation,
you would have realized the impact it would have.
We would appreciate a reply to these questions. Why are you encouraging daytrippers to come
to our beaches.? Each beach has to be reviewed separately.

xxxxxxxxxxxxx



Steve,

Thank you for taking the time to speak with me after the Town Hall meeting. As you could see
from the turnout from out little cul-de-sac, nearly everyone on our street had issues this
summer with the conversion of the parking on Trew ave from Permit only to Open paid/permit
parking. I have heard from several of my neighbours who could not attend but were happy to
hear that we were represented in numbers, that Council and Staff seem to have heard our
concerns and that you are prepared to consider our experience this summer in reassessing the
parking strategy. I’m certain that you will hear from others through the parking feedback email
as well. I wish to offer you the following comments for your consideration in formulating
possible changes.

We have lived on Trew avenue for 17 years. My wife (Catherine Lynn Borysiuk) and I own 20
and 22 Trew Ave. In the early years we had a lot of problems with garbage, trespassing,
fouling, etc. by day trippers. We are a friendly welcoming group on Trew Avenue. Bluewater
has always been a community beach and we wish to have it retain that character. For a
number of years (possibly the last 10 or so) parking on our little cottage lane has been limited
to permit only parking. This together, with the addition of no parking signs in the relevant
areas (by a previous council), solved most of the problems that we and our neighbours were
encountering with garbage and people blocking our driveways etc.

Over the period of time that parking was permit only, we were fortunate to get to know the
people who packed on our street as they were Tiny Residents who were repeat visitors. My
wife and son have surfed with some of them, we have offered them water, the use of our
washroom. Overthe years I have also shared my kiteboard gear with local daytrippers and we
•have encouraged them to make use of our volleyball net. These were Tiny residents, our
neighbours and they would park on our street regularly. Over time we forged friendships with
these members of our community. We were alarmed to find out this Spring what Council’s
intentions were and in this regard I understand that you have my April Correspondence to
Council (which remains unanswered but I read to them last week at the Town Hall meeting so
that I was certain they were aware of its contents). I have reproduced the April email below for
the sake of completeness and your ease of reference.

By way of update, now that we have been through the summer, I wish to advise you that it is
mine and my wife’s plea to you that you return the parking on Trew Avenue to permit only,
maintaining the same number of spots. We found that we had a huge increase in single visit
users who were Not Tiny residents. As a result, we also had cars tearing up and down our street
at approximately 80+kmh, often up the street to find no parking left then right back down the
street even faster. We often had to pick up garbage at the side of the road and bags of dog
feces out of our garbage bins. As well, there was an increased incidence of people trespassing

Par ing on and urinating and in at least one circumstance I heard of defecating on private property. By far
Trew

the most consistent and dangerous of these was the speeding. We have a number of young
Sept19 Avenue- .families with young kids and grandkids on our street as well as dog owners. The general
11:24AM Conversion consensus this summer was that Trew Avenue was dangerous this summer and not a safe place

Back to . . . . .to let kids ride their bikes or walk dogs. This was compounded as well by the high water levels
Permit Only as for most of the summer the public strip of beach was underwater and the rocks made

portions impassable.



The dunes at Bluewater are a fragile ecosystem. They were created by glacial deposits during
the last Ice Age. The same dune system just across county road 29 (at the entrance to our
street) is Provincially dedicated and protected as an Area of Natural and Scientific Interest
(ANSI). This is not the case with any other of the beach parks in Tiny. It is a very unique and
sensitive environment. We feel that the beach has been very well used in previous years by
residents of Tiny and that at those levels beach usage is at its highest possible sustainable use.
The current policy on parking has had the effect of excluding Tiny residents from using the park
in favour of out-of-towners who:

1. Have no vested interest in maintaining the beach
2. Effectively exclude Tiny Residents and taxpayers from using the Beach
3. Are bringing nothing to the table (other than a few dollars of parking revenue) as there are
ND businesses they can frequent within a five kilometer radius of Bluewater. This is in direct
contrast to Balm Beach where there are numerous businesses including restaurants, shops, go
karting rental cabins etc.
4. Are causing residents of Trew Avenue damages and endangering the lives of residents, their
guests, pets, children, and grandchildren. Many of us believe that it is only a matter of time
before someone gets seriously hurt or worse if the speeding does not stop.

The previous council and staff have done a good job in recognizing and helping preserve the
unique nature of the natural landscape at Bluewater (see the report of Geoff Peach, Director of
the Lake Huron Centre for Coastal Conservation on file with the Township). Progress has been
made in that regard and the dunes and wetland are starting to rebuild. We would suggest that
in light of the fragile nature of the natural features (dunes), Bluewater park be reserved
exclusively for the use of the Residents of Tiny Township. We would ask Council to consider
improving on the work of the previous Council as it relates to preservation of the environment.
We understand that Council does not currently share our views and respectfully request that
they revisit the issue. Alternatively, we would suggest that if Council wishes to continue to
provide access to Bluewater to members of the public who are not Tiny residents, at the very
least, they should restore the parking on Trew Avenue to The same number of permit only
parking spaces. Public parking (if any) should be confined to the

subdivision behind the dunes (i.e. Nicole). This would at least mitigate the danger posed by
cars speeding up and down our street.

Sincerely,

James Deep

I attended your townhall meeting last week -thank you for holding it!

I reside on Trew Ave.-have for 65 years. I share the concerns expressed at the Town Hall.
Explicitly, here goes again. I live at XX Trew Ace, near the right of way with no garbage bins,

1. Local Tiny residents often arrive too late to get a parking spot. They unload, and move car
elsewhere.

2. Those driving a distance to use the metres and beach, show no vested i interest or respect
for the area. They defalcate on roadside by their car, leave garbage there as there are no
garbage bins, bury their dinner leftovers on the beach. They have actually used my canoe,
which was on the higher beach level, while I went for lunch. They bring large speakers and
blast their music. They bring barbecues and briquettes have been left behind.



3. The speed at which many of these vehicles travel up and down our road is Frightful.

4. I was involved in supporting restoration of our dunes. You can say I take it personally, but I
am fairly aware of the time, money and effort that has gone into this restoration. It does
appear to have had great success. However, there were several occasions this summer when I
witnessed youngsters/teens climbing over the rails and running through the swamp and dunes.Comnents

Sept19 . Ifearfor
36 on parking . . .

7:30PM This area. I did speak with them, explaining the sensitive nature of the area. It fell on dead
steategy

ears. I trued to address it with parents I could find - still fell on deaf ears.

5. When no parking spots were available, I have seen cars park in private drives, unload, settle
onto the beach and eventually move their car within an hour. I have arrived back home, and
they were parked at the end of my drive so I couldn’t pull into it.

6. With water levels so high this summer, there were many days that your public land was well
under water. No room for ‘day parking families.

7. Please bring garbage bins back to the right of ways along Trew Ave. am tired of the mess
left behind and those of us that bag it for your collectors would like to submit our bill for
srvices.

Thank you for taking my sincere concerns into consideration. One size does not fit all -

agreed? Trew Ave should NOT have metered parking. The only washrooms and garbage bins
are by the dunes. The road itself is narrow.

Sincerely,
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XXX Trew Ave

This is feedback to the 2017 parking strategy from 52 Trew Aye, David Wiseman. You have my
permission to release the details of my correspondence.

I agree with the need for a Township-wide parking strategy to reduce the negative
consequences of non-resident/non-taxpayer access to Tiny Beaches. For example, I agree with
the “no parking” restrictions in areas surrounding the beach access points, except in designated
areas. However, I strongly disagree with “pay and display” options, which have not improved
the negative impacts of non-resident access to, for example, Bluewater Dunes park. Non
waterfront Tiny residents have now been “starved” out for parking spaces by non-residents. I
have received numerous complaints about this. Further the non-residents have absolutely no
regard for adjoining residents, their property or any degree of road safety. In our 21 years on
Trew Aye, this has been the worst summer.



Further, summer, apparently does not end September 15th and the situation continues. Pay-
and-Display parking on Trew during the summer now requires almost hourly supervision.

1. Safety: the pay-and-display strategy has turned Trew Ave into a very dangerous road.
Someone is going to be seriously hurt. Non-residents have no regard for speed or pedestrians.
We at 52 Trew are just around the curve/corner of the road and there are no signs indicating a
blind curve nor of a “hidden driveway” when approaching from the north. My wife, daughter
and I fear for our lives EVERYTIME WE COME OUT OF THE DRIVEWAY—in a car or on foot.
There were numerous near misses this summer. We can’t even walk the road anymore. It is
NOT SAFE and I will be preparing a separate letter to the Township that something needs to be
done — and the first thing is to discontinue access to non-residents. There has been parking on
Trew for years and the locals know and respect the roadway and it’s use. Pay-and-display on
Trew Ave has created a dangerous situation and should be discontinue, on Trew Ave.

Sept22 2. Property Owners: Non-resident parking has created an awful situation for adjoining

11:30AM
Parking property owners. They park all over the place and not off the road enough. Pay-and-display

exacerbated an already bad situation of a road that is not suitable for all this parking. Cars are
not parked off the road “enough” and they are parked past signs (which seems tolerable to By
Law?) so that we cannot get out of our driveways. I have constant trouble getting my trailer in
and out of the driveway. Further, there is now a huge garbage problem up and down the
street. This was never the case with resident parking. Plus non-residents try to take shortcuts
across our lots. All this and they are beligerant, abusive and aggressive when spoken to. So
while the Township will provide parking tickets, they will not provide remedy for any other
situation. Pay-and-display has created a situation of personal safety which is unacceptable to
adjoining property owners. The Township should not have the right to affect my safety and
quiet enjoyment of property. Situations will begin escalate to the local police. Pay-and-display
should be discontinued on Trew Ave.

3. Bluewater Dunes Numerous times this summer non-residents have ignored the signage
:and accessed the protect parts of the Bluewater Dunes. This is unaccetable considering the
amount of work that has gone into establishing this protected area. These people are
beligerant, abusive and aggressive when spoken to. I should not have to police the dunes. And
the Township is unable to provide enough coverage to do so either. This is another example
why pay-and-display should be discontinued on Trew Ave.

4. Cost: I cannot believe there is any way this is cost beneficial to the Township and us, the
taxpayer. What benefits do the taxpayer and our municipality achieve by providing non
resident/non-taxpayer access to Tiny beaches through pay-and-display parking? Are there
efficiencies or cost reductions? Are there increased revenues to offset costs? I do not support
pay-and-display for non-residents on Trew Ave.

The Township of Tiny’s number one priority regarding access to Tiny beaches and waterfront
parks must be for residents and taxpayers who live anywhere in the municipality.



— I am a spring, summer, and fall resident and property owner of XXX Trew Avenue.
Due to my close proximity to the park area at Bluewater I am affected by the activities on the
beach and by the parking on Trew Ave.
Since the beginning of the Pay and Display parking initiative at the end of Trew I have had
concerns about overcrowding on the beach.
On many occasions I have been unable to drive to my cottage because there have been cars

Sept22 Bluewater parked blocking my access road.

2:45PM Beach I believe that the problem would be alleviated with a return to Permit only parking.
In addition I do not agree that Bluewater should be designated as a wayfaring park. The volume
of local residents is already sufficient to overcrowd the beach. Inviting people from other
communities to come to the beach compounds an already existing problem.
Thank you for your consideration.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

— Good morning,

I commend Tiny Township Council for the implementation of the parking strategy township
wide. Consistency is important to avoid confusion and to encourage acceptance. At the same
time, the township has numerous unique locale situations/beach access points/and experiences
and with that comes the need for fine tuning going forward.

I would like to take this opportunity for feedback.

- extend the ‘permit parking” expiration date to the end of September 30, rather than the
present September 15. The weather, in the recent years, including this September, warrants an
evaluation.

- Simcoe County has a 3 hour maximum parking. I know Tiny Township can over ride this policy,
but may I suggest a 3 hour rule be followed on all side roads to encourage public parks usage.
-special occasion exemption costs for residents - there is a concern the costs are prohibitive for
some. I suggest perhaps a no cost for one annual exemption request. Also, communicate better
to the residents and non-residents, the exemption information, with updates.
-some residents rarely have parking issues on their road, but the strategy is not only for the
present but the future. Perhaps for the time being, those residents, without issues, can be
issued a permit with minimal costs.
-for those residents who have issues, then all effort should be taken to treat the parking issues
with township wide consistency and with safety a priority.

Sept25
Parking

- consistency and safety is required on our road, Huronia Ct., a dead end cul de sac. We have
9:23AM

strategy parking problems and the strategy did not address our issues. For some unknown reason, 2
refinement empty lots are good enough reason to allow “permit parking” in front of these lots. In other

words, if these 2 lots were developed, then no parking would exist indicating the road cannot
support the traffic nor the parking. The “permit parking” existed prior to the parking strategy, a
leftover from previous parking problems and this unique situation was not addressed in the
strategy. Consistency throughout the township is important and I suggest it’s time our road gets
a review when the report is made to the Council.



- the majority of Tiny Beaches Rd has “no parking” on both sides of the road, but again, I
recommend consistency. In our area, between 15th & 16th concessions, “permit parking” is on
both sides. (suggest to implement ‘no parking” on both sides of TBRN to reflect consistency
and foresight for inevitable parking issues. If there is a need for a transition period, then
designate only one side as “permit parking”. Safety becomes an issue when there is parking on
both sides of the road, with people traffic, children biking, and beach goers, with all their
paraphernalia. Also, sight lines, for drivers exiting from the side roads are restricted - dangerous
situation. One must ask if the present situation meets the strategy goals?

Thank you for the opportunity to express some concerns, such as consistency and costs. The
township’s population is growing, lust as the surrounding area population increases too and it’s
a pleasure to see a proactive stance. Will there be a response?

I’m happy to share my thoughts if it’ll be of assistance.

Regards, XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXX Huronia Ct Tiny Township

Councillor,
lam contacting you with a request that you and your councillors re-visit the current parking
strategy especially at Cawaja Beach. As you are aware of the current strategy ends on
September 15th. I am proposing an extension to October 15th.
The last few weekends have become a “free for all” with the daytrippers and our neighbours
from Midland and Penatang taking full advantage of our pristine beaches especially Cawaja

Sept25
Tiny Beach. We do not have the resources in Tiny to sustain such an influx of non residents. Please

40
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Parking see attached photo of the overflowing garbage early Sunday afternoon. Also, of what economic
Strategy benefit does this bring to Tiny. All the vehicles come fully loaded with stocked coolers for the

day and then leave behind their garbage for the Tiny Taxpayer to clean up. This does not sit well
with thisTiny resident.
Please share this with your fellow elected officials as I would like to see a “Tiny First’ strategy
for 2018,Thank you for your attention and consideration. Sincerely, XXXXXXX)O(XXXXXXXX

I would like to suggest some changes to the parking strategy. First I would like to say it has
been a good improvement to parking since the strategy came into effect.

First I would like to see permit parking be extended to all year round.
Second if this cannot be agreed on than at least have permit parking from May 1- Oct 31.

Suggestions Thirdly since parking by permit is taking palce on Jean Ann just off Con lithe permit parking

Sept26 for changes should entirely be removed from Con 11 especially between the addresses 274-280. The
41

10:06AM to parking entire Con 11 should be no parking.

strategy I also feel that more no parking signs need to go up on certain streets on the Cawaja side that
are narrow and that emergency vehicles would have a hard time getting by.

Regards property owner XXXXXXXXXXXXX



would like to voice my feelings regarding this past weekend at Cawaja Beach. Parking permits
were no longer required as it was past Sept. 15. People parked their cars where ever they felt
like and how they felt like. I reminded some people that they still had to park within the lines
and not across them. I observed yourself also telling people to park within the lines. The large
amount of vehicles parked on some of the side streets.

Secondly the amount of garbage collected by the outhouses at the entrance to the beach.
When I went to the beach on Friday already there was a pile of garbage by the bins. The pile
grew again on Saturday and again on Sunday. I noticed that some of the bags contained shoes
and clothes. Obviously local people dumping their garbage instead of going to the dump.

Parking and

Sept26 weekend of On Saturday when I was on the beach I observed day trippers coming to the beach carry their
42

1058AM S
six packs of beer out in the open not trying to conceal them at all. They entered the water

24/25
holding their bottles of beer and splashing around in the water. Shortly after 2 bylaw officers

2017
‘ were walking along the beach from the entrance on Con 11 towards the point. They passed

this party with their beers in hand and did not even blink an eye. They passed them again on
their way back and again did not pay notice to the beer being consumed. I didn’t know it was
ok to drink on the beach after Sept. 15.

I would like to see permit parking be in effect all year round. Hopefully this will discourage this
kind of behaviour that I observed this weekend. Second I would like to see bylaw do their job in
enforcing the rules/regulations on the beach as well as on the streets.

Not impressed, XXXXXXXXXXX

I would like to submit the following comments regarding the Parking Strategy as it pertains to
the L.A. Beach Park.

First, I believe that the parking signs do not provide sufficient, clear information to fully
understand the policy. I feel there should be more signage — on all affected streets in fact.
Driving down the 16th concession, there are only two signs. One is at the bottom of the hill,
partly hidden by tree branches until practically on it, the other on Conc 16 and Marchand Road
— close to the official beach parking lot. The signs are hard to read and fully interpret when
driving by. I interpreted both signs to mean ‘no parking’ on conc. 16 from the signs to the
water’s edge. I did not get the impression that the no parking applied to ALL the streets below
the Concession 16th hill. I also found the two communiques sent out by the Township (April
24th letter and 2017 newsletter), with references to ‘improving the beach enjoyment

experience’, to imply that the impacted areas were primarily close to the beach/water. I did
not find that it clearly layed out the impact for homeowners, located a fair distance from the
‘beach, not being able to park their vehicles in front of their own homes, without displaying a
Township permit. The communication pieces could have more clearly made that point—
primarily for ‘back lot’ streets. I interpreted the reference to ‘western shoreline’ as ‘close to
the water’. I also found the map printing too small to make out and understand.



Second, I believe that there are three categories of affected homeowners and that the level of
support/satisfaction for the policy is very contingent on where the home is located in relation
to the water. I think this point makes it a bit tricky when interpreting responses and should
somehow be factored into any analysis. (i.e. ‘respecting the rights of private property owners).

Parking First there would be those properties right on the water, who would likely be strong supporters
Sept26 Strategy of reduced parking on roads in front of and near their homes. Then there would be those
3:31PM Comments

- located within a kilometer or so from the beach park. These homeowners would also likely be
LA.Beach fully supportive of the policy as again it would limit parking of non permit beach goers from

their streets. Third, and less likely to support the initiative, are homeowners like myself

who are located further back from the water’s edge, who have been impacted by the no
parking on streets without a permit component, as it applies to their own vehicles and the
roads in front of their own properties. This was not an issue or problem for ‘back lots’ here at
LA Beach. The parking program has made it a problem in that homeowners must purchase
permits from the Township to park in front of their homes, unlike other Township residents. I
believe that an assessment of how far back street parking problems exist in the LA Beach area
would be appropriate, prior to decisions on how far back from the water the ‘no parking
without permit’ area needs to be.

In closing, I gather that the Township/Council prefer a ‘one approach fits all’ for the five major
beaches in order to have uniformity and facilitate educating By-Law Enforcement staff, etc. But
the five beaches themselves are not uniform and, in some cases, not even close (i.e. comparing
Woodland Beach to LA Beach is poles apartl In size, in quality, in facilities, in swim ability of the
water — even allowing for anticipated upgrades to the beach park area). Maybe one approach
fits all is not the best way to roll out the program. Given the delays in concrete deliverables at
the LA Beach park to date, likely a ‘warning’ and explanation note approach would have been
the better way to go for this summer at this beach, especially as it pertained to ‘back lot’
homeowners.

XxxxxXxxXxXXxxxXxXXX
XX Albion Lane

Please find the attached correspondence which I would appreciate being put on the agenda for
the next committee of the whole meeting. (APPENDIX I -1)

Sept28 Parking Thank you
10:58AM Strategy

Chuck Stradling
President
Lafontaine Shoreline Homeowners Association

Parking Please find attached our comments of the Parking Strategy. jAPPENDIX M)

Strategy
Comments Thank you.

Sept 28 from
‘

11:26AM Business Doug Lorriman

Association
of Balm
Beach



I Bonjour,
Here is our feedback regarding the parking strategy. It can be included in the public agenda.

Although the parking strategy may have satisfied some property owners in the southern part of
the Township, this one-size-fits-all approach seems exaggerated for the northern part of the
Township.

If the strategy was meant to improve beach access and enjoyment for residents, it does not
seem to be achieving this goal at the beaches we frequent, which were even more congested
than in previous years.

comments
46

Sept29
re narkina It has the effect of forcing residents to obtain a permit if they want to park vehicles in front of

10:34AM their house, and this in areas that are nowhere near a beach.strategy

For the parking strategy to be effective and reasonable, it should be applied to areas very near
to beaches, but not encompass areas that aren’t. This would require examining areas one by
•one. A simpler solution could be to go back to the parking restrictions that were in place before
the implementation of the new strategy.

Cordialement,

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XXX rue Jules-Léger

Well George,
I was wondering how you would enjoy people changing into their bathing suits on your front
lawn while you were eating lunch and looking out over the bay. This happened 6 times where
‘bare asses were facing our eating area, while people changed. How many other times did it
occur, I wonder. To top it off, a lady last week disrobed entirely while facing our home and did it
again on returning from the beach. We had friends over and they asked why the town was so
lax. This is not amusing and I put the blame on the person who without regard to constituents,
placed the ticket dispensers in front of the home of a full time resident. What a lack of
foresight. Not a clue This ridiculousness has to change, no pun intended. The

RE: Township should look at intelligent solutions such as moving the meter farther up the road
Sept28 summer where the lots are vacant, as should have been done in the first place. Chances are you won’t
11:10AM parking do this since you have spent tax dollars to install originally and you don’t see putting more

program budget into moving it to the proper spot. (Who wants to admit they made a big mistake.)
Secondly, build a portable change house on the beach, which can be moved at season’s end.
Thirdly, plant a row of 7-8 ft. pyramidal cedars across our front lot line to block the view of the
nudists. About 20 trees should do it. It will be interesting to see if any action is taken to correct
this problem. While you are considering my letter, take a drive down the fifth near tiny beaches
and count the number of signs erected in the 100 meters of parking area. Try over 20. Again
unnecessary and Toronto like pollution. Bluewater Beach doesn’t need that.
Thank you;
John Clancy



Dear Council,

My name is XXXXXXXXXXX, my husband is XXXXXXXXXX, and we own property at XX Trew
Avenue in Bluewater Beach.

We are writing to you in regards to the parking strategy review. In these matters I feel like our
voices are inconsequential compared to the broader plans for Bluewater Beach that Council has
in place, but the impact is huge for the residents of Trew Avenue and I hope you listen to the
input that has been submitted.

Collectively (Trew Avenue residents), we are vehemently opposed to the pay parking initiative
and any consideration to more parking spots. Our small street cannot support the influx of
daytrippers and non-Tiny Township taxpayers that has occurred with the implementation of
pay parking (nor with the marketing of Bluewater Beach as a major beach I). In 2017 we have
seen an increase not only in the overall traffic down our small street but in pollution, waste,
speeding and non-access of township tax payers because spots were full. I am attaching a
picture of last Sunday to this email, as requested, to demonstrate the absolute congestion and

Parking overcrowding at the end of our road. The designated parking spots on Trew Ave. were full and
48

Sept29 strategy, even permit parking owners were parking wherever they wanted to. Of course, bylaw ticketed
2:13PM Trew Aye, diligently, but that doesn’t help us getting into our driveways or being able to ride our bikes

Bluewater down the street. Bylaw doesn’t quash the loud music, drug usage or pick up the garbage left
behind.

The safety of our Street has been compromised with the implementation of pay parking.
Vehicles speed down Tiny Beaches Road South and Trew Avenue and we would like to request
implementation of speed bumps to slow traffic down and make our precarious stretch from the
5th concession to the 4th concession, including the turn on to Trew Avenue, safe again. As I
mentioned at the Town Hall meeting, children can’t even ride their bikes down the street due
to the influx of fast vehicles.

We would also request that pay parking be eliminated on Trew and the Township reverts back
to permit parking for Tiny Township property owners only. This seems fair and just.
We appreciate the opportunity to submit our comments, concerns and recommendations and
hope council will make the appropriate changes. (APPENDIX N)

Sincerely, XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

The attached response to your request for submissions re the new 2017 Parking Strategy is
being submitted on behalf of my father, Glen Hulse, an owner and seasonal resident at 54 Trew

Feedback since 1966. (APPENDIX 0)
Sept 29

49 from Trew
237PM

Avenue Glenna (Hulse) Gould
. 54 Trew Aye, Tiny

Hello,

2017
Please see attached for 2017 parking strategy comments to be incorporated in the report to

. Council. (APPENDIX P)
Parking

50
Sept 29

Strate
4:02PM Regards,

Comments
. Mathew

to Council



Bay Shore
Sept29

‘Seniors (APPENDIX Q)4:30PM
Citizens

To Council,

Permission to release to public agenda.

The following comments relate to Tiny Clerks Report CR-005-17, Dated March 2, 2017, RE:
2017 Open Parking Conversion to Permit Parking and Consistent Parking at the Five Major
Beach Parks.

We own a beach front property at Bluewater beach(address below).

1. Conversion of permit parking to paid parking - Moving to paid parking does not serve the
needs of the residents and taxpayer community and in no way supports the relationship to the
strategic plan of “Improve access to all municipally owned shoreline properties for recreational
use and enjoyment while respecting privately owned shoreline properties.”

2. Uniqueness of the 5 major beach areas
Page 4 “Consistent Parking at the Five Beach Parks”:
The continued strategy to consider the S beach parks using the same parking strategy does not
take into consideration the uniqueness of the individual parks.
a. Woodland, Balm and Jackson Parks can be considered as true park areas.and have been for
decades. Bluewater (ConcessionS and Trew) the town has inserted public parking spots on the
sides of highly traveled roadways.

b. Bluewater from Concession 5 to the dunes has been lumped into the overall township
parking strategy for the five beaches however it is very different in that we have a unique
landscape including environmentally protected dunes land and residents along the remaining
beach area. The shoreline is extremely dynamic (the size of the public beach area varies
significantly on the stretch from the dunes to concession S given the nature of the water level
and shoreline. The estimated beach area for Bluewater is out of date due to higher water
levels).

Page 4 references Clerk’s Report CR-003-16 which references Appendix #10 as the yard stick to
establish the carrying capacity of each beach park. The Ministry Natural Resources criteria
should not be used as the benchmark for beach carrying capacity for the Bluewater beaches
located from the dunes to ConcessionS. The beachfront that the township owns in this area is
mostly under water and what is left of the beach area should be protected for local tax paying
residents use and enjoyment. Review attached photos of beach corrosion in the recent years.
Vacant area beyond the 178 meter contour should be used to determine carrying capacity.



c. Safety - Parking on both sides of the road on concessionS is a safety hazard. We have
witnessed vehicles travelling at high speeds northbound to east bound concession Sin violation
of the posted speed limit. Pedestrians walking from their parked vehicles as well as residents
going to their mail boxes located on the south side of concessionS are in danger of being struck
by a vehicle. Parking on the south side of Trew also poses a danger to pedestrians due to the
narrow width of the road. Appendix 1.f of CR-005-17 references short term special occasion
permits are not recommended by the Fire Chief and MLEO due to limited space availability to
meet engineering criteria of the Comprehensive Parking Strategy. Has the Fire Chief and MLEO
provided written approval of the current parking strategy for emergency vehicle access during
peak parking periods? Has a third party traffic consultant been retained to provide
recommendations? Parking should be restricted to the north side of concession S to allow for a
safer pedestrian walk and access to the mail boxes.

3. Parking spaces - Appendix 10 CR-003-16 - Jan 27, 2016- parking space allocations estimates
11 parking spots for Trew and 23 for Concession 5, however CR-005-17, page 12 reflects 13 for
Trew and 31 for Concession 5. Our understanding was that the number of spaces was to remain
the same. Why have they been increased?

4. Economic analysis - Clerks report CR-005-17 - page 13- project estimated costs and
i2017 revenues. Provide detailed actual costs and revenue for 2017.

52
Sept29 Parking
4:42PM Program 5. 2018 increase in beach usage -the new Georgian Bay Park (trailer, campers and camping)

Feedback consisting of 200 acres. How has the zoning and increase in beach usage been addressed?
(Refer to attached photo) In addition the McMahan development will also increase the number
of people using the beach areas once these lots are occupied.

We have also included our email dated April 21, 2017, addressing our concerns, we have not
received a reply from Township.

We look forward to council’s response to our concerns. (APPENDIX R - V)

Thank you

Danny and Rene Vistoli
1172 Tiny Beaches Road South

From: Danny Vistoli XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Date: Fri, Apr 21, 2017 at 11:50 AM
Subject: Re: Parking Machine on Concession SW and Bluewater Park
To: tleitch@tiny.ca, dluker@tiny.ca, council@tiny.ca
Cc: Glen Vuill XXXXXXXXXX, lbrahim Kamel XXXXXXXXXXX, Tara XXXXXXXXXXX, Cathie
XXXXXXXXXXXX, James Deep XXXXXXXXXX, Dan Yanuzzi XXXXXXXXXX, Mary Beth Dunnigan
XXXXXXXXXX, Frank Dunnigan XXXXXXXXX, roseannagreigXXXXXX, Rene Vistoli XXXXX



To Council,

We have owned our property at 1172 TBRS since 1999 and became permanent residents 3
years ago. We would like to express our frustration and concern over the parking meters being
installed at the bottom of the fifth concession and at the end of Trew Avenue without written
notification and consultation with local residents and taxpayers.

Moving to paid parking does not serve the needs of the residents and taxpayer community and
in no way supports the relationship to the strategic plan of “Improve access to all municipally
owned shoreline properties for recreational use and enjoyment while respecting privately
owned shoreline properties.”

Bluewater beach has been lumped into the overall township parking strategy for the five
beaches however it is very different in that we have a unique landscape with environmentally
protected dunes land and residents along the remaining beach area. Paid parking on a first
come first served basis encourages day trippers/non residents which will require on going
maintenance and patrolling and hiring of additional by law officers which means an increase of
cost for the taxpayers. The marginal revenue will not off set the increase in costs.

We request council to respond to the following concerns summarized below:

1. Lack of formal notification of proposed changes from permit parking to paid meter parking
with acceptable timing allocated for resident consultation and feedback

2. Professional assessment of beach density giving consideration to fluctuating water levels
and increase in beach usage by McMahon development.

3. Financial analysis of proposed paid parking along with sustainable business case.

4. How does metered first come first served parking support local residents use of the beach?

We look forward to council’s response to our concerns.

Thank you

Danny and Rene Vistoli

Hi Richard Hinton. My wife and I have owned a cottage at XXX Pinegrove Drive in Lafontaine,
since April 2000. We would likely be familiar faces to you, as we frequent Cawaja Beach during
the summer months. We both have concerns with ‘Parking’ within our township.
Firstly, the annual permits that we hang from our car mirror: How about changing the
restrictive period to be annual ? As property owners, we expect privacy at our beaches,
restricted to other property owners as well, and not an open recreational area for the general
public. With a ‘start date’ and a ‘closing date’, as it stands today, we are restricting the general
public from parking for a short period of time. We’d like to see that restriction ‘constant’
throughout the entire year.

U..,.,



I UVV flUUUL

We
Secondly, at the bottom of Concession 11, please consider opening up more parking spaces.

Oct 2 rn rove
Currently you have lines arranged for both parallel and perpendicular-to-property-line spaces.

900AM Parkin In
How about you consider eliminating the parallel spaces, and make them all perpendicular? This

Tin
g

should open up likely 6-8 more spots. We often have to race to ‘get-a-spot’, as the spaces fill up
“ quickly.

Township . . - .

Thirdly, the Tiny-Township Parking Officers were too lax in policing the offenders (those
without permits). Too often we’ve witnessed Tiny staff searching for parking offenders on the
beach, and giving them time to ‘move their vehicles away’; this is absolutely unacceptable I We
would expect tickets to be issued immediately and within 1/2 hour minimum, to re-ticket those
same offenders with an increased amount each time.
We need to push the message strongly, that Tiny Township does not tolerate public parking
without permits.

Thanks For Listening, XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Dear Councillor Hinton

I am very happy with the Permit Parking system in Tiny. With more people visiting the area
year round, I think the Permit Parking should be extended at least until October or better yet

Oct 2 FW: Permit
year round.

3:24PM Parking

Thank-you for your support
xxxxxxxxxxxx

Dear Councillor Hinton,
We are writing to thank you and the Council for implementing the Permit Parking system in our
area. This was the second year of the program which was received very positively. We agree
with the official plan that indicates that community beaches should be for the use of residents
while the public should be directed to major parks.

Oct 2 Parking In respect to the dates that the program is in effect, we feel that it is important to extend the
9:02AM Strategy program to October. We have noticed a significant influx of non residents to our area during

September and October, in the last two years.

Thank you again for your efforts and the Council to make the community beaches a much more
pleasurable experience for the community residents and the home owners
Regards, XXXXXXXXXXX
XXX Tiny Beaches Road North

Parking

56
Oct 2 issues,

(APPENDIX W)
9:05AM Trew and

Dunes



— Dear Councillor Hinton,
We are writing to support the Permit Parking system that you have helped to implement. Our
area is in the second year of the program and although there are some issues that need to be
addressed, the program is being received very positively by the vast majority in our
neighbours. We agree with the official plan that indicates that community beaches should be
for the use of residents while the public should be directed to major parks, on a pay for use
basis.
In respect to the dates that the program is in effect, we do not understand why the permit
system is not in effect year round.
We have noticed a significant influx of non residents to our area during September and
October, in the last two year. Global warming appears to be a reality.
In the least we recommend that permits be required through October.
We look forward to the public meeting where this issue can be discussed in more detail.
Regards,

: 58
Oct 2
11:01AM

Members of Council
I trust this email will reach you despite the difficulty in sending (APPENDIX X)

Parking
Strategy
2017.docx

57
Oct 2
10:38AM

Parking
Stratagy
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APPENDIX I

nc

*

Date: September 20m2017

To: the Mayor and Council of Tiny Township

Re: 2017 Permit Parking Program

I am writing on behalf of our 170 members who represent 90 residences in the
Lafonbine Area of Tiny Beaches and in response to councils request for public input.

In March of this year Council decided that based on the success of the 2016 Pilot
Parking Program in the south end of the municipality, they would expand it Township
wide and introduce it as the 2017 Parking Program. H was further recommended that a
review of the program take place in September 2017 to see if any further adjustments
were requiret

It is generally understood that with increased beach usage, there could be impacts, both
shod and longer term, on a community. These include beach access and street parking
issues that are anticipated to develop when the Township starts directing residents from
overcrowded beaches in the south to LA Beach Park in the nortk

Some of the Pilot Program issues that were identified by staff and that needed to be
addressed in the 2017 program are as follows:

• 2016 entrance signs on Concession Roads were too small to be read while
driving:

• Conftsion!conflicting signage - Prohibiting parking to the corner.

• No Signs posted on Pilot Parking Area streets:

• Visitors to the area not aware of local parking rules or where to go to find public
parking:

• Inconsistency for signing Permit Parking zones:

• Increased Parking Ticket Trials at Court in 2017:

1



The new program was introduced on May l5’ 2017 with a two week warning period
which was not publicly announcet After the two week period, bylaw officers began
ticketing cars that contravened the bylaw

After a number of our members were ticketed for parking in front of their own homes,
and with lithe sympathy being shown by the bylaw office, LASHA conducted a survey of
its membership. A summary of the results is attached but to summarize:

• 92% were aware of the new parking program, although this has been
communicated to our members in our past three newsletters. It should be noted
that we represent toughly 10% of the households in our community and non-
members would no doubt have responded differently. Over 61% indicated
receiving the information on the program through the LASHA monthly newsletter
and only 34% via the tax bill.

• 82% were aware they could not park between 8:00 am and 10:00 pm without a
permit and 89% have seen the new signage.

• Five of the respondents indicated they have received a parking ticket. Of the five
issued a ticket one purchases a parking pass each year and the other four 2
passes per year.

• Over 80% were aware that up to two parking permits per household were
available for purchase and that they could be used in pay parking areas. Of those
surveyed, 30% purchase one permit, 40% two permits and 30% no permits

• 40% of respondents felt that warning period of one to three months would have
been more appropriate.

• Of those surveyed, over 50% are unaware of the Townships Special Occasion
Parking Permit Program.

• Question 9 resulted in a myriad of responses which are attached.

It is understood that it makes good sense for council to be proactive in dealing with a
problem before it occurs given the length of time it takes to react. The program on its
face does not seem to be the problem, rather the manner in which it was introduced and
the lack of empathy being shown to the residents who the program was put in place to
assist. As well, little thought seems to have been given to the children and guests of
residents who might visit over the summer.

Council implemented this program for the benefit of the residents who could at some
point be impacted by parking problems such as are currently experienced in the
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southern pad of the Township, primarily Woodland, Bluewater, Jackson and Balm
Beaches.

However, given that there are currently no parking issues in this area, it appears to
many LASHA members that this is just a cash grab to raise more revenue through fines.
Md certainly not indicative of Councils desire to deliver exceptional municipal service.

To date there have been no parking issues related to Lafontaine Beach Park or any of
the public wad allowances in this area, although in fairness, the LA Beach Park has
seen noticeably increased volumes this summer, even with the poor weather. This is
anticipated to change once the LA Beach Park improvements are completed and the
wayfinding signage is in place. However, this is becoming a rather protracted process,
so that final completion date could be some time oW

Given that there are currently no parking issues, and the anticipated confusion noted
from the pilot, it would seem reasonable for the Township to have taken a more lenient
and compassionate approach by issuing warnings for a longer period of time or only
issuing a ticket if a previous warning had been issued.

Also, it seems doubly unfair when you take into account that the residents who were
ticketed, had in fad purchased parking passes for parking at beach parks, but were
unaware it applied to the skeet in front of their house, which is a considerable distance
from the beach park. Even staff identified that there would be contusion and an
extended learning curve given the extent of the expanded program. There should have
been an extended warning period to ensure that all residents were fully aware that their
wads were included. It also seems rather harsh to force these individuals to attend
court to get their fines waived.

Although many purchase parking permits to visit other beach parks, many don’t and this
bylaw basically forces residents to purchase passes if they ever want to visit friends in
the Township or even pave or seal their driveway. A large portion of the community are
seniors with children and grandchildren visiting over the summer. This also impacts on
them when they come to visit on weekends sometimes with little or no advance notice
or knowledge of the parking restrictions. The fact is, they are not eligible to purchase
parking permits, and even if they were, the Town Hall is dosed evenings and weekends
and the tickets from the pay and display machines are not valid on streets.
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Recommendations:

As an association representing a large number of those that could be potentially
affected and others who may never be affected by the LA Beach Park improvements,
we would make the following recommendations to council:

1. That all tickets issued to residents within the first two months of the program be
rescinded.

2. That all taxpayers be provided with two flee parking passes when receMng their
annual tax receipt in May along with an explanation about parking in ftnt of their
residence and special occasion parking. This will ensure that both seasonal and
hill time residents are fully aware of the parking regulations, induding new
residents. Consideration should also be given to instituting guest passes which
are not valid at beach parks, only residential streets. Residents would be entitled
to purchase, at a reasonable cost, up to two guest passes, that have their house
number listed.

3. That the large yellow signs be removed and smaller permit parking only 8:00 am
— 10:00 pm be installed on all affected streets in all Enforcement areas.

4. That all designated permiUpay parking spaces be clearly marked to maximize
availability and assist in enforcement.

5. That the Township implement an on-line Parking Consideration program that is
available to residents 2411 such as is provided by the City of Brampton.

6. That the Township belier communicate to the community their special occasion
permit parking program.

7. That a drop off zone be provided at the main entrance to LA Beach Park.

8. That consideration be given to installing slow down warning signs on the TBRN
approach to the park entrance given the beach goer traffic anticipated and the
sharp turn in the road.

Respectfully submitted on behalf of the members of LASHA

Chuck Stradling

President
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Copy of LASHA Tiny Reaches Padcing Pmgnm SwwcyMonkcy

Qi Are you aware of Tiny Townships new Parking Program?
Answered:7 Skipped:O APPENDIX J
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Copy of LASHA Thy Bathes Paddng Program SmweyXlookey

Q2 Were you aware you cannot park on any street between 7:00
am and 10:00 pm without a parking permit?
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Copy of LASHA Tiny Beaches Pathag Pmgnm

Q3 Have you seen the new yeLlow parking signs?
Answered: 5 skipped: 2
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Copy of LASI{A Thy Beaches Paddng Pwgtam SuweyMonkey

Q4 Do you feeL the current signage clearLy communicates the
parking policy?
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Copy of LASHA Tiny Beaches Pa&ing Pmgzam SmveyMonkey

Q5 How did you receive information on the new parking program?
Answered: S Skipped: 2
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SuiveyMonkeyCopy of LASKA Tiny Beaches Parking Pmgnm

Q6 Have you received a ticket since the new program began?
Answered: 5 Skipped: 2
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Q7 There was a two week warning period before actual tickets
were handed out. Do you feeL this was sufficient time for public

awareness?
Answered: 5 Skipped: 2
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Copy of LASHA Tiny Beaches Pathog Pmgiam

Q8 If you answered no to the previous question, what time period
would you consider appropriate?

Answered: 2 Skipped: 5
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Copy of LASHA Tiny Beaches Parking Program SinveyMonkey

Q9 What wouLd you suggest be done to improve the program?
Answered: 2 Skipped: S
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Copy of L4SIIA Tiny Beats Paddng Pmgnm SuweyMonkey

Q1O Are you aware of the Township’s Special Occasion Parking
Permit Program?

Answered: 5 Skipped: 2
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Copy of LASt-IA Tiny Beaches Parking Program SwveyMonkey

Qil Were you aware you couLd purchase up to 2 parking permits
per househoLd?

Answered: S Skipped: 2
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Copy of LASHA Tiny Beaches Parking Program SurveyMonkey

Q12 Were you aware that with a parking permit you can park
anywhere permit parking is alLowed including pay parking areas?

Answered: S Skipped: 2
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SmveyMomkeyCopy of LASHA Tiny Beaches Paiking Program

Q13 Do you purchase parking permits?
Answered: S Skipped: 2
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LASHA Tiny Beaches Parting Program SurweyMonkey

Q9 What would you suggest be done to improve the program?
Answered: 45 Skipped: 1 APPENDIX K

S

1 Mn sipiago. -

____________

Sf12017 aSS AN

2 Give) náiute grace period dtin.sl -1-,
- aae..csale, ortakkig a photo a 713012017 64 AN

debeadi

3 Seeabovea,swer 7130120172:19AN

4 rust two parking permits should be fin to residents. Mdltimial Ictocover the nwnbe €t 7I3O120fl4 AN
VSHdS per household should be avalaNa Mn rixiably r‘ event pent.

S It would have been good to give warnings for the fist few as this is a sipiificant dwige. 713012017 ThiS AM

6 A map sent with tax bill 7I29I2017 9:41 PM

7 As noted above 712912017 114 PM

8 actually patrolling in can to monitor 7129120172:13 P14

9 The ainait resbicted area is to large. The think property owners should have a free parking 712612017 12:25 P14

10 More signago 712412017 101 PM

fl It was done hnpropedy from the beginning. More advertising and fr.th-a-ir was n- —‘y.I 712412017 &52 AM
don’t think people were aware oldie scale of this program.

12 Not sane but open to talking of course. 712312017 156 PM

13 I think we should be allowed to park in front of our homes without a parking permit

14 Unit it to the beada areas. 712012017 Th07 PM

15 Not sure 7J20fl017 10:20 PM

16 Explainwhythis is needed. 7120fl0171016 PM

V Re the Special Occasion PenniL.that’s a laugh. I requested a few for our 50th Wedding 7120120179:09 PM
Anniversary in June ...they said I could have to as requested, at $15 each for a day!, ddiailous.
Needless toy• did not get any.Icommented that we do not agree with these new parking
restrictions so far from the beach, mostly inconvenience residents themselves if they have
company etc. I was told if we disagree with this new parking restrictions, the residents should
air their concerns to the council before Sept When ft wIU be made law. I can see on the beach
mad and maybe part way up conecting reads, but not the whole. Why would people want to
come? Not to use our beaches - such as they are? I have never seen can parked on our sheet,
other than residents for overflow of their can, or when they are having company, party, or
service vehicles. Our roads in this area are wide enough for this personal parking. Most oldie
roads in this area an along way from the water. What purpose does this restriction serve here.
I can see ft on TBRoads dose to Balm Beach and Thunder Beach. where the mad is narrow etc. I
hope we are going to let Council that some of us do not agree with it

18 The parldng ticket could be issued hut not fine should be set for the first ticket - ft will make the 712012017 &35 PM
driven weLl aware of the new policy

19 Works well in some areas ....not so much in others..especially if you are a home owner and need 712OI20177M PM
to be able to accommodate company, parking on the street

20 The signage is too prominent and spoils the beauty of the area We need enough to 7/20120175:04 PM
comminicate the message but as much as there is

21 Something needs to be done. All tax paying residents should be treated the same. We should all 7120120174:36 PM
be abLe to park in front of our homes. It’s not right that some residents can enjoy their company
that cannot fit onto their driveways and others need to pay for this pleasure. Also what about
our kids. They can’t play in our driveways any more because we can’t move can out I have a lot
more complaints.
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LASHA Tiny Beaches Parking Pmgnm SinveyMonkey

V There have to he hdlviduä “NO PARCWIG” tson the areas wa &Tmy Beaches RD. 7120120174:12134
—recognizes these snail witsad I fiat they amid have been nn less
-.,,--..a than the bige yellow siia hntailafimiflyamid have heeL

23 give a pan autwnafic4ly to ead. Incld athe b’5.-.fr &the year 71z)I2017405 134

24 re-aneneit of needsI the LA bead. an- how many axeas from the need to be 7IZVZfl7 323PM
‘paniC patting? The tubulean is —.Allow men than 2 Haecan be nade,
ie tine finn 2 adults with vehicles mote and hater iage, Did out oftown .1,,nly owners
get the Thy newdetter too? Don’t appear to be ante.

Wa 712012017 ssni

Mn signage. Give p..Iy owners 2 complhsnenflq parking pu.,s,b, dqadh.g ml the anmuit 7I20I2017 249 134
ofpopaty with mad Lrte for isewiiai pasting elsewhere in the area and issue property
omapasting code which they can display ott cats they give peanission to past in front of
thpfl

27 Better communication with residents. The is and tax notices were not dear enough. 7I20fl017 134

22 Nan bylaw officer Sortanent along with disaetinty chance for education without ticket. 712012017 t43 PM
Non ,enn/woet rdatedIvisito,s may not lamthe pasting staurs.

7120fl017 123 134

30 Add more paved pasting lots. If I’m paying finn my car shorild seandy patted in designated 712012017121 PM

31 Vehicles identified with veterans plates should have free parting I&e in other mwicipalida 7flOflOW 1.18134

32 Our community should be better at being guest & toui& friendly. Why can’t residents han 7I20I2017 1:16 134
guests park in their yards (5110 dollars a day or whatever) when in fad many times folks can’t
find a place to past? An we really tying to stop family [mm our terrific beaches for the
sake of generating a snail amount of overall pairing revenue?

33 communicate this message again in the correspondences mentioned above. 712012017 1:fl 134

34 Not a user at present su don’t yet have an opinion. Where is the Nipining Ridge? Best descrIbe 712012017 irn PM
the geography using concession numbers and mad names.

35 Nose enforcement Then is no need for sheet patting and it creates a safety hazard for 7flOflOfl k06 134
pedestrians, bicycles and children and is generally unsightly. IF residents need more vehicle
parking they should expand their driveways.

36 No issues 712012W? 1:04 PM

37 More signage at the beach parking areas with infonnabon on how to obtain a parking pennit 71201201712:56 PM

33 Nothing 712012W? 12:52 PM

33 make the fines more than $60 and make sure the ticket guys are giving the tickets out to deter 71201201712:52 PM
people we don’t want in our area who don’t follow the roles.

40 Remove itil! Too restrictive!! Allow parking on one side of the street to ensure firetnick can get 71201201712:47 PM
by. Can switch to other side oFstreet each month.

41 signage 7I20120171244 PM

42 nocomment 7I20I201712:42PM

43 nil 71201201712:41 PM

44 Remove it 7l2012017 12:35PM

45 Better notification 712012017 12:35PM
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IASHA Tiny Beaches Paxting Program SurvcyMonkey

Qi Are you aware of Tiny Townships new Parking Program?
Answered:92 Skipped:O APPENDIX L
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LASHA Tiny Bathes Patting Program SinveyMonkey

02.05% 64

1735% 14

TOTAL 78

Q2 Were you aware you cannot park on any street between 7:00
am and 10:00 pm without a parking permit?

Answered: 78 Skipped: 14
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LASHA Tiny Beaches Paflñn Program SwwcyMonkey

Q3 Have you seen the new yeLlow parking signs?
Answered: 77 Skipped: 15
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LASHA Tiny Beaches Parking Program

Q4 Do you feeL the current signage cLearLy communicates the
parking poLicy?

Answered: 75 skipped: 17
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IASHA Thy Beaches Parting Pmgxam SmveyMonkey

Q5 How did you receive information on the new parking program?
Answered: 80 skipped: 12
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LASHA Tiny Beaches Pating Pmgram SwvcyMonkey

Q6 Have you received a ticket since the new program began?
Answered: 78 SkIpped: 14
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LASHA Thy Beaches Parking Program SurveyMonkey

Q7 There was a two week warning period before actual tickets
were handed

Ya

No

out. Do you feeL this was sufficient time for public
awareness?

Answered: 79 skipped: 13
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LASHA Thy Beaches Parking Pmgnm SuiveyMonkey

Q8 If you answered no to the previous question, what time period
wouLd you consider appropriate?

Answered: 35 Skipped: 57
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LASHA Tiny Beaches Parting Program SurveyMoinkey

Q9 What would you suggest be done to improve the program?
Answered: 45 skipped; 47
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• LASHA Tiny Beaches Parking Pmgram SwwcyMonkcy

Q1O Are you aware of the Township’s Special Occasion Parking
Permit Program?

Answered: 79 Skipped: 13
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LASHA Tiny Bcaches Patting Pwgnm SurveyMonkey

Qil Were you aware you couLd purchase up to 2 parking permits
per househoLd?

Ansvered: 80 Skipped. 12
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LASHA Thy Beaches Parking Program SmvcyMonkcy

Q12 Were you aware that with a parking permit you can park
anywhere permit parking is allowed including pay parking areas?

Answered: 79 SkIpped: 13
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Q13 Do you purchase parking permits?
Answered: 79 Skipped: 13
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Township of Tiny

Parting Policy Palew APPENDIX NI

Sept 29, 2017

Busliess Association of Balm Beach
7 Tiny Beaches Rd. N.

Tiny, ON

LOL2JO

Contact
Doug Lornman
dougbrdma3@mgeracom

Comment

In general, we wish to thank the Council for tackling this difficult problem and although we
may not agree with all the elements of the new policy, we do appreciate the process that
was undertaken and we are happy to have the opportunity to add further input for the
upcoming planned review.

We believe that you will find our comments and suggestions more of a tweaking nature to
deal with some special situations that relate to Balm Beach and our business members.

Metered Parking - Time Frame

BABB continues to request that the time frame for the metered parking be changed both
from a seasonal and daily point of view.

Seasonally, we request that the time frame be from June 15th to Sept 7.

Rational:
• BABB is tying to encourage more visitors to come in the shoulder seasons as one

strategy to reduce the pressure in the summer months and improve the viability of
our businesses..

• Currently there is not much demand for parking in late May and June. Pay parking
further discourages visitors and our customers.

• Sept 7 is the latest that Labour Day would fall in any year. Demand after that drops
significantly and there is minimal enforcement.

Daily, we request that the time frame be changed to 9 am to 5 pm

Rational:
• There is very little enforcement or need for it before 9am.



• BABB is hying to encourage morn visitors to cane in the ever*ig to hdp reduce the
stress in peak day thnes

• Due to the seasonaMy & ow- businesses, we already have hoat4e conpeting with
businesses in town. Pay paldng after 5 pm puts us at a further disadvantage.

• The proposed times am more consistent with other municipalities

Beach Business Parking

Currently there is 30 minute free parking in front of the Georgian Gnu, the Balm Beadi
Tavern and Bingham’s store. This is too short for Georgian Gnu and Tavern customers and
too long for convenience store customers.

BABB continues to advocate for a meeting between the Township and these business
owners to find a morn workable solution.

Unloading Zones

An unloading zone has been provided at the beach. However, unloading happens in other
areas which creates traffic and safety problems

Suggestion: Strictly enforce no unloading except in the designated area

Parking of Municipal Enforcement Vehicles

Many times, especially during busy periods, municipal by law enforcement vehicles park
illegally, while the officers are out giving tickets for illegal parking. The optics of this are bad.

Suggestion: Designate one parking space for municipal vehicles. We have proposed one
space in the parking area on Parkside an&or one space beside the Georgian Grill.

Parking Sign at Entrance to Balm Beach

In 2016, this sign was erected at the beginning of the summer to communicate that there is
no parking anywhere in the community except in metered areas and by permit where
indicated. Although we agree with the reason for using this sign instead of many specific no
parking signs, clearly many people either did not see it or were not able to read all of it as
they drove past.

In 2017 the location of this sign was changed from just east of Balm Beach to just west of
Perkinsfield due to the area covered by the new parking policy. We have no feedback on
whether this in any way improved the understanding of the parking policy, especially for
visitors to the Township..



jf

Motorcycles

The pay policy as ft applies to motoxcydes is unclear. If they park in the designated
motcicyde areas, are they required to pay? Ha motorcycle parks in a car parking space are
they required to pay? During the summer we axe aware of some motorcycles being ticketed
and some not We suggest that this needs to be clarified so that we can inform our

aisa

Pay Machine on Balm Beach Rd. W.

We heard a complaint horn one visitor who had problems with this pay machine. Apparently,
when using a credit card they were getting error messages on a number of fries until ft finally

worked. The same credit card was subsequently blocked by the credit card company
because of the multiple failed uses at the rnder machine. They fried to call the number

listed on the machine to get assistance but they got a message saying that the company

was dosed forthe weekend.

Two points hem - has them been other problems with these machines or would this be just

an isolated incident and ft would seem that assistance should be available on a 24ff basis.
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APPENDIX 0
2017 Parking Tiny

Submitted on behalf of Glen Hulse, owner of 54 Trew Avenue, Tiny, and family, September 29th, 2017

This property ha5 been family owned since 1966. One generation grew up here; members of the second

and third generation are now enjoying all it has to offer.

When the choice was made to purchase the property, highlights were not only the sandy beach front,
but the small dead-end country road used to access it. It was well away from the noise and crowds of
Wasaga and Balm beaches, which were open to the public. Nearby amenities included a general stare
and horse stable, both of which eventually closed permanently. When water tables are low, people can
stroll along the beach for miles.

Tiny residents occasionally parked at the end of Trew and enjoyed the sand beach or went for a walk
along the sand. Vehicle parking increased slightly after building started in the Bluewater Dunes
subdivision; some back-lot owners found it too far to walk to enjoy the beach. Eventually a lovely
boardwalk was built to protect the sand dunes. Portable toilets and garbage cans are the only
amenities. Trew Avenue provides the only accessible access for those in the Bluewater Dunes but only
one accessible parking spot exists.

When permit parking was introduced, resident passes were often seen on dashboards. Some other

drivers also wandered down the road but this did not adversely affect us too much.

The summer of 2017 has been very different.

The mad dash starts early in the day. Drivers do not care about speed, just the rush to get a spot. All

day this goes on as drivers search for a space to park.

If the driver is not lucky enough to find a spot, he/she speeds off to find one somewhere else.

Sunset is also a very popular time for vehicles; the signs say they should be paying but we never see by

law staff in the evening so I’m not surprised that many drivers don’t bother purchasing a ticket. The
racing to get a spot has continued well into the fall, especially on warm September days and/or

evenings.

It got so bad this summer that it was only the most athletic (quick to move) who could actually walk on
Trew Avenue due to speeders; sad to say that included some Tiny Township by-law staff. There are

elderly people who have lived on this road for years and have spoken to me about feeling unsafe

walking this summer. With the high water, we can’t get a safe and decent walk on the sand so this was

a method of healthy exercise that we no longer enjoy. And there was no way that I could let my young

granddaughter ride her bike on the road.

Many times I witnessed vehicles parking in non-parking spots and on several occasions, they actually

blocked the roadway to an extent that property owners of 60 through 66 would be unable to get access

to/from their own property.



For property owners who access the road at numbers 46 through 58, the blind curve on Trew makes it
dangerous for them entering or exiting their properties because of speedsters rounding the bend.
Whenever possible we instruct our visitors to leave by driving forward out of the property as it is safer
than trying to back out.

Even worse, on at least two occasions, a black full-size pickup truck parked on the water side of the road
in a small patch of grass between #50 & #52...right on the bend.

How long do property owners and guests have to worry about dangerous, irresponsible drivers before a
serious accident occurs? We often wonder if an emergency service vehicle would be able to reach
someone in case of an emergency. None of this worried us in past summers like it did in 2017.

The Bluewater Dunes are a precious commodity that cannot be replaced and should not be altered or
destroyed. The 2000 official Plan required that plans for the larger Township parks on the western
shoreline ensure that they are effectively planned to minimize the impacts of use on the environment
and adiacent residential areas.

The speeding, the noise from loud vehicles, the unsafe road are already negatively impacting the
residents on Trew. Please don’t make it any worse.

In conclusion, it is distressing that decisions such as the implementation of Pay Per Use Parking are
made BEFORE the surrounding residences are consulted. Certainly if we are building we must notify all
affected neighbours and they are allowed to speak....why did this not happen in changing the parking
plan?

You have our permission to release these details for public discussion.

Glenna (Hulse) Gould, 54 Trew Aye, Tiny

ggould@pppoe.ca
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APPENDIX P
2017 Parking Strategy — Feedback for use in Report to Council

Mathew Cook

21 Huronia Court, Tiny Township

Please find below some feedback on the 2017 Parking Strategy that I would like you to
incorporate into the report to council.

Comments:

The family property has been with us for almost 4 decades so I’ve seen many changes
over the years and have had many discussions with the family and neighbors about issues

o Parking has been at times a significant issue and I know it has once again become
a significant issue that requires addressing

o The parking strategy implemented in 2017 to eliminate open parking and replace
with permit parking was a great step forward in acknowledging the issues that are
being experienced by citizens and linking in with other Township strategies

• With the growth of the population of Tiny and the surrounding areas, it is impossible to
maintain a wonderful community without further rules, policies and procedures so I
support these initiatives and support the 2017 program — it should not be rolled back but
rather it should be expanded

• The primary focus should be on the residents and taxpayers of Tiny and non-residents
secondary

• We recommend continuing the parking strategy and expanding it so that it starts earlier
and ends later (for example - climate change has shown that September can be hotter than
August and therefore the demand for beach usage can be extreme in late summer/early
Fall so the parking strategy needs to adjust accordingly) — An end date of September 15 is
too early

• See below captions from Facebook on how Penetang is officially advertising Tiny and
causing issues with Tiny residents — this should be discouraged by directing non-residents
to the 5 major beach parks with permit parking extended one month in the Fall and one
month in the Spring at a minimum:



02 2 Comments

Like Q Cmnment ç Share

• We recommend that no exceptions be made on a street by street basis as uniformity is
important as day trippers will quickly realize where they can park and therefore bypass
the Township’s major beach strategy and create stress on small access ways that were
never meant to support non-local individuals

• We recommend that the strategy for these local access points be more clearly outlined
and communicated

o For example:
• The major beach strategy that focuses on the 5 major beaches in Tiny are

open for non-residents, people with accessibility issues, for those who
require facilities such as washroom, and for those who require a vehicle to
get to the beach access

• Local beach access paths and parks are for local residents (it’s impossible
to accommodate all of Midland, Penetang, and the greater GTA beach
goers with small access points that over-run capacity and cause conflict
with local taxpayers)

• The parking strategy therefore needs to be adjusted accordingly and there
should be no parking (even no permit parking) in areas immediately near
access points as all car traffic should be directed to the 5 major parks

• This is consistent with some comments made by councilors during
2017 council meetings

• At a minimum, area residents who request no parking on their street should be
accommodated upon request (should define this process, 50%+ of residents for example)

• Other streets with permit parking should be accommodated with special permits that
allow visitors within X# of feet of their property - this should be offered for a nominal
amount to cover Township costs but these should not be Township wide permit parking
as these are visitors to a house specific and if beach access is required then they should be
directed to the 5 major parks as standard process
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o If every resident can obtain unlimited exception passes then the purpose of the
program will be circumvented so I caution with loosening the rules too much

• In one of the Summer council meetings, it was commented by a Councilor that:
o We should not encourage people to drive or go to local beach access points. They

are there and to be enjoyed and used but the Township’s focus should be to
encourage the use of the 5 major beach parks. This should be linked back to the
parking strategy and the reasoning to anyone who has complaints that they can’t
drive to a local access point to the beach as they should be directed to the
Township’s policies that encourage the use of the 5 major parks.

o Support minimizing climate change (therefore minimize use of cars for short
trips)

o Local beach access points should be for local people and therefore if one is far
enough away to require a vehicle then the Township has made 5 major parks
available for your enjoyment

• Anyone with special circumstances or needs such as physical disabilities
are also directed to the 5 major parks where proper support has been
provided (as it’s impossible for the Township to make every access point
compliant with wheel chair accessibility and washrooms for example)

o I generally agree with the statements as it fits into the various strategies and as for
parking it makes it clear why limited or no parking is required on residential
streets and around local beach access points

• Change is often hard and the Township should consider expanding its change
management process to ensure the changes are well understood

o i.e. how the various strategies of the township fit with each other and how a
parking strategy fits in with the major beach strategy — tins could help people
understand that (lie Township is not trying to eliminate access bitt to direct
people to the areas that can accommodate greater traffic flow

Conclusions:

o Continue and expand the 2017 parking strategy
o Expand the policy by including more “no parking” around local access points
o No street by street exceptions to the parking strategy that allow for open parking
o Consider how to accommodate visitors and special events without causing harm to other

local residents who want to minimize car traffic and parking on their streets
o Help link the various strategies to the parking strategy and actively encourage people and

cars to the 5 major beaches and clearly promote the use of local access points for local
residents

o Extend permit parking by a minimum of one month in Spring and Fall due to the impact
of climate change and population growth

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input and I support the Council’s initiatives to build a
stronger and better community. I am available for further discussion or clarification at the
Township’s convenience.
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Bay Shore Seniors Citizens
2000 Tiny Beaches Road, South

Tiny, Ontario
LOL1P1

705-361-2525
September27, 2017

Steve Harvey
Chief Municipal Law Enforcement Officer
130 Balm Beach Road West
Tiny, Ontario
LOL 2J0

Dear Mr. Harvey,

We, the members of the Bay Shore Seniors Citizens, are writing to you
concerning the parking situation during the “NO Parking” time frame of May
15 to September15 and the implications this restriction means to us, the
members.

This past summer, your office allowed us a set of parking passes for our

“Christmas in July” Craft sale and 20 special parking permits dedicated to
our monthly meetings which are held every second Tuesday of the month,
and we appreciated you doing this for us.

Many of the members have various health issues and should not have to
walk the distance this bylaw is enforcing. If our members cannot access

parking closer, we risk losing many of our dedicated volunteers and the
programs they offer. We asked our members to car pool and those who are

able bodied to park off site so those who needed to be close could be,

however, this only had a minimal effect and many still had to walk when
they should not have to do so.



Our monthly general meeting runs from 1:00pm to 4:00pm every second
Tuesday of the month. On the third Thursday of the month in July we have
a BBQ and a corn roast on the third Thursday in August. These events
have a greater turn out as our membership numbers are higher and
therefore a higher number of automobiles are in need of parking spots. All
we are asking of our Township is to grant us parking on the street across
from our building (or close as possible) for our special events and our
general meetings during the restricted times.

Over the years we have always had an agreement with the Township that
allowed us this privilege and they understood our needs.

Our Seniors Club has been recognized by the Ontario Government for all
that we offer to the seniors in this area and that not offering these activities
during the summer months really affects our efforts to provided future
events to be successful.

We would like to be involved in the ongoing discussions in regards to the
parking plan going forward and are willing to work with you to figure out a
solution.

Sincerely,

e
Cathy Chadwick
President

CC: George Cornell
Mayor
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APPENDIX LV

Parking issues:

Trew Ave and the Bluewater Dunes

Disabled parking:

Despite the fact that the executive of BDRA had requested three disabled parking locations on Trew Aye,
several times, (in discussions with Councillor Hinton) with access to the lower board walk and the wheel
chair accessible toilet, there is still only one available.

There are at least three individuals in the Dunes community who use wheelchairs and others, like
myself, who have a permit and who require a parking spot in a location that does not require a walk up a
steep hill or a long distance to our destination. One is not enough.

I had a pleasant discussion with a disabled woman whose family who had parked in the only spot on
Trew for wheel chair parking. They were from Barrie and were grateful for the access to the beach via
the boardwalk and that there is an accessible toilet. Unfortunately, the two daughters had to carry their
mother into the water from the end of the boardwalk. The rollout carpet, (can’t remember the name of
it) that has been used at BalmBeach and at the Food Fest, but is not available to the Dunes and, I am
informed by Counsellor Hinton, there have been problems with It?

However, the main issue here is that the only DI’ space was not available for a Tiny residentl

May I suggest two more disabled spaces could be where the huge unloading space is currently located.
This area encourages the bus loads who, reportedly, have been dropping off groups from the trailer
parks. Also, the households who seem to think that BBQ5, coolers full of beer, the total contents of the
childrens’ toy trunks, gazebos, dogs and the kitchen sink is part of their “park”entitlement. Often
literacy issues are evident since signs banning certain activities are ignored. (This is another concern for
residentsre BLOs not dealing with the infractions in appropriate ways or simply walking past the
miscreants as if what is happening is of no concern)

Since I spent many of my own precious summer hours pulling invasive species off the side of Trew and
the dunes, I observed and discussed the parking concerns with local residents from early July to the end
of August.

Here are some of my experiences:

The signage info is not clear.
Several times I saw vehicles parked in the unloading space and no owners in evidence. I called bylaw
about one and, within minutes, two appeared as did the owner of the vehicle. He told me that, when he
had parked, a BLO was there and said nothing to him about not parking there.

Parking areas are unclearly identified and many cars have been parked in no parking locations including
privately owned insets.



Paid parking tickets have been used by vehicles to park Nicole BId since there is, apparently, an unclear
distinction between Permit Parking and paid parking. Bylaw officers also were having difficulty with this
concept allowing them to park in our community without giving them tickets.
When I called a BLO regarding several vehicles on Nicole BId, two of which had disabled permits, one
with a paid parking ticket, the other with nothing, I had a discussion with him re DPPs and he told me
that he had been told that he could use his discretion whether to give them a ticket or not.
I asked him if that depended upon whether he was feeling grumpy or happy that day.

Solution:
Pass a bylaw that anyone with a DPP can park wherever it is legal, without charge, as is the case in the
GTA and Barrie.

Local residents, especially those from Wyevale who love the Dunes, are feeling marginalized since there
are rarely parking spaces available for them on Trew as they are taken by Paid Parking customers from
out of the region.

Some Dunes residents are resentful that they cannot get a permit for family members who may turn up
at the weekend when it is impossible to obtain permits for them.

Solution:
Use a system such as in Mississauga, where a resident can call at night or on the weekend to request
parking for a guest who turns up unexpectedly.A small cost might be involved. The licence plate number
would be included and the BLOs could access the info via their cell phones. Maybe an APP could be
created to facilitate this.

Parking permits should be available on-line. The existing system is cumbersome and it should be
possible to pay and download them on line.
Another option would be to have them available in libraries, Jug City etc the way fire permits and
garbage tags are.

Unfortunately, since Trew Ayes beach is non existent because of high water levels, those parking on
Trew navigate towards the dunes so, at times it has been over crowded and abused. The strange
weather patterns have made it difficult to evaluate the success of the strategy.

There is less invasion of the urban species on Dunes streets, for which we are grateful

Thank you,

Kate Dewey



APPENDIX X

RE: Parking strategy pilot 2017

Further to the comments made at both Town Hall meetings, I would like to emphasize my

displeasure re current strategy. The greatest irritant are the huge double anchored signs 2.6-3

Kms away from the shoreline in concessions-farming areas. There is NO survey or research

that would have shown a necessity for such an extreme measure. A policy that corrects
beach parking mostly at the expense of rural residents is ridiculous and embarrassing.

Farmers could allow any number of vehicles in their large driveways but some residents have

very limited parking. Permits should not be an issue for permanent concession road residents.

Visitors during this past summer did not even understand or read properly the signage but

were taken by the nature of the huge signs in an area where NOONE has ever parked to go

to the beach. They largely ignored or were unaware of its significance.

There are a number of other questionable measures that have adversely affected permanent

residents. For instance the suggestion that the parking strategy should encourage residents to

go to northern areas of the township when they have beaches at the end of their own

concessions and have lived in that immediate area defies the historical use by local residents.

Summer visitors-beach goers are all but gone by the end of August. Permanent residents and

the few visitors should have access to parking from Labour day onward. Further weekdays

should be free to permanent residents in May and June. Overnight parking passes are easily

granted if there is flexibility in the strategy. Policies should NOT be one size fits all or one area

fits all. Note the signage was once JUNE 15 to Labour day.

In some municipalities parking permits are issued free to residents with their tax bills. I have

not seen a Veterans Parking spot anywhere in the township! Some areas have so much

signage as to confuse I Access to permits on short notice is NOT available. Ticketing 2km away

from the beach on a rainy day or after dark (8 pm in August) is not relevant to the beach

parking issue. Common sense has at times been devoid in issuing parking tickets. The

current enforcement of amassing parking tickets by youthful staff seems more important than

a presence on the beach to ensure orderly use and trash pickup. Special permits for family

functions only make our limited season pleasurable for residents.

The policy decisions you will soon entertain should be reviewed this FALL by interested parties

and not wait till Spring. Opportunities to review or input after your new revisions is most

important to permanent residents. I would expect notification as to when the discussion might

take place in order to offer clarification or explanation of these comments if required.



I trust you will consider these comments in a positive manner as they are intended.

Hopefully revisions will enhance enjoyment for permanent and seasonal re5idents

Donald F. D’Aoust daoust@simcoe.net

236 Conc 12 West 705 549 8391

Tiny ON LOL flO


